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SECTIO_ I

_l INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

_l 1.1 Introduction

_l The measurement of the risk-related impacts from the siting of a high-
level nuclear waste (HLNW) repository represents a new and important addition

I to conventional socioeconomic impact studies. In particular, the driving forces
behind these impacts are the risks people perceive to be associated with the
repository. The impacts can range from increased axvciety for nearby residents
who may dread living near the repository to fewer people who retire to
Nevada because they perceive that the repository would make the State a less
desirable piace to live. The perceived risks from transporting wastes to a

J repository increase the potential scope of the impacts substantially. The
overall objective of the risk studies is to appraise the extent of these impacts.

Measuring the risk impacts requires a complementary set of approaches,
of which, risk surveys are the cornerstone, a The purpose of these surveys is
to provide scientifically defensible measures of the risk-related impacts. They

_l will enable the State of Nevada to measure the risk impacts of a proposed
repository based on the attitudes, opinions, perceptions, and responses of its
citizens,and of those of the rest of the nation. Using established,widely
recognizedsamplin_procedures,the survey responsesfrom a sample of citizens
can be generalized to the State or nation. Equally important, by tailoring
these procedures to meet the objectives that are most important to Nevada
planners and policymakers,the risk impacts on key groups of citizens--e.g.,
people livingnear the proposed site vs. peoplelivingfar away--can be meas- '
ured,compared,and understood.

The risk surveysfollowdirectlyfrom a conceptualframework of how the
HLNW repositoryaffectspeoples'perceptionsand, ultimately,their behaviors.

While Section 4 discusses this framework in more detail, the basic elements are
straightforward. As shown in Figure I-I these surveys describe and measure:

® Characteristics of individuals

* Risks peopleperceivefrom theHLNW repository
o Views, or mind sets,theyform aboutthe HLNW repository

_] • Changes in behaviors--e.g.,changes in retirement decisionsor
industrialrelocations--inducedby thelocationof the repository

_[ o Changes in well=being of Nevada citizens,if the repositorywerelocated at Yucca Mountain.

_} In examining risk perceptions,we have undertaken several surveys to
understand,and model,the risks peopleperceivefrom a HLNW repository.The
perceptionanalysisemphasizes the importance of the characteristicsof the

aFor a discussion,see Mitchelland Carson [1987]and Smith, Desvousges,
" _[ and Freeman [1985].
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Characteristics of Individual _._._._

• Awareness of repository _:• Attitudes toward environment
• Attitudes toward government
• Knowledge of repository _"_i
• Socioeconomic profile
• Location _:

Risk Perceptions

• Characteristics of risk

• Sources of risk
• Likelihood of risk

View of Repository _ '

® Feasibility "_

• Desirability
• Likelihood of selection
• Voting choices

,.., _

Risk Induced Behaviors _

• Attendance at convention
• Retirement decisions _
• Industrial mhdprofessional

relocation decisions _;_
.r i

_ .,. _

Economic Well-belng
• Willingness to PW to avoid

repository
• Willingness to accept

repository

e,
Figure '1-1. Relationship of risk perceptions to well-being of Nevada citizens. _:_
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_I potential risks Irom a repository--e.g., would nearby resldents dread 11_1;_ r_,,.,_;
it. Addi_lonally, the analysis considers both the sources of the perceived

j risks--e.g., transportation accidents, storage accidents, or groundwater con-
tamination--and the perceived likelihood of the repository activities causing
accidents or contamination. It also examines the characteristics of the in--

III dividuals--e.g., risk awareness, knowledge of a repository, location--that may
influence these perceptions.

Once the risks people perceive from the HLNW repository are charac--
J terized, we profile people's conceptions of, or overall views toward, the

repository. These conceptions include the importance of long-term considera-
_ll tions, the perceived potential benefits, and the perceived equity of the

repository being located in one state. Again, we describe the views of both
Nevada residents and those of the rest of the United States.

As noted earlier, the risk=induced behaviors are a crucial component of
the overall risk impact area. As a first step in developing models of these

U behaviors, we have asked respondents about whether a HLNW repository would
make an area a less desirable piace to live--either to start new businesses or

U raise a family. We also considered whether it may affect their decisions to
attend conventions or take vacations. Results from the survey are only one

m part of the total project effort. However, our findings imply that further
steps to model, and ultimately predict, the risk-induced behaviors are war-

]li ranted. Risk-induced behavioral studies will be accomplished in Years 2 and 3
of the study.

• J

The final area addressed in the risk studies is the effect the repository
J may have on people's perceived weil'being or utility. Again our efforts here

are preliminary with regard to the overall Socioeconomic Project, but they do ,
: m show thatsome economic measures of well-beingcan provideone usefulgauge

of whether people feel they would be betteror worse off with an HLNW
iN repositorylocatednear them. Our later efforts will includeother broader

measures of well-beingthat consider social and politicalcons,lderations,in
i additionto theeconomicones (Year 2 Nevada behavior/well-beingresearch).

: j To addressthe risk-relatedissues,we have developedan integratedset
of risk surveys. They comprise four main activities:a seriesoi:three focus

m groups; a telephonesurvey of U.S. households;and a telephonesurvey of
Nevada households. Following these surveys,a series of risk perception-

4 behavioralstudieswill be undertaken. We have designed these activitiesto
complement each other because no singlesurvey questionnaireor data collec-
tion method can address the wide array of complex measurement issues
presentedby the risk surveys. In additio_,a set of surveys will be under-

i taken of non-Nevada residents in order to measure risk-induced effects on
: migration,economic investment,and tourism. Figure 1-2 highlightsthe six

m activities that pertain to the surveys of Nevada residents' perceptions and
well-being.

Bach activitytakes advantageof the comparative strengthsof the data
collectionmethod chosen. These strengthsincludethe following:





"s
g

-_ • [he Io,.us g!?cups targe_ sma}_l groups of peop,i_:' to +_1"ov,,,e::,,,..:+.,about attitudes, .optnlons, and per ceptlons along w trh evaluating.

potentialquestionsfor thesurveys.

• The telephonesurveys,which focu,',on risk perceptions,are most
effectivein measuring attitudesand opinionsthat will affect people's

perc+ptionsof the risks associatedwith the HLNW repository. 'Theyestablisha baseline of risk perceptionsin Nevada and .inthe rest of
the Umted States. They also beginto address mitigationand compen-

_1 sation issu,_s.

J While employing several surveys and studiesoffers potentialadvantages,
these can ordy be re.al{zedif they are systematicallyintegrated. To achieve
the necessary integration° the surveys are based on the common conceptual
framework. The framework also underpins the survey questionnaires which are
'the major vehicies for integrating the survey activities. Mitchell and Carson
[1987] and Smith and Desvousges [1986] emphasize the crucial role of the

J questionnairesin complex environmentalsurveys. They also employ a coord-
inated research desig_ to ensure that the framework is consistentlyimple-

m mented.

m-

Ill This document reports the findingsof the telephonesurvey activities.
These surveys will includerepresentativesamples of residentsin Nevada and

II the rest of the United States_ The five objectives of these surveys are to'

]m • Establisha baselinefor the'perceivedrisks from an HLNW repository,

• Assess the factors that influencethe risks people perceive from a
repository,

I
• Describe how pt,_ple would view an HLNW repository,

I
• Explore the potential magnitude of risk-induced behaviors, and

• Provide preliminary measures of the potential changes in economic
di well-beir_ from the siting of sn HLNW repository,

l These objectives are especially relevant to the State of Nevada. By
fulfilling these objectives, the telepltone survey will provide timely information
for Nevada plannersand policymakers,as well as addingto the understm_ding
of theseissuesfor structuringthe futureresearchactivities.

1.3 Guide to,,.the Report

The remsinder of this repozl incltxies ten sections:

® Section2 describesthe role of the inventoryof concerns and focus

groupsm ,thetelephonesurveyquestionnairedevelopment,process.

s
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• Section 3 highlights the implementation of 'he telephone surve;, _[_including the sampling and data ,collection activities,

t
• Section 4 presents the conceptual framework tl _t has guided both the

survey questi,onnaire development and the empirical analysis of the _l_
survey data.

® Section S summarizes the empirical findings on perceived risks from

the HL,NW repository,ltpresentsmeasures of the seriousnessof the _:
risk,alongwithanalyzingfilefactorsthatalffectriskperceptions.

• Section6 profilesthe survey respondents'view of the repository,lt

also _dghlights how the environmental attitudes of respondents in thetelephone surveys compare with other National surveys.

• Section 7 presentsL,e empiricalfindingson the potentialmagnitudeof
risk-inducedbehavior, lt addresses whether respondentsthink an
HLNW repositorywould make nearby areas less desirableto take
vacations,attendconvention.-,,raise families startnew businesses or
retire. ' '

, • Section8 highlightsthe empiricalsurvey findingson economic weil- E
being,alor_ with whether tax rebateswould make an HLNW repository
more acceptable to nearby residents.

• Section9 discussesdistanceand locationin relationto perceptionsof
the repository.

® Section I0 discusses the implicationsof the telephonesurvey for .
Nevada plannersand policy-makersand for furoreresearchactivities. E

® Section11 liststhecitedreferences. E

The survey questionnairesfor both the National and Nevada surveys
followSection11.
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SECTION 2

FOCUS GROUPS AND INVENTORY OF CONCERNS

2.1 llntroduction
ii i , ,,i ,Jii

Before conducting the risk perception telephone surveys, we conducted

three focus groups and compiled an inventory of concerns from the printedmedia. Ti_e objectives of these activities were to identify repository-related

hazard issues and aid in developing the questionnaires. The activities comple-mented each other. The inventory stimulated ideas and issues about the HLNW
repository that were addressed in the focus group sessions. The focus group

_ participants added their particular perspective as weil. Overall, the activities

,_ provided useful qualitative insights into the perception of the HLNW repository.

The inventory of concerns, compiled from the printed media, provided
I many insightsfor understandinf_the range of views people have about the

HLNW repository,lt showed how peopleview the sitingprocess as a whole,
',I the role of the Department c)f Energy (DOE), and their attitudes toward

compensationand safety issues. With this background, it was possible to
_[] conduct the focus groups more effectively, as well as develop ideas for the

survey questionnaire.:|
Over the past decade, researchers have used focus groups to learn about

_ consumers' perceptions of various products or services. These small group
discussions,which are led by an experiencedmoderator, allow people to freely

_ express their ideas, impressions,.concerns,and opinionsabout the topic of
interest--therisks associatedwith the sitingof the HLNW repository. (See

. J Calder [1977] and Cox, Higgenbotham, and Burton [1976].) With the combination
of spontaneity and structure, fl_e focus groups can be highly effective in the

J .early_stagesof a complex resear_ch_r_oject.For example, Desvousges et al.
[1984Jand Smith and Desvousges [1987]found focus groups to be an essential

i part of the process of developinga questionnaireon hazardous waste risks.
Kunreuther et al. [19'78]also have endorsed focus groups, or in-depthgroup

= | interviews,as valuableindevelopingsurveyquestionnaires.

- | In risksurveys,focus groups reduce the distancebetween the researchers
who ask the questions and the respondentswho must answer them. The

- | groups provide the opportunity to explore the perceptual cues people use in
answering questions, along with attitudes, experiences, or characteristics that

_ g may prove to be importam. The focus groups also can be effective in
pretesth_gvisuala_,dsto be used in the fieldsurvey. Finally,the groups can

_ I help to ease the complexityof the topics that will be covered in both the
_ telephoneand field surveys by identifyingthe language people ordinarilyuse.

] Listeningto how people think abouta topicalso can suggest ways to effec--
: tivelysequencesurveyquestions.

_ ] This sectionhighlightsthe findingsfrom both the inventoryof concerns

] and the focus groups. In particular,it discussesthe role these activities
playedindevelopingthe questionnairefor thetelephonesurvey.

_I 7
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2.2 Inventory of Concerns I_

In developing our research design, the issues and concerns that are most
relevant to the HLNW repository have also played an important roles. By
closely monitoring the popular press, other news media, and public comments
on the repository, we developed an inventory of the major concerns. For a
more detailed discussion of the findings from the inventory, see Kunreuther et _:
al. [1978].

t
Several recurring themes emerged from this inventory. These include"

|:
• DOE. Virtually all of the materials from media sources expressed an

o'_'e'Fwhelmingly negative, even hostile, attitude toward DOE. The
inwmtory showed a general distrust of DOE because of its secrecy,
lack of candor, disregard for the need to involve State officials and
members of the public, and insensitivity to alternative points of view.

E
• Site Selection Process. There was a strong feeling that the site

s-_ecti-'_on process Ims been neither fair nor unbiased. There was a
general opinion that the site selection decision had alrea4y been made,

and that it had been made based on political, not technical, criteria. [_

• H asty Decisions. Another concern involved apparently arbitrary
__le-'d"-m--'tr_"repositoryselectior_process. The sources suggested

tlm_ttoo much emphasis was being placed on speed and not enough on l_
sal_ety.Whether repositorysitesshould even be consideredwas also

mentionedbecause issuessuch as whether we shouldbury the wastesat all and whether the wa_ite could be reprocessed have not been

adequatelyaddressed. ' lE

• PotentialConsequences. The inventoryrevealedmany concerns about
_i_risks. Of particularconcern were transportationaccidents,
radiation leaks and spills, the possibility of terrorism/sabotage,
contaminationof water supplies,and the effect of underground i

, weapons testingand naturalforces (e.g.,earthquakes)on the viability
of a permanent waste storagefacility.Many sourcesalso noted that
emergency prevention and emerg ency m anagement issues had not
receivedadequateattention. Concerns about the potentialeffectsof |
the repositoryon futuregenerationsalsowere frequentlymentioned.

li
s Economics. F.,conomicconsequencesof the repositorywere frequently

_:.__ At one extreme, some sources argued that negotiating for |
compensationis fundamentallyimmoral or mercenary. At the other
extreme, many seemed to feel that compensation demands can (and
should)be used as a punitivemeasure againstthe Federal government.
Tl_e majority,however, seemed to be willingto discuss compensation
issues,includingthe forms theycould take,if Nevada were selectedas
the site. IE

• S1J_a Effects. There was some levelof concernabouttheeffectsof E
_e _repository_onthe State'simage. This was usuallyexpressed in
terms of decreased levelsof tourism,destructionof propertyvalues,

E

' ' ' , ,, ,, ,r _1 *,11 ' ,, ,, ,r,,,H lH "111 ' ' ...... ' ' ii , ,,, ,_,11 , r,, 1l H,I_ /11 '_"' ' ' ',, , lp , ,, ,If_,,,l" H' _q_ ""' -_
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and the negative influence c)f _he reposl_or_, on pr(_specttv_, t)u,,'ne,_,,;_,_
| and residents.

• State Government. The State government was often pictured as
defending Nevad_s interest against DOE. There was a considerable

| sentiment that the State government should have a higher level of

| involvement in the repository project.

| 2.3 .FOCUS Group Desi2n

There are two important considerations in designing focus groups: the
| location of the groups and the composition of each group. The research team

decided that having a focus gro1_p in one of the very small towns near the
| repository site would not be advantageous because of the potential influence

that the focus group could have on people's perceptions, knowledge, and
| understanding of the risks associated with a HLNW repository. Such a group

might have stimulated interaction that would not have occurred otherwise.
!

However, on the composition of the groups, the second important design
| issue, the research team decided to select a heterogeneous group from each

location, instead of a homogeneous group that had some unique feature. At
| the outset of the project, the team could not identify any particular group

that possessed features of relevance or importance for the research. There-
| fore,a mix of people from each locationwas chosento providethe researchers

with a generalsense of how survey questionsabout HLNW repositoryrisks
| would be received.

| Figure 2-1 providesa profileof the three HLNW repositoryrisk focus
groups held in Pahrump, Las Vegas, and Calieme, Nevada. These three sites

| chosen for focus groups provideddifferentperspectivesintoareas of interest
for the research objectives. Pahrump provided insightsfrom a small com-

| munity that could experiencesome of the risks and socioeconomicimpacts of
the proposed repository. Las Vegas yieldedsome perspectiveon the concernl

| regardingthe repository'seffecton gami.ngand tourism,as well as on possible
transportationissues. And Caliente,m northern Nevada, was chosen Io

| providesome informationon how the repositoryis perceivedand how much i3
known about itin an area where transportationis likelytobe the main source

| of risk.

The economic situationsin each of the three locationsdifferedas weil.
| Caliente, once a railroad and mining center, has experienced a significant

i economic declinein recent years as these two concernsno longer operate in
the town and a highway bypass has cut down on drive-through traffic.

| Pahr_mp's economy, while sluggish,has been stable,and th_,area has gained
some new residentsfrom many government-relatedactivities.Las Vegas, on

| the otherbza_l,has experiencedrapidgrowth in the lasttwo decades.

These differencesin economic conditionsaffectedparticipants'perceptions
-| about the tradeoffs between the potential economic benefits and the :"_otential
I risks from a HLNW repository.They also playeda part in shapingmany of
_q theotherattitudesand opinionsexpressedinthe sessions.

| 9
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I Pat_ruml_,Nevaaa 9 • Preliminarysurveyquestions |
Octo0er 15, 1986 • F:_rcel:)tualcues i

• Question woraing
• Issue iaentJflcation I|

2 L.asVegas, Nevacla 8 • Further worl<on questions
OctoDer 30, 1986 , Scales for questions '

• Ranking exercises I
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3 Caliente, Nevada 9 • Preliminary questionnaire i
Novemt:)er19, 1986 " • Alternative scales 'I

• Rating vs. ranking of alternatives |
'1 I II I I1_ I I , iii i i ,, ii i ,m i i ......... I ' II m

Figure 2-1. Focul groupsfor HLNW repository risk survey: a profile, lili
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2.4 Focus Group Procedures

Participants for the focus groups were selected by researchers based on
suggestions made by contacts in each of the three cities. Individuals recruited
were people who the contacts believed would provide thoughtful and interesting
insights, Held in relatively formal settings, each session lasted 2 hours. This
type of setting apparently makes participants feel both that they are going to
learn something and that their opimons are valued by the research team. Two
hours is about the maximum feasible length for focus group sessions.

Each of the three sessions was tape=recorded. The Las Vegas session
was also videotaped through a one=way mirror located in the room. Re-
searchers feel that it is importan t to tape=record the sessions because it is
impossible for them to remember all the specifics mentioned on their own. As
long as the presence of the tape recorder is explained at the outset, there are
usually no objections and it does not have a noticeable effect on the conver=
sation, A videotape is useful in identifying which person made the comments
on the voice recording, as well as showing gestures and other nonverbal forms
of communication that a voice tape will not record.

2.5 Findin2s From Focus Group Sessions

Statistically, the parlicipants m focus groups are not representative of
the general population. They do not necessarily reflect the attitudes and
concerns of the population as a whole. However, they are useful in helping
researchers design an effective questionnaire which will gather information on
attitudes and concerns of the general population. By finding ways to elicit
people's perceptions of the potential risks of a HLNW repository, the re=
searchers were able to ask the right questions in their telephone survey.

Three themes regarding risk perceptions emerged in the focus groups.
First, the test site clearly established a baseline for most participants' risk
perceptions:

The first thing I think about is we do have the test site here and
certainly we do have radiation already, and so if there is a pos-
sibility it can help us economically, I cannot see that it is going to
hurt us as far as being unsafe any more than the situation we are
in.

I don't know how high level the waste would be, but it can't be
higher than what they've been blowing off out there [at the test
siteJ for 30 years.

Alternatively, s_me participants' knowledge of test site activities led to
heightened concerns regarding the potential risks from a HLNW repository.
The following quotes illustrate this phenomenon:

I per.sonally don't want to live near where they put it [nuclear
waste J, because back in the _;_s when they were doing above-
ground testing, they were quite sure, quite certain it was safe, and

[
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they assured everybody who llved around ii [tha_. I_1 was safe, arl_] _'_
it was not.

lt frightens me. I'm not knowledgeable about it, but I know the _"_
dangers my _boyfriend goes through every day from being burned [at E,_
the test sitej. I don't know what level of waste is out there or
how it's going to be buried ... I'd like to know the potential _:
hazards of this thing.

al
Second, most people were concerned with risks related to transportation

of the high-level nuclear wastes' _

lt could be the safest piace in the country to plant the stuff. But _:-_
even if it is the safest piace, I have a real question of how we're

going to get it there. _

I think thatthe chancesof an accidentin transportingwould be far _ _I
greaterthan once it was to the siteand deposited.I think you are
dependenton too many other factorsthatyou can'tbe sure of the
safety.

In fact, Las Vegas and Calienteparticipantsperceivedauto accidentsas the _ _l
most seriousof the selectedrisks presentedto them to evaluate(see Figure
2-2). Generally,most participantsexpressedat leastsome concernover risks _--_

relatedtothe transportationof thenuclearwastesto the repository. _.___

And third,perceptionsaboutthe tradeoffbetween the risks from and the
potentialeconomic benefitsof the repositorydifferedacross the three groups. _-_
As noted earlier,these differencesare relatedto the economy of the specific
locationof the focus group. Almost allfocusgroup participantswere aware of [__,I
the potentialeconomic benefitsthat a HLNW repositorywould provide for
southernNevada. I__

Rural Nevada is in a bad economic slump. We need the money, lt _ _[_
would putpeopletowork.

ltwillmean jobsand willgivethearea a boost.
I ':I

Not surprisingly,the participantsin C_iente, with the worst economy of the
three focus group cities,placedgreateremphasis on these economic benefitsof I_ _II
the repository. Pahrump participantsrecognizedthe economic benefits,but
they did not view them as being essentialto the economic survivalof their _ :_I
town° And the focus group participantsin Las Vegas feltthat the risks out-
weighed any potential benefits. _-_

Participantsin all three groups rated the likelihoodof sitingthe C-::_ll
repositoryat Yucca Mountain very highly,thoughthere was more disagreement
among Caliente participants than among participants at the other two locations. _-'_i
See Figure 2-3. Some participants expressed the opinion that if the Federal
government wanted to locate the repository at Yucca Mountain, there was _-_
little the State cmdd do to stop it. They pointed out that the Federal
government alreadyowns the landbeingconsideredfor the repository. ___

m
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I
Finally, some participants suggested that Yucca Mountain m_ht acluallv be 'h,
best place from a scientific standpoint. As one person said, "Why ruin two
places when you've already got one mined?"

II
In the area of mitigating the transportation risks, participants evaluated

Ill alternatives that ranged from color coding of containers to aid in identifica-
tion, to track ing shipments, to extensive driver training, to preventing

g shipments through urban areas. Figure 2-4 highlights the findings. Using spe-
ciaI containers and preventing shipments through certain areas were the two

I dominant alternatives.

i With regard to compensation meac_ures, the majority of participants in all
three groups favored taxes on shipments to support schools, parks, and public

I facilities as the most effective form of compensation. Because Nevada has
relatively low property taxes and utility rates, there was little support for

| compensationprograms to reduce these costs. Figtre 2-5 summarizes these
results.

i Severalother findingsfrom the three focus groups also are noteworthy.

i Most participants in all three groups had some knowledge of the potential
economic benefits of siting the repository at Yucca Mountain. However, there

g[ was a general lack of knowledge of other aspectsof the repository. Also,
participantsin Las Vegas and Pahrump demonstratedthat people'sperceptions

| are related to their attitudestoward government involvement,effectiveness,
and credibility.Pahrump participants,many of whom had directcontactwith

| the nearby test site,were more positivein their _ssessment of the govern-
ment's competence inthisarea. On the otherhand, therewas widespread lack
of confidenceamong participantsat-theLas Vegas focus group sessionin the

| credibilityof informationprovidedby theDepartmentof Energy.

| These findingsare consistentwith other studiesof risk perceptionsthat
have found perceptionsto be relatedto people'sawareness levels,knowledge,

| and attitudes,especiallytoward governmentalinvolvement,effectiveness,and
credibility. (See Slovic [1987].)Additionally,the focus groups helped to

| evaluatethe potentialwording of questions,the scale for measuring people's
perceivedrisk, and their abilityto answer certaintypes of questions. The

| experiences of the group participantssuggestedthat the telephone survey
should provide considersbleflexibilityfor exploringperceivedrisks from the

| repository,but that more detailedconsiderationsof mitigationalternatives
would requirevisualaidstobe effective.

|
The focus groups provided many useful insightsfor developingthe

| survey questionnaires.In doing so, they have fulfilledtheirprimary objective.
= In part, these insightsstem from the illuminatingcomments offered by the
| focus group participants. These citizensopenly discussedthe various com-

plexitiesposed by the proposed sitingof the HLNW repository. They con-
| sidered not only how it might affect them, but how it could affect others.

The participants also candidly evaluated the alternative survey questions,
-|

In additionto these insights,the focus groups broughtanother dimension
| to the overallresearch process. They provideda vehiclefor the research

l
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team to evaluate new ideas, reconsidel old ones, and searci_ for underlyt_ _._
themes, Although somewhat unanticipated, these beneflts were substantial.

2.6 Implications

Overall, the focus groups, and the inventory of concerns, provided
iasurance that the surveys would address the important issues, and that the l[_
questions used to address them would be understandable. In fact, the two
activities were complementary. The inventory of concerns provided a sense, or I[_
feel, for the printed messages Nevada residents had been receiving about the
HLNW repository. This stimulated potential themes and issues for the focus I_
group sessions. The reactions of participants in these sections provided
another perspective on these themes. Such themes could be examined again t
with survey data which are based on representative samples of target popula-
tions. _-_

._. ,

i

The focus groups and inventoryof concerns provided intuitivesounding _.-
boards for consideringquestionsin thetelephonesurvey. When an item In the

questionnairewas under review, comments from focus group participants,or _:
,,,,.red to clarify how the iterafrom the inventory of concerns, frequently ,,oI,_

should be constructed. These activities also provided a baseline for evaluating lE:
the coverage of the questionnaire. These findings enabled us to decide

whether the questionnairewas covering most, if not all, of the important ]_
issues. The ultimatevalueof these activitiesis best seen in the questiounaire

that was developedfor the telephonesurveys.

•
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m SECTION 3

J SURVEY IMPLEMENTATION

J 3.1 Introduction

This section describes the procedures used to conduct the telephone
survey, lt describes the process used to develop the questionnaire, the

i procedures used to select the sample, and the quality assurance _rocedures
used in completing the actual interviews. Each of these components played an

J important role in the survey. How well they were completed ultimately
determined the quality of the data that were collected.

i
3.2 Questionnaire Development_

g
The survey Iuestionnaire is the cornerstone of the survey, lt must

m consistentlybalancethe researcher'sneed for informationwith the respon-
dent'sinterestin and abilityto participatein the study. Such a balance can

I best be achieved through an iterative process that includes extensive pretest-
ing, This process is made even mo'_e effectiveby acquiringreviews from

.g people of differentpoints of view. Additionally,the questionnairemast be
designedto accommodate the strengthsand weaknesses of the particularmode

m of data collection (telephone surveys were used in this phase of the risk
studies). Ultimately, the questionnaire has to be administered consistently in

m all interviews.

i After completingthe focus group activitiesand the inventoryof con-
ccms, formal developmentof the survey questionnairefor the telephonesurvey

.j began. This developmentprocessincluded:

i * Preparing 12 drafts of the questionnaire,

j * Cooductir_ 150 pretest interviews at various locations throughout the
.. draftiog process,

m • Obtaining reviews from the State of Nevada steering committee, the
| peer review committee, and a group of nationally-recognized survey

exerts,

= a • Completing final pretests and consistency checks at the two survey

| research centers that conducted the surveys.

The Gordon Black Corporation in Rochester, New York, and the Univer-
i sity of Nevada-Las Vegas Survey Research Center conducted the telephone

surveys inMarch 1987,using samplingframes providedby Survey Sampling Inc
i Research Triangle Institute (RTI) coordinated and supervised the activities ,sim

both locations, These two groups were chosen because of their respective
| expertise in conductingnationalsurveysand surveysinNevada.

o

I As furtherqualityassurancemeasures, the risk team prepareda detailed
interviewertrainingmmual for each survey. The manuals covered general

: 19
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ln_ervle_vlng prac[lces and lhr l.)nrltcular features c_l the natioi_,_i aEtd \_',,_.t_
questionnaires. The manuals were identical except for the slight differences zn
the questionnaires. In particular, the Nevada questionnaire included several r_'_
additional questions on umque issues such as the perceived risk from nuclear
weapons testing. ]_, '.

Additionally, the risk team trained the interviewers at both locations _--:
using these manuals. Each training session lasted 2 hours and included mock
interviews that were critiqued. Both survey centers monitored the data- _
collection efforts closely. The National survey took I week to complete, and
the Nevada survey required about I0 days. Professional supervisors personally _i_
monitored interviews, in additlon to checking each questionnaire as it was
completed (in the Nevada survey). The National survey used computer=assisted ___:_

" interviewing techniques that were tailored to the needs of the HLNW survey.
The final questioRnaires for each of the two surveys are included at the end _r.-7-_
of this report.

3.3 Sampling Procedures _'_

In order to assure thatthe resultsof any surveyare credible(i.e.,that

one can confidently say that the findings of a study actually reflect the _i:i_
attitudes,opinions,and beliefsof the largerpopulationfrom which the sample
was drawn), it is necessary to understand how the respondents in the study _--.-
came to be interviewed. For example, do the viewpoints of the Nevada

residentsincludedin thisstudyaccuratelyportraythe beliefsof all Nevadans?

To answer thisquestion,two types of informationare needed. First,
one needs to know how the sampli_ frame was developedand how elements

within it were identified; that is, how certain telephone numbers were selected _._
for ss_ inclusion in the study. A description of how the sampling frame,
desi_--ed by the private company supplying the sample of telephone numbers,
follows. Survey Sampling,Inc.suppliedthe telephonenumbers,a Second, one _;_
needs to know how specifictelephonenumbers were actuallyincludedin the
study. (Use of the sample numbers is describedlater). _

Development of the Sample _

For both the Nationaland Nevada telephonesurveys,a similar sampling
design was used to generate a listof telephone numbers for possible
inclusionin the studies. This procedure resultedin two stratifiedrandom _

° samples--one which couldbe generalizedto the United States as a whole
(i.e.,used to describenationalbeliefsabout the nuclearwaste repository),and _._
one which couldbe generalizedto Nevada.

Selectionof Counties. The universeof samplingpointswas the totalnumber
-- of residentialhouseholdswith telephones. People who livedin insti_',tionsof _._

any kind (e.g.,group quarterson militarybases, prisons,nursing homes, etc.)
were excludedfrom thesesurveys. To equalizetheprobabilityof selectinga _..
telephonenumber that is assigned to a household (ratherthan a business or

- aSee Survey Sampling,Inc.(n.d.) _,_
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non-w'orkln_ number) l.n the sample are,a, samples were [lrst s,,'sten_,_(.ai!',
stratified to ali counties in proportion to each county's share of telephon_,
households in the survey area. To obtain reasonable estimates of telephone

J households by county, a special data base was developed on the basis of the
1980 Census for residential telephone incidence. These figures; updated

_1 annually with data on new telephone installations provided at the state level,
were applied to current projections of households by county.

Ali counties in the continental U.S. were included in the National sample
area and all counties in Nevada were included in the Nevada sample area.
Geographic areas were defined from combinations of the counties. Next, the
sum of estimated telephone households was calculated and divided by the
desired sample size to produce a sampling interval.

The investigators for these two surveys determined that a national sample
J of 1200 and a Nevada sample of 800 would have sufficiently acceptable

sampling errors (i.e., the range of the confidence interval around research
,B results) to be able to accurately describe the characteristic attitudes of the

two sample groups° Additionally, because of the concern about residents in
J] rural southernNevada, two additionalsamples were drawn in Nevada, one from

Nye County and one from LincolnCounty. Each of these samples was to
.'I result in I00 additional interviews. Because these are over=samples, they were

not included in general computations of the results from the Nevada residents
m since that could bias the sample in the direction of rural points of view.

When reported, they were discussed separately or weighted to allow for their
J proportional representation among all Nevada residents.

Once this intervalsize was-determined, a random number was drawn
(between 0 and the maximum size of the interval) and the sample was selected ,
in a systematic "nth" fashion from a random starting point. Any county whose
populationof estimatedtelephonehouseholds equals or exceeds the sampling
interval was automatically included in the sample, while smaller counties are
included with a probability proportionate to their size.

l
Identificaiton of Numbers Within Counties. Exchanges (the first three numbers

ill of a telephonenumber) were assignedto a singlecountyon thebasis of where
listedresidentslive. Nationally,about 80_ of all exchangesappear to fail

= B totally within county boundaries. For those overlapping county lines, the
exchanges were assigned to the county with the highest number of listed

m residents.

j For each county included in the sample, one or more unique telephone
numbers were selected by systematic sampling from among all working blocks

j of numbers in all telephone exchanges assigned to the county. A "block" is
defined as the first two digits of a telephone number within an exchange. A

]j "working block" is a block of I00 contiguousnumbers which containsat least
three listedresidentialtelephonenumbers. Each working block in an
exchange was then weighted in proportionto itssltare of the listedphones in

J thatexchange.

B
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Creation of Sample :Numbers, Once The sample slz_ was allocated, ,_ _,',_r,:
sampling interval was calculated for each county by dividing the number of
listed telephone households for the county by the portion of the sample
allocated to thai county. Using a random start within this interval, those
exchanges and working blocks falling within the interval were sampled on a le_
systematic basis. Since random samples were desired for these two surveys, --I
two more digits, randomly chosen from the range 00=99, were added to each of [[_m
the blocks selected, thus providing seven digit phone numbers with area codes I
where necessary.
Cautionary Remarks on the Sampling Design. Although the sampling design [[[_m
discussed above is very well thought out and developed, ali sampling schemes |
have some weaknesses which could result in some degree of bias in the m,-,
research findings. In general, these biases do not appear to be substantial in "1
this case; however they should be mentioned in order to provide the reader
with adequate information with which to evaluate the results. Three potential f_| m
sources of bias can be identified from the methodology used to develop the

|

sampling frame: tt']

I. Countieswith largerpopulationswere more likelyto be included. _2"i-

2. Countieswith higher percentagesof telephonecoverage were likelyto [_'i

_8

be over-represented, l" m

3. Counties with higher percentages of listed telephone numbers in
[

directorieswere likelyto be over-represented. IL'7i'
]

The extentto which these factorscould statisticallyaffectresearch resultshas _i

not been specifiedby the company providingthesamplingframe. _]

Inclusionof Respondents: The NationalSurvey. The nationaltelephonesurvey
was conducted by the Gordon Black Company (GBC), resultingin I,_)I t_
completedinterviews. To producea samplingframe of telephonenumbers, GBC
applied a regional sampling design to the national sample of telephone numbers IF_-_,
supplied by Survey Sampling Inc. GBC has identified five regions of the
country (see Map 3-1) from which samples of telephone numbers, propor- _:'
tionateto their populations,are drawn. Table 3-I presents the population
percentages used to determine the proportion of interviews which needed to be

completedfor each region. [_

Then, based on the desired sample size (1200 for this study),a target
figure for needed interviewswas determined(Table 3-I). In order to produce [L-
a sufficientlylargepool of initialtelephonenumbers thatwould resultin the
desired number of completed interviews,GBC began with ten times the rmmber
of needed telephonenmnbers. For example,in theirNortheast region,it was
determined that 296 interviews would be needed. Initially, approximately 2900

telephonenumbers were generated for thisregion. _!
This initialprocedureis necessaryin generalpopulationsurveys that rely

on computer=generatedsampling frames of telephonenumbers. A relatively
large number of such numbers willbe non-samp._,numbers, indicatingthatthey
are non-residentialnumbers (e.g.,belong-'T'_"_ businesses, goverm_ent offices, _.,

m





TABLE 3-1. SAMPLE SIZES FOR NATIONAL SURVEY BASED ON REGIONAL
POPULATIONS

Percent of Completed Interviews
Region Population EXpected A_t'ual--

Northeast 24.7% 296 296

South 22.4% 269 270

GreatLakes 18.4% 221 221

Central 15.25 182 182

West 19.3% 232 232

Total 100.0% 1200 1201
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J

group home facilities) or numbers _hat are not in servLce. ,Non-sampi_
numbers are not included in the computation of response rates for a survey;

_l however, other non-resolved numbers (e.g,, no answers, busy signal, contacts
without interview completion), refusals, and terminations are included in
response rate calculations.

Table 3-2 presents the disposition of telephone numbers for the national
survey. Unfortunately, GBC uses a category of "interim" numbers for
statistical, record-keeping purposes. The figures in the table refer to the
number of attempts (rather than to the actual number of telephone numbers)

m to reach potential respondents. Since these are non=mutually exclusive
categories (meaning that the same number may appear in multiple categories
including the final disposition categories), GBC was unable to provide
information on the total number of telephone numbers they used to get a
final sample of 1201 interviews. Without this information, it is impossible to

m compute a response rate for the survey.

_[ Knowledge of the response rate is very important because it provides an
indicator of how generalizable the survey results are to the population from

ill which the sample was drawn. Most academic survey research centers try to
attain a 70-80_ minimal response rate for general population surveys which

-q rely on random digit dialingsampling frames (like the one used in these
studies). If all of the interim calls resultedin finaldispositionsfor the
national surv'-ey (which they surely did not despite attempts by GBC to redial
each telephone number until it was either resolved or had been tried at least

J four times by an interviewer),the best response rate that could have been
achievedwas 35.1%. Given thislow response rate,populationprojectionsmade

i from thisdata should be treatedas "indicatorsof possibletrends"ratherthan
as actualrepresentationsof publicattitudes.

I
Inclusionof Respondents: The Nevada Survey. Interviews with Nevada

_[ residents were conducted by the Survey Research Center at the University of
= Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), resulting in 797 interviews in the general State

sample. Additionalinterviews were completed in specialstudiesof Lincoln
County (N=I00) and Nye C(mnty (N=99). Survey Sampling, Inc. originally

I provided5000 telephonenumbers to UNLV for thesethreesamples.

J For the generalState sampling frame, the numbers were proportionateto
the residentialpopulationsin each countyof Nevada. Table 3-3 presents the

- j populationpercentage used to determine the number of telephonenumbers
providedfor each countyand thenumber of completedinterviewsper county.

Table 3-4 indicatesthe finaldispositionsof the 5,954 numbers includedin
j the UNLV sampling frame. Nine hundred fifty-four additional numbers were

created by varying the last digit of the provided sample numbers that fell out
I of the sample (i.e., that were non=working or assigned to businesses) to

accommodate a large number of non-working or non-assigned numbers in the
_ originalframe.

Unfortunately,a finalresponserate for each of the threeNevada surveys
cannot be calculatedbecause dispositionstatisticswere computed on the three

_ samples collectively.Using legitimatesample elementsin thetable,however,

J

a
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TABLE 3-2. DISPOSITION OF SAMPLE TELEPHONE NUMBERS FOR THE NATIONALSURVEY

Disposition Number

I

Final:

Completed Interviews 1201 JL'_',

Refusals 1789

Terminations 320 [_

LanguageBarriers 109 _"

Not in Service 2050

Business 400 _:

interim:a |*_

No Answer 2.848 ]t_

Busy " 626 _:
¢

Callbacks Required 827 [_

L_

t

i

J
k

aThese categories are no.._ttmutually exclusive of final disposition classifi-
cations and cannot be used to compute response rates.
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TABLE 3-3. SAMPLE SIZES FOR NEVADA STUDY BASED ON COUNTYPOPULATIONS

Percent of State Number of Phone Completed
i County Population Numbers in Frame Interviews

State Study'

Clark ,58,9% 2919 462

Douglas 2.5% 128 18

White Pine .8% 41 8
t

Eureka .1% 6 3
i

Lyon 1.6% 69 12

Lander .4% 19 3
i

Elko 2.0% 102 21
J

Mineral .6% 29 6
t

Esmeralda .1% 4 0
_l

CarsonCity 4.0% 199 29
4

Pershing .3% 13 4
J

Humboldt 1.0% 48 9

i
Storey .1% 7 0

4
Churchill 1.6% 82 12

4
Washoe 24.4% I194 182

_I
Nye ( State Sample) 1.3% 60 13

_- _1 Lincoln (State Sample) .4% 10 10
4 Totals _ _ 792

; t numberswith unidentified prefixes 80 5

_ Total sample size 5010 797

Special Surveys:
Nye County 460 99

: ii] Lincoln County 484 100

_l 27
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TABLE 3-4. DISPOSITION FOR SAMPLE TELEPHONE NUMBERS FOR
THE NEVADA SURVEYS t

t

Disposition F requency Percent

!
Refusals 1,501 25.2%

Terminations/ |

Incompl etions 144 2.4% |

Language Barriers 30 .5% li

Not in Service a 1,649 27.7% I

Businesses a 370 6.2% l

Not Qualified to I
Participatea 38 .6%

No Answer 866 14.5%

Answering Machines 134 2.2%

Phone Numbers Changed
(no follow-up) 48 .8% ,

Continually Busy 83 1.4%

UnsuccessfulCall-backs 95 1.6%

Completed Interviews 996 16.7%

Total 5,9S4 99.8%

= aThese categoriesare not includedin responseratecalculations.
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n
tt appears that a collective response rat_" of " _,)_'_ ,-hleved bv L'",I.'¢.

-_ was true for the ,.National survey, results from this data should be treated as
"indicators of possible trends" rather than as actual representations of public

IlO attitudes.

3.4 Respondent Profile

J As shown in Table 3=5 our respondents had socioeconomic characteristics
that are similar to those based on Census data. Census data for the United

ill States show males comprising 48.7 percent of the population and females 51.3
percent. However, in both the National and Nevada surveys the numbers were

J effectively reversed, with males comprising 51.4 percent and 51.8 percent and
females comprising 48.6 percent and 48.2 percent in the National and Nevada

l surveys.

m The mediau age in both surveys was 39.5years, using the midpointof
the _.gerespo_se_dividedintofive age ranges. Mean ages differed slightly

i between the _r_;_surveys. The mean age for Nationalsurvey respondentswas
41.7 years, while the mean ag.efor Nevada survey respondentswas 37.4years.

111 The mean and median ages m both surveys were higher than the median age
for the United Statesas a whole--31.5years. This is not surprisingbecause

]li our sample includedonlyadultdecision-makers.

In the area of education,the median number years of educationcom-
im pleted was 14 for both the Nationaland Nevada survey respondents,slightly

above the nationalmedian years completed of 12.6. In both surveys, roughly
I 90 percent of the respondentshad at leastgraduated from high school,and

26.2 percent of the respondentsin the Nationalsurvey and 22.7 percentin the
I Nevada survey had received at least undergraduate degrees from college.

i The median familyincome for both surveyswas $30,000,again a resultof
placinga respondent'sfamily income intoone of eightincome ranges and using

g the midpoint of that range to represent income level. This compares to a
nationalmedian familyincome of $27,735.

11
: The distributionof occupationsin the two surveys parallelednational

J data obtainedfrom the Census. The greatestnumber of respondentsclassified
their occupation as professional/technical,managerial, or service related.

! These three categories are in the top four categories in the Census based on
percentage of employed persons in each occupation.

l
A significant number of respondents in both surveys were not employed

i outsidethe home, however. Retirees composed 12.5 percent of the National
sample and 14.6 percentof the Nevada sample. Likewise, 12.5 percentof the

I National sample and 12.6 percent of the Nevada sample listed themselves as
=o homemakers.

i
Respondents were asked how long they had lived in their present

iR community to see if length of time spent in a community might affect or
- explainone's decisionsconcerninga HLNW repository. Length of residence

29
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was somewhat longer in the National survey as opposed to the Nevada surve,,. _,_'.
Respondents in the ,,National survey had lived in their present community for
20.22 years on average, with the median length of residence being 17 years, l_"
Average length of residence for the Nevada survey was 15.06 years, with the
median being I0 years. This consistently shorter time span for Nevada resi- _::
dents might be explained by the population migration to the West in recent
times as the regional economy has grown. Thus, with a greater likelihood of _:"
having a relatively higher percentage of residents who had recently moved to
the State, the Nevada survey would be more likely to have an overall shorter _:
length of residence than the National survey.

E
3.5 !m_plications

The iterative process for developing the survey worked effectively.
Each draft pro(luced significant improvements in question content and/or _i
administration. By pretesting drafts that involved major revisions, under-
standability and ease of administration also were enhanced. When hhe final
pretest was completed just prior to the surveys, only two minor technical
changes were needed in tee skip patterns. The questionnaireflowed smootl_y, _i
as evidencedby the very low numbers of partialinterviews. This is especially
significantbecause the 20=minute lex_d_of our interviewwas somewhat long
for a telephoneinterview.

The samplingand survey administrationwent smoothly as weil. Refusals "
were higherthan desired,but they were not out of line with other telephone _-
surveys. Because most refusalsoccurred at the initialcontact,the nature of "
our survey was unlikely to have contributed to the refusal. Equally important, i-
the socioeconomic characteristicsprofiled for respondents in the National "
survey compared reasonablywell with thosefrom Census data. _.

n
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m SECTION 4

CONCEPT UAL FRAMEWORK

J

4.1 Introduction

The risk surveys involve complex conceptual and empirical issues, In
part, this complexity stems from their defiance of traditional boundaries of
scientific inquiry. Sociological, psychological, and economic factors interact in
ways that are vaguely understood. Social and political institutions affect the
interactions as weil. This section presents a conceptual framework that begins

J to shed some light on the issues involved in measuring the risk impacts
associated with the siting of a HLNW repository.

J
The conceptual framework l_dlds on the literature on risk perception,

m decision processes, and policy analysis regarding the siting or" noxious facilities.
The framework integrates economic, psychological, and decision science

m concepts. As of now, the framework is preliminary because the empirical and
conceptualanalyses are Borcompleted.

sl
In this section,we briefly summarize the issues from each of the

relevant research areas and then propose a set of hypotheses that are inves-
tigated in the empirical sections that follow.

"q 4.2 Relevant Background Literature_

4.2.1 Risk Per_n ,,

a A large number of studies initiated by Paul Slovic and his colleagues at
Decision Research have analyzed a set of factors that characterize the
perceived risks of various hazards. (See Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein
[1982] and Slovic [1987]). These studies have shown that perceived risk is
quantifiable through a number of factors. The most important factors related

I to the degree of perceived risk by lay persons are dread, controllability, and
catastrophic potential (i.e., the number of people who could die or be injured

i in a singleaccidentinvolvingthe _rd)o Moreover, experts'perceptionsof
the risk are not directlyrelatedto these or other factorsthatinfluencelay
persons,.sothat risk perceptionsof lay persons are not easilyrelatedto that

II of experts.

III 4.2.2 Decision Proc_ses

I In making choices under uncertainty,individualsare limited in their
abilityto process informationon alternativesand outcomes. Simon [19S5]

I[ initiated a large body of research that revealed that individuals have limited
krLowledge of alternative courses of action and limited awareness of possible

a consequences. Under these circumstancesitis reasonablefor them to consider
- specificalternativesas acceptableor unacceptable. In other words, people
il search for feasible_lutionsratherthanoptimal ones.

I
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Recen_ s_udies of decision-making under r_sk and uncertaliltv reveal _r,_,'
individual s have difficulty _ in unde rstanding the concept o f probability.
Tversky and Kahneman [1974J have shown that individuals use rules of thumb
and exhibit systematic biases in esti_matin_g the probabilities associated with
specific events. Kunreuther et al. L1978J have shown that these biases are
particularly pronounced when one is dealing with low probability-high conse- -i.
quence eventssuchas the risks from naturalhazards.

l
Finally,there is considerableempirical evidence that individualsuse _

sequentialmodels of choice when choosingbetween alternativesfacingthem. q
For example, individuals will set specific standards (e.g., an acceptable _,
mitigation level) and will eliminate options that do not meet these criteria ]
independent of other considerations (see Schoemaker [1980]). These models are _noncompensatory in that alterna'tives that are eliminated on the basis of a 1

specific dimension or standard will not be evaluated on other dimensions. _

The evaluation of a Monitored Retrieval Storage (MRS) facility inTennessee illustrates the use of such a noncompensatory model by a group of

individuals.A localtask force needed to assure itselfthatthe technologyfor _,,_
the MRS could be judged safe accordingto some c_riterionbefore evaluating

the operationof theproposed facility(see PeeleL1987]). Similardecisionrules _,_i
are likelyto be utilizedby individualsregardingtheirevaluationof a poten-
tiallyhazardous facility(e.g.,an alternativemay be eliminatedby an individual
because itdoes not meet specificsafetystandardsin which case no amount of _

proposed compensation will be deemed acceptable). __,

, 4.2.3 Policy Alternatives
..... _

A rich literature has emerged on siting hazardous facilities to examine
the types of policy options for alleviating the concerns of the host community _
as well as our society. Perhaps the most important conclusion from these
studies is that in order to obtain public acceptance of a facility one needs to _!
develop a strategy comprised of a set of policy tools which satisfy three basic
principles:

• Protection of public health, safety, and the environment, _

• A meaningful role for affected localgovernments in the siting
process,and

• A recognitionof negotiationor bargainingwith incentivesand
compensationas an importantpartof thedecision-makingprocess,a

Empirical sit)dies support the importance of developing an integrated set _-
of policies for facilitating the siting process rather than relying on a specific
option such as compensation. For example, a 1980 telephonesurvey of 426 i=
randomly selected residentsof three rural Wisconsin communities on the

aSee Carnes et al. [1983]for an overview of compensationliteraturein _i
the nuclearwaste sitingarea.
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acceplabililv of hosting a nucleal-waste re_×)s:torv lnd;,:a_ed that a I,),_';,,:_:" ,:
policy tools (including compensation, access to information, and power _o shul
down the facility) were able to change the initial opposition of 24 percent of
these individuals (see Sorenson, Soderstrom, and Carries [1984]). Each policy
looked at on its own only had a marginal effect, however. Similar conclusions
emerged from a field survey of residents in Hudspeth County, Texas, a
proposed site for a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility. Although
there was substantial opposition to the storage facility, a significant number of
residents felt that a combination of additional information, implementation of
thorough safety procedures, a_.d adequate compensation would make such a
project more acceptable to them. v

Finally, a set of equity considerations is needed to guide the develop-
ment of_ policies for siting a radioactive waste facility. Kasperson, Derr, and
Kates L1983J have developed the following three principles regarding equity
which should be considered in siting decisions:

• The beneficiaries of an activity should bear associated burdens
proportional to the benefits enjoyed and, conversely, the
imposition of a harm or burden should be accompanied by a prolmr-
tional benefit.

• The experience of risk should be shared rather than concentrated
within the population of beneficiaries.

® The imposition of a harm or burden should be made as voluntary as
can reasonably be achieved through encouraging informed
consent.

Principle I suggests that comper_',ation is an appropriate policy tool for
sharing benefits and costs of locating a facility in one location. Principle 2
will be difficult to implement if there is only one high-level radioactive waste
facility. When combined with.Prin_ciple 3, it indicates that safety should be of
the utmost concern. Carter L1987J takes this position.by recommending that
Congress focus on a single site (Yucca Mountain, Nevada) with a robust overall
system of containment so that the risks are extremely low for the many
thou sands of yea rs that the waste remains dangerously radioactive. In
addition, Carter feels that on grounds of equity generous compensation should
be given to the State for housing the nation's radioactive waste.

4...3 Co_.n__ptual Framework

The telephone survey is guided by a conceptual framework with specific
, elements depicted in Figure 4-I. The relationship between each of these =-

elements draws on the theoretical and applied studies described in the previous
section. For example, an individual's perception of the risk associated with a
HLNW repository will be a function of the different risk characteristics (e.g.,
dread, unk_wability, concern with future generations)as well as the degree of :

bSee Murdock and Hamm _198"/] for further discussion of this case.
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I
,.rus_ the person has _r_ _hu go_,'r:_n_ent _n mak_[',i_ the repos_[orv ns s,_',, ,,-.

| possible.

| The resulting perceived risk will affect an individual's perception of the
repository. One way of characterizing "perception of repository" is a charac-

I terization as to how the person views the economic benefits of a repository in
relation to its risks. Specifically, if a repository is built, will it stimulate

| economic growth in the community to the extent that the benefits outweigh
the risks? In addition, is a repository the best way to permanently store high-

| level nuclear wastes?

| Another view of the "perception of repository" is from an equity
perspective. Is it fair for Nevada or a facility in the West to store the waste

I from the entire country or is it more desirable to have repositories in
different regions of the country.) Those individuals who feel that many

| repositories are desirable may oppose the facility in Nevada on these grounds
rather than on the basis of economic considerations. On the other hand, if an

| individual does not feel that each region of the country should have a reposi-
tory, this may reflect their opposition to a repository anywhere in the United

| States rather than concerns with fairness.

| Figure 4-I also suggests that a person's perception of the repository will
be affected by his socioeconomic characteristics (e.g., age, sex, education,

i income) and knowledge regarding certain features of the repository (e.g., how
long it will be storing waste). There is relatively little known as to how

i these factors will affect the perception of the repository. The focus groups in
Nevada suggested that females were more concerned with the risk from a

{ repository than males and would therefore be likely to have a more negative
perception of the repository.

} Finally,we come to the bottom line--people'sattitudestoward a reposi- -
{ tory. The telephone survey included three types of questions for measuring

this variable:

t
• Would the person vote for or against building a permanent

} repository in the United States?

• Would the person accept some form of rebate or credit on his
Federal income taxes each year as compensation for having a
HLNW repository within I00 miles of his home (National survey)or at
Yucca Mountain (Nevada survey)?

I • Would a person be willing to pay extra taxes to the Federal
government in order to move a planned repository from within

i I00 miles of his home (National survey) or at Yucca Mountain

. { (Nevada survey) to some distant state?

_1 4.4 Hypotheses for Te_

To guide the development and analysis of the telephone questionnaire,
I we formulated a set of hypotheses regarding the relationship between risk

{ perception and attitude to the repository. These hypotheses were based on the
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literature related to risk and decision processes sull_r_arlzed ai,ore, as '.,.e.i _,, _
the analysis of newspaper reports from Nevada and the focus groups conducted
in advance of the survey. The following is a summary of the key relationships _ i_
which we were interested in investigating based on these hypotheses.

4,4.1 Perceived Risk

We hypothesized that individuals who perceive the risks of a HLNW
repositorylocatedI00 miles from their home (Nationalsurvey) or' at Yucca [_
Mountain (Nevada survey) to be more serious than the average in the sample
(Q. llg) would have the followingcharacteristics:c t

• Be lessknowledgeableaboutnuclearwastes (O. 5=8) _7_

• Perceive an accident at a repository to involve certain death (O. 12a) _i..!_,

• Perceive an accident at a repository could kill many people at one E-_._
time (Q. 12b)

• Feel scientists did not adequately understand the risks from a reposi-
tory (O. 12c) t-_

) Feel _ople near a repositorywould not be able to controlthe risk _7_(O. 1

• Dread livingnear a repository(Q. 12e) E._

• Do not trust the government to make the repository as safe as

possible(Q. 14) ,,_2

• Feel a repositoryis not the best way to permanently storehigh-level
nuclear wastes (Q. 15c) _ _

• Perceive the benefits of the repository to outweigh the risks (Q. ISd _ :]

and ISf) _

• Are risk averse (Q. 21a and 21c) [_ =1

• Have not graduatedfrom college(Q. 23) _ :]

• Are female (Q. 30) _

• Own theirown home (Q. 33). _ I

- :- - _ .................. . . __

CAll questionnumbers refer to the ones in the Nevada survey. The _:_
Nationalsurvey was practicallyidenticalto the Nevada one except that there A
were severalquestions,specificto Nevada, which were not asked. See the _

questionnairesat the end of thisreport. _
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4.4.2 Voting Preferences

We hypothesized that those who would vote in favor of locating a
repository at Yucca Mountain (Q. 20) would have the following characteristics

relative to individuals who oppose the repository in Nevada,.dwhich for mostrespondents is synonymous with opposing ali three proposed sites.

* Be more knowledgeable about nuclear wastes (Q. 5-8)

o Have low perceived risks associated with a nearby repository (Q. l lg)

o Trust the government to make the repository as safe as possible (Q.
14)

o Feel that each region of the country should have a repository (Q. 15b)

o Perceive the net benefits of the repository to outweigh the risks (Q.
15<:1and 15f)

• Feel it is not very important that a local committee would have the
power to shut down the repository if they should decide it is unsafe
(O. 16c)

• Have completed college (Q. 23)
/'

/

• .Are male (Q. 30)

'_ Do not own their own home (Q. 33).

4.4.3 WiUingness to Accept a Rebate

We hypothesized that rebates or credits on one's Federal income tax
would only induce respondents to vote to locate a repository within 50 or 1(3(3
miles of their home (National survey) or at Yucca Mountain (Nevada survey) if
they had similar characteristics to those listed above for voting preferences.

The proposed model of choice suggests that if an individual perceives the
potential risk from a HLNW repository to be serious, then no amount of i
compensation in the form of a rebate will cause them to vote for a repository.

i

Hence, we hypothesized that the "perceived seriousness of risk" variable would
be of critical importance in determining whether a person is willing to accept
a tax rebate in exchange for agreeing to locate a repository nearby his or her
residence.

dln the National survey only 14 percent of those who opposed Yucca
Mountain were in favor of having a repository at either of the other two
proposed sites. The remaining individuals (47 percent) were opposed to any
site. In the Nevada survey 23 percent favored one of the other two proposed
sites and the remaining 44 percent were opposed to having any site.
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4.4.4 Willingness to Pay Increased Taxes

We hypothesized that the same variables that would influence willingness __f"
to accept (WTA) a rebate would also be important with respect to willingness _u_---_
to pay (WTP) increased taxes in exchange for locating a repository in a distant _"
state rather than SO or IC}(} miles from one's home (National survey) or at i[[_
Yucca Mountain (Nevada survey). In contrast to WT A where we felt that __

individuals would not accept a rebate of any amount if they perceived the _repository risk to be too high, we hypothesized that a person might be willing

to pay small annualtax increases(e.g.,$1{X)),riskbUtnot belargeserious.taxincreases(e.g., _[[_""

m_

$2,000)even if they perceivedthe repository to Acceptinga __
rebateis often viewed as a bribe if the risk to healthand safetyis perceived _wcL"_
to be serious. Paying increased taxes to move a proposed facilityis not
viewed in thislightand hence the choicemay be made more on the basis of
economic tradeoffsthansimplybarteringpeople'slives. _

4.S hnpli,cations __
This sectionhighlightedthe various elements of the conceptualframe-

work along with presentingsome hypothesesthat Guided and will _ide our
empiricalanalyses. As noted earlier,our framework is evolving, t_ventually
we willintegrateeach componentin the framework in a systematicway. This
integrationwill be combined with additionalempiricalanalysesto explorethe
interrelationshipsbetween perceivedrisks,views of the repository,risk-induced
behavior,and well-being.
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ti SECTION 5

!li PERCEIVED RISK: EMPIRICAL RESULTS

11 5.1 Introduction

i This section presents the empirical results on perceived risks from a
HLNW repository, The results follow directly from the conceptual framework

_l presented in the previous section. The findings include the perceived serious-
ness of the risk and the factors that influenced these perceptions, including

tl the characteristics of the risk and the likelihood of a large radiation release
occurring.

I
The findings in this, and following empirical sections, are based on both

descriptive statistics and more rigorous multivariate regression methods and
factor analysis. The results do not include any sample weighing adjustments

m that may be necessary for the Nevada data. Thus, our findings should be
viewed as preliminary until they can be combined with the subsequent risk

a studies. Nevertheless, most of the major findings are unlikely to change
because they are statistically robust.

I1
5.?. Perceived Seriousness of Risks

J
Measuring the perceivedrisks associatedwith the HLNW repositorywas

j a fundamental objective of the telephone surveys. As part of the questioning
process, the interviewers asked people about general environmental issues and

I attitudes,and about the perceived"seriousnessof risks from various sources.
To elicitrisk perceptions,theinterviewersused a scalewith rankingfrom I to

i 10, with I valued at not at all serious and I0 valued at very serious. Smith et
al. [1987] also used this scale, which worked well in the focus groups and

i pretest interviews. The Nevada questionnaire asked about the potential risks if
a repository were located at Yucca Mountain, while the National survey asked

ill about a repository 100 miles from a respondent's home.

i As shown in Figure 5-1, people rated the potential risks from a reposi-
tory more seriously than risks they perceived from any of the other sources

! that were included. The average seriousness rating was 6.2 in the National
survey and 5.6 in the Nevada survey. Risks from water pollution caused by

_1 toxic chemicals, the next highest concern, had an average seriousness rating of
" 5.8 nationally, and 5.2 in Nevada. As shown in Table 5-1, the mean values for
" t perceived risks by Lincoln Cotmty (5.2) and Nye County (5.2) residents were

about the same as people who resided elsewhere in Nevada (5.7). While these

ii means are statisticallydifferent(at the lO-percentlevel of si_uaificance),the
magnitudeof thedifferencesis lessthanone=halfof a pointon the scale.

ill For additional perspective, the Nevada questionnaire also asked about

! I risks from transporting wastes to Yucca Mountain and the risks from nuclearweapons testing. The transportation risks were viewed as equally serious

iii (mean rating of 5.9) while weapons testing was rated at 4.7. When the
responses to these questions of residents within Nevada are compared, the

_II differences are again small. Nye County residents had an average rating of 5.3
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for transportation risks, compared to 5,7 for Lincoln County' and b.0 for lh_,
rest of the state. The difference for Nye County is statistically significant (at
the .05 level of significance) but again the magnitude is small. Additional [_
insights can be gained from the distribution of the perceived risk responses. -]
Figure 5-2 shows the distribution of responses for both the Nevada and
National surveys. Generally, the distribution of responses is similar, except
that Nevada residents are more likely to rate the seriousness at the two _
endpoints of the scale. Overall, almost 38 percent of those surveyed nationally "-I
rated the potential risk as 8 or higher on the 10=point scale, while almost 35 b',!
percent of Nevadans put their risks on the high end of the scale.

Additional data show that women related the risks as more serious than [_.J{

men. As shown in Figure 5-3, the lower seriousness ratings from Nevada men
account for the higher percentage of responses at the lower end of the scale
in Figure 5-2, especially the 16 percent at not at all serious. In particular,
percent of the male respondents in the Nevada survey gave ratings of 3 or less _"_
(compared to 30 percent nationally). The higher rating by women is consistent 1

with many previous surveys of attitudes toward nuclear power (Mitchell [1984]). _i
i

Nevada residents, however, were more concerned about transportation t_']

risks than the respondents in the National survey. As shown in Figure 5-4°almost 80 percent of the Nevada respondents agreed at least that the most

serious risk from a repository would be from transporting the wastes. This _compares to 67 percentof the respondentsin the Nationalsurvey who agreed

with the statementon transportationrisks.

5.3 Risk Characteristics

The survey included questions that asked respondents to characterize the -_
risks associated with the repository. The questions included characteristics
that have pro_ven important in previous psychometric studies of risk perception
(Slovic [1967J; Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein [1985]). In our analyses of
the risk characteristics, the perceived seriousness of the risks to future
generations emerged as the most influential factor affecting the risk percep-
tions associated with the HLNW repository. As shown in Figure 5-5, 76
percent of the respondents in the National survey strongly agreed (or agreed)
that the repository would pose serious risks for future generations. In Nevada,
the percentage was 66 percent. Figure S-5 also indicatesthat 70 to 89 [_
percentof those surveyed nationallystronglyagreedor agreed that risks from
a HLNW repositorywould be fatal,perhaps for many peopleat once, and that [_
the repositorywould be dreaded by those livingnear it. Some 87 percent
disagreed with the statementthat those livingnear the repositorywould be
able to controlthe risk. The Nevada respondentsrated the risk character-
isticsabout the same as the Nationalsurvey. Al1 of these responses are
consistentwith the characterizationsof nuclearpower and nuclearwaste found
in previousstudies.

The correlationsacross respondentsbetween six risk perceptioncharac-
teristicsfor the Nationaland the Nevada samples were subjectedto a principal
components factoranalysis. A separateanalysiswas done for each sample. In
both cases, two dominant factorsemerged, accountingfor 56 percent of the
varianceinthesescalesfor theNationalsample and 61 percentof the
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-7"_1 variance in the _evada responses. The factors were rolaled oitho_on,l!:,_ _o
simple structure and the results are shown in Table 5-2. Factor I appears to

i be the dread risk factor that has emerged in previous studies, being defined in
terms of fatal and possibly catastrophic accidents, risk to future generations,

3Jl and dread. Factor 2 is defined in terms of only one characteristic, the degreeto which scientists are perceived to understand repository risks.

_]J Another important way to characterize the perceived risks associated with
a repository is in terms of the likelihood that it would release a large amount

I of radiation into the environment as a result of accidents, general deteriora-
tion, or human malevolence, The interviewers asked respondents to indicate

Iii the likelihood of such large releases of radiation during the first 5 or the first
20 years that the repository would be open. (The different lengths were

-_]_ randomly assigned to different respondents.) Our results indicated that the
time period made almost no difference in the responses. Various types of
radiation releases were perceived just as likely to occur in the first S years as
in the first 20 years. Figure 5=6 combines results from these two variations.

"i In both the National and Nevada surveys, two sources of large radiation
releasesemerged as more likely:transportationaccidentsand contaminationof

31 underground water. In the National survey, 78 percent of the respondents
thought transportation accidents were at least somewhat likely to occur, while

-_]l 74 percent thought the contamination of underground water was at least
somewhat likely. The percentages were almost identical for the Nevada

I respondents. The perceived likelihoods of large radiation releases are orders
of magnitude greater than the estimates of technical experts.

j
A heuristic version of the perceived risk model based on the conceptual

framework is illustratedin Equation(5.1). (The model will be expanded and
refinedas the researchevolves.)In thismodel, peopleform their perceptions

I of the risks from the HLNW repository

i PR* = F(A, K, C, E, L, S) (5.1)
where

li PR* = perceivedrisk from the repository

A = individual'sattitudestoward repositorysiting(and probably
l nuclear=relatedissuesingeneral)

l K = knowledge aboutthe repositoryissues

-l C = characteristicsof the risk
-

, _ _i E = experiencesassociatedwith repositoryor nuclearissues.r

= _. ,'m L = individual's location

_l S = individual's socioeconomic characteristics

-t Jl

t-i B
!
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TABLE 5-2. _:OTATEDFACTORLOADINGSFOR RISK PERCEPTION "wi II

CHARACTERISTICS IN THE NATIONAL AND NEVADA SAMPLES

l--_

National sample Nevada sample l_Tr:ir

Risk characteristic Factor I Factor 2 Factor I Factor 2 l_2h
Accident could kill many ,78 -.08 .77 -,02 fr-
people at one time

III.

_llr ' 'Accident would involve .76 .00 .80 .03

death :iRepository could pose .68 .32 ,73 -.24
serious risks for future

generations i i_

People would dread .61 .07 .70 -.02
repository

Scientists understand -.11 .89 .04 .94
repository risks

People will be able to .42 .48 .50 .43
control risk

I
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based on attitudes, experiences, knowledge, location, and socloe(on(_n_l(:
characteristics. The statistical results, contained in Table 5-2 provide support
for the conceptual hypotheses. Regardless of the model or statistical ap-
proach, the results showed that the characteristics of the risk, the perceived I
likelihood of large amounts of radiation being released, and the perceived [_:_i
seriousness of the risks for future generations are the most important factors I
influencing perceived risks from the repository. For cross-section data, the _
models also explain a high percentage of the variation in perceived risks [
(almost 40 percent nationally and greater than 50 percent in Nevada). '

Table 5.3a defines each of the variables used in undertaking cross tabula- lt_'_
tions for both the National and Nevada telephone surveys. A statistical -[
analysis of each variable with two key dependent variables (VOTE and RISK) is l_
presented in Table 5.31). A chi-square analysis reveals the statistical sig- ="']-
tfificance of each variable in the National and Nevada surveys for these simple
cross tabulations. For example, the variable AGE is statistically significant
with respect to VOTE at the .025 level for the National survey and only at
the .I12 level for the Nevada survey, lt is highly significant with respect to _-

Risk Perception in both the National and Nevada surveys. ]L_

As will become clearer in the more detailed analyses which follow, some IF,7:
variables which are statistically significant in simple cross tabulation may be
nonsignificant in multiple regression equations. Table 5.3b should thus be
viewed as a first step in trying to determine significant relationships between

variables.

A more detailedanalysisof the relationshipsbetween some socioeconomic
variablesand risk perceptionis presentedin Table 5.4 throughTable 5.6 for

the Nationaland Nevada samples. Looking at Table 5.4,we see that females
have a higherperceivedrisk than males in both surveys. Table 5.5 suggests

that individualswith incomes less than $35,000 perceive the risk from a [_,_-p.repositoryto be higherthanthose with higher incomes. Table 5.6 revealsthat
non-collegegraduatesboth in the Nationaland Nevada survey perceivethe risk _-,_
to be higherthan thosewho have collegedegrees. ¢-'--'-'-'-'-'-'-'-_=

Each of these four socioeconomicvariablestaken by themselves are

statisticallysignificantwith RISK PERCEPTION on the basis of the chi=square [_i_values depictedin Table 5.3b. On the basis of these three tablesone could
concludethat,other thingsbeing equal,the type of person perceivingthe risk
from a repositoryto be highestwould be a woman earninglessthan $35,000in _
annualincome who has not graduatedfrom college. Of course,thisconclusion
is based on an extrapolationfrom simple cross-tabulations.When turningto
multipleregressionmodels some of these socio=economic variablessuch as
income are no longer statisticallysignificant.Table 5-7 defines each of the _Z

variablesused in the regressionanalyseswhich follow. [_
The Nationalsurvey resultsshowed women, and non=whites rated the r_'

risks higher,allelsebeing equal. In Nevada, the resultsfor women held true
in some models but notothers. When the person'sratingof the seriousnessof ....t_
nuclear wastes was included,the parameter for sex became insignificantat
conventionallevels. This is not surprisinggiven the large differences in
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t
7a_',e _:,_. 3".a:.lst_ca_. Stgn',"'_can'e ,gr 'ariaV'es ___ _ ;-;",,':t,_n of Vote

and Risk Percepr. i_n. [r_

mll mll m IIm I III I ali I HII n mnllllm nm" I'm nmlmgtmm I_ m I_ m m m R n I mw w u I n I n n a I I m u m _ln n m I _ NMlU m I n _ _ m m _ m m _,.

VOTE RISK PERCEPTION _,

Na_ional Nevada Nat ional Nevada _..

X2 Signlf. ×2 SignL f. X2 Signif. X2 Stgnlf.
Value Level Value Level Value Level Value Level

NTA 8.3 0.004 122.7 0.000 103.1 0.000 87,2 0.000

WTP 1.5 0.221 30,0 0,000 48.2 0,000 37.5 0.000

KILLMANY 4,6 0,205 138.9 0.000 172.7 0.000 287.7 0,000 _'.

SCZKNOW 5,6 0, t33 32.0 0.000 57,8 0.001 51.8 0.003

WATERRAD 10.4 0.006 206.9 0.000 290.3 0,000 328.4 0,000 _.

TRNSPORT 11.6 0.003 142.6 0.000 173.0 0.000 270.9 0,000 _"

FUTURISK 7,3 0.066 313.6 0.000 268.1 0.000 387.5 0.000

SCHOOL 13.5 0.000 8.4 0,004 26,6 0.002 24,9 0.003

AGE 12.8 0.025 7.5 0.112 72,5 0,006 79.6 0,000

SEX 8.4 0.004 43 •8 0.000 82.2 0.000 69.7 O,000 t
-

RACE 17,1 0.129 5.6 0.017 20.2 0.017 12.7 0,177

NONUKER 13.0 0.000 66.7 0.000 102,6 0.000 126.3 0,000 t

KNOWLEDGE 3.8 0.281 95.7 0,000 67.5 0.000 123.5 0,000 L

= CON__ 0.7 0.867 73.6 0.000 77.5 0._0 91.8 0._0

DREAD 6.6 0.084 107.5 0.000 133.0 0.000 148.7 0,000 _=

LIKEACC 10.9 0.004 170.6 0.000 172.6 0.000 296.2 0.000 _ ,'

TERRORST 3,8 0.283 77,5 0,000 137.5 0,000 233.6 0,000

SEATBELT 2.6 0.660 2.9 0,412 29.5 0.335 24.0 0,628

QUESEXPT 2.9 0.603 2.8 0.427 40.0 0.052 34.8 0,144 _[_

WARRANT 7.2 0.066 4.6 0,200 56.7 0.001 42.2 0,031

_- (Tml_,le continuem)
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Ta_le 5, 3b, co_,t,tr_ue..1.

II

C VOTE RISK PERCEPTION

Na cional Nevada Na_iona i Nevada

2
×2 Signi f. ×Z Signlf • X2 Signi f. x SLgnl f.

Value Level Value Level Value Level Value Level

CKANGENV 2.i 0.552 9.1 0.028 68.3 0.000 42.2 0.031

i NOLIMITS 2.6 0.460 5.9 0.116 51.3 0.003 35.0 0.138

i PLANTRSK 26.7 O. 002 105.9 O.0OO 863.5 O.0OO 604.0 O.0OO

CI:V.._I_SK 22.8 0.007 51.5 0.000 695.8 0.000 538.0 0.000

POLITICS 10.6 0.005 16.8 0.002 22.3 0.218 40.2 0.290

LOCALPWR 29.0 O, OO0 154.2 0 •0OO 178.4 O.OOO 156.5 O.0OO

BENE2 3.8 0 • 280 202.9 0 • 0OO 96.9 O. 000 167.9 O. 000

INCOHE 9.2 0.002 7.7 0.005 16.4 0.058 28.8 0.001

_ OUTDOORS 1.7 0.434 7.7 0.021 21.3 0.263 22.2 0.222

VACATION 6.4 0.011 131.8 0.000 218.2 0.000 155.5 0.000

CONVENTN 7.0 0.008 77.6 0.000 155.0 0.000 II0.I 0.000

NEW3USN 5.2 0.023 110.3 0.000 205.7 0.000 132.5 0.000

_ KAISEFAM 10.3 0.001 101.3 0.000 244.7 0.OO0 116.4 0.000

RETIRE 10.9 0.001 228.8 0.0OO 328.7 0.000 261.7 0.000

HI}lOUSE 0.03 0.863 12.7 0.000 19.1 0.024 34.1 0.000

i _ TRUSTST& 22.4 0.008 __.9 0.000 160.0 0.0OO 183.0 0.000

_ T_USTLOC 18.0 O. 035 2J•9 O.002 186.0 O. 000 128.9 O.001

TRUSTIIML ].1.2 O • 004 110 • 4 0 •0OO 100 • 4 0 • OOO 97.4 0.000

_ OWNTIOHE 7.4 0.007 6.7 0.010 16.1 0.064 23.2 0.006
_

TESTRISK NA NA 157.5 0.0OO NA NA 746.0 0.0OO

]_ DEATH 4.7 0.194 1.'-'.;• 6 0.000 192.3 0.0OO 234.6 0.0OO

ii OCC ATIO.

NA = quesl:ion noC saked
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| TABLE 5-0. PercelvedSerlousnessof Risk as a Funciion
of Education

| ml I uB _ qp _,j,m mn mm a ,m m,m m}m ml mL Iu mm me m w m m m_ m _ u am _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ m _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ m _ m _ _ _

| Na_ional Survey Nevada Survey

| Non-College College Non-College College
Graduate Cr/dua_e Graduate Graduate

| Low 19,_ 30,6 31.8 44, 3

| MedLum 37. 7 39.5 28.9 26.0

High 43.0 29,9 39.3 29.7

| N 849 304 727 219

!
anmlum_mmlllaUWmm IIIDIIW Immmuu,an_ _nnnl_agn_quart0,q_ oP mm' aima_ mar m _ _ _ _ m m m _ _ _ _' _ t i m m m m _ m _ _ _ _ m _ _ m m m _ m m m _ m _ _
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Table 5-7 ,;'-"5-:. :E;',', .... N-

Variables Description Coding

REPOSRISK Perceived risk from repository l-not at all serious -- I

10-veryserious

LOCT YUCC" Perceived risk from repository l-not at all serious I_:_
at Yucca Mountain 10-very serious I

TRAN YUCC* Perceived risk from transporta- I-not at all serious
tion if repositoryat Yucca 10-very serious I_:ii"

Mountain I_"_I
TRUSTFED Trust in Federal government to l-no trust I

make repository safe 10-completetrust I_:i"
I

TRUSTSTATE Trust in state government to 1-no trust I_ i

make repository safe 10-completetrust _ |j
ITRUSTLOC Trust in local government to l-no trust

make repository safe 10-completetrust It/:'I
BENEFITS ComJ3inationof Economics O-if respondent dld not _i "

Benefits Questions strongly agree with both IE1I
statements "Repository

would stimulateeconomic _
growth" and "Economic

benefits would outweigh I_L:the risks.

1-1f respondent strongly E_
agreed with one of the

statements and not the _._
other.

2-if the respondent I_
strongly agreed with

both statements° _.

KNOW Level of knowledge about O-incorrectrespons_.son I_
nuclearwastes. Com_ination all 3.

of correct responses to where l-correct responseon one I_
wastes are now stored, current of the questions.

disposal method, and lengthof 3-correct responseson all
time stored. 3 questions.

SCHOOL Last year of school completed Actual number of years

completed ___

NONUKER Not in favor of nuclear power ]-againstnuclear power
O-for nuclear power

(continued)
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| -fABLE 5-7 (continued)

D
Variabl es Description Codi ng

t
MOSTRANS Most serious risk associated l-yes

with repository would be from O-no
transporting waste to it

AGE Age of respondent Actual age
i

LOCALSHUT lt is important for local l-very important or
authorities to have shut down somewhat important
power O-not important

i
HELMS Politically conservative? l-yes

4 O-no

HART Politically Liberal? I-yes
O-no

4
KILLLOTS Accident could kill many at once l-strongly agree

4 O-all others

._I SCIKNOW Scientists understand the risks I-strongly agree
involved with a repository O-all others

|
WATERRAD Likelihood of wastes looking l-very likely

into undergrounu water O-all others

4 TRANSACC Likelihood of accidents while l-very likely
wastes were being transported O-all others

: | to repository

i FUTURISY, Repository would pose serious 1-strongly agree
risks for future generations in O-all others
Nevada

| SEX Sex of respondent l-male
O-femaIe

!
WHITE Race of respondent I-white

| O-nonwhite

_ RADWASTE Severity of radioactive wastes l-not at all serious

from nuclear power plants for 10-very serious
U.S. as a whole

--_ LINC" Dummy variable for Lincoln County l-from Lincoln County
° O-not from Lincoln County4

NYE* Dummy variable for Nye County l-from Nye County
O-not from Nye County

i (continued)
-
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g
TABLE 5-T (continued)

[

Vari abies DescriDtion Coding

ORGANIZ Type of organization respon- i-govt, agency or non-
dent works for profit organization

O-private company

TESTSITE Severity of risks from nuclear l-not at all serious
weapons test site lO-veryserious

INCOME Total family income before actual numbers in eight _

taxes 1986 dollar categories

OWNHOME Respondent owns home? l-yes _.O-no

NUCLEARTEST Severity of radiation from l-not at all serious
nuclear weapons testing for IO-very serious _
U.S. as a whole "

DOLLAR AMOUNT Amount of payment or rebate for WTA : I000, 3000, 5000 _'

WTA& WTPand amount of higher WTP : I00, 500, 2000 C:
housing costs for retirement Housing Costs = 500, I000,

2000 _.
lw

VOTE Vote yes or no for repository l-yes _,
at Yucca Mountain O-no

WTA Willing to accept compensation l-yes
to locate repository? O-no

WTP Willing to pay to avoid locating l-yes '_.i
repository? O-no

RAISEFAM Would nearby repositorymake l-yes

community a less desirableplace O-no
to raise a family?

NEWBUSN Would nearby repositorymake l-yes

co.unity a less desirable O-no _
to start a new business?

CONVENTION Would nearby repositorymake l-yes
community a less desirableplace O-no
to attend a convention?

VACATION Would nearby repositorymake l-yes
community a less desirableplace O-no
to go on a vacation?

(continued)
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g TABLE 5-7 (continued)

Vari ab l es Desc ri pt] on Codi ng
i

RETIRE Would a repository near where l-yes
you had planned to retire make O-no
you change your plans?

g
HIHOUSE For those responding "yes" l-yes

_J to RETIRE, would you still O-no
change your plans if it resulted

_J in the indicated higher housing
costs each year?

i
EACH REGION "Each region of the county l-strongly agree

| should have a repository." o-all others

4 KIDS Children under 12 years old in l-yes
household? O-no

j _These two variables replaced Reposrisk in the Nevada Survey.
*These are two dummy variables from the Nevada Survey only.

i
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ratings for this variable betwePn men and women )ha_ we no_ed e,_rllet-.
Higher levels of education and knowledge about nuclear wastes contributed to
lower perceived risks but these factors had less influence than the risk
characteristics and likelihood factors. In the Nevada survey, education '[

followed a pattern similar to the variable sex. [_

The results in Table 5=8 also show that the risk perceptions of residents
in Lincoln and Nye Counties are not different than those of residents in other _:
parts of Nevada. The lack of significance in fl:_e coefficient implies that the
intercept term for these counties is not statistically different when the other
factors in Model 3 are controlled in the regression analysis. This is consistent
with the slight differences found in the mean values of perceived seriousness.
In subsequent project activities, we will explore interactions between the other
independent variables in the model and the qualitative variable for residents of

Lincoln and Nye Counties.
The Nevada results in Model 3 also support a hypothesis that arose in

the focus groups. This is that the test site serves as a baseline for perceived [
risks. The results were that people who rated the risks from the test site
high were more likely to rate the risks from a repository higher. Also in _
Model 3, the results for the organization variable suggest that people who
work for non-profit organizations or the government cons_ider the risks less {_
serious than those who work for private businesses, This variable was not
significant for the National survey.

5.4 hnpHcations

Overall, the telephone survey findings on risk perceptions are clear=cut. _
People in both Nevada and the rest of the United States perceived the
potentialrisks associatedwith a HLNW repositoryto be serious. Almost _
three=fourths of the respondents also think that serious accidents; those
involving large releases of radiation, are likely to happen. If people ultimately
change their current or planned behavior such as move, change jobs, or take
trips or retire outside of Nevada, in response to these perceptions rather than
responding to the technical risk estimates; then the potential risk-related
impacts could be much higher than those anticipated by the: Department of {
Energy.

Y
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SECTION 6
J

'CLEW OF THE REPOSITORY

_II 6.1 Introduction

_11 This section describes how people viewed the HLNW repository. After
characterizing the risk perceptions m the previous section, we considered

_II whether people were willing to weigh the benefits against the costs of a
repository. Additionally, we elicited their views of the overall desirability, and
feasibility, of siting a HLNW repository, along with their knowledge and
attitudes toward nuclear power in general. For each of these issues, the views
of Nevada were compared and contrasted to those in the National survey.

g This section also considers two potential views of Nevada residents that
arose in the focus groups, lt considers the influence of the test site on
repository percept ions, and it examines the perceived likelihood of the
repository being located at Yucca Mountain. This section concludes with a

j detailed examination of the voting behavior of respondents in a hypothetical
vote on locating the HLNW repository nearby.

I 6.2 Overall View of the Repository

To depict the respondent's overall view of the repository, the survey
]ll que,_tionnaireasked respondentsa wide range of questionsabout the reposi-

tory, their perceptionsof its potentialbenefitsand costs, and the equityof
S locatinga single repository. These questionsasked the extent to which

respondentsagreed or disagreedwith a listof statementssummarized in Table
J 6-I. A reasonablyclear pictureemerges about the respondent'sview of the

repository:
4

• About 56 percentof Nevadans agree (at least) thateach regionshould
m have a repository,while only 46 percent of the National survey

respondentsagree.
.g

• Almost 53 percentof Nevadans agree thata repositoryisthe best way
to permanently store high-levelnuclearwastes, compared to almost 48

_II percentof the Nationalsurvey respondents.

• Nevada residentsare dividedalmost equallyon whether the repository

_g would stimulateeconomic growth in nearby communities. Only 27
percentof thenationalsurveyrespondentsagree with thisstatement.

_il s Neither group of respondents, however, thinks the economic benefits
would greatly outweigh the risks (28 percent in Nevada, 25 percent

I nationally).

]1 s Only 23 percent of Nevada residents agree that Nevada is the safest

iJ piace in the United States for the repository.
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® Only about 30 percent of Nevada residents agree thai Nevada is tilebest site because the weapons testing site is located in Nevada,

6.3 Awareness of Nuclear Wastes

As shown in Figure 6=1, Nevada survey respondents showed a higher
level of awareness about high-level nuclear wastes than did the National
survey respondents. Given the nuclear weapons testing site, in addition to
Nevada being one of three locations in consideration for the HLNW .repository,
Nevadans seemed to exhibit greater cognizance of nuclear issues m general.
For example, 35 percent of the Nevada respondents had read or heard about
high=level nuclear wastes more than I0 times in the past 3 months, compared
to only 17 percent nationally. Likewise, only 28 percent of Nevada respon-

J dents had read or heard about wastes less than five times in the past 3
months, as opposed to 40 percent nationally.

J
Two ways of obtaining information on the subject proved significant in

: g both surveys. Of the respondentsin Nevada who had read or heard about
wastes in the past 3 months, 58.7 percent of these people had bought a

J newspaper or magazine or watched a television program specifically to learn
about high-level nuclear wastes, while only 48.9 percent of the similar group in

J the Nationalsurvey had done so. An even higher percentageof respondents
who had been aware of high=levelnuclearwastes duringthe past 3 months had

_][ discussedthe issue with friendsor relatives=-71.0percentin Nevada and 63.9
percentnationally.

J
. Not surprisingly, one method of obtaining information on high=level

_]l nuclearwastes had notbeen employed toa significantdegreeby eithergroup.
Less than 10 percent of the respondentsin both samples had attendeda public
or neighborhoodmeeting about high=levelnuclearwastes (6.7% for Nevada and
5% for National).

However, awareness did not translateperfectlyinto knowledge, with only
j 20 percentof eithergroup knowing where wastes are now stored. As shown

in Figure 6--2,over three=fourthsof Nevada residentsknew that underground
j disposalis the disposalmethod being consideredmost seriouslyin the United

States today. This compared with 64 percent of the respondentsin the

j National survey. As shown in Figure 6-3, 27 percent of Nevada residents (and
only 18 percent nati_y) knew that the repositorywould store wastes for

longer than 1,000 years. In contrast, 12 percent of Nevada residents (and 9
percent nationally) _ht the wastes would be stored for less than I0 years.

: _[ 6.4 Attitudes Toward Environmental and Nuclear Power Issues

In additionto being more aware of nuclear issuesregardingthe reposi-

I tory, Nevadans consistentlyranked higheron questionsin which environmental
= issues were involved.As shown in Figur_6-4, 33.2 percentof Nevada respon-

dents, in comparison with 23.5 per cent of National respondents, ranked
environmentalproblems as more importantthan other problems faced by their

_ communities. The two samples were more comparable with the percentages
thatranked environmentalproblems justas importantas other problems (53.8%

for Nevada and 57.9% for National).
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Dunlap [1985] cites a IQ,_2 Louis Harris po,1 which shows lha_ publl_ _["
concern over environmental issues has been high ,'.'or several years. Ninety
five percent of the Harris national sample viewed disposal of hazardous wastes
as a "ser).ous problem," and 93 p._rcent of the respondents said pollution of
lakes and rivers by toxic substances from factories was a "serious problem." As _[
shown m Figure 6=5, both Nevada and National respondents made their

attitudes about spending funds to control pollution known. Both samples em-
phatically rejected the assertion that too much is already being spent on
pollution control. Seventy=seven percent of the people in Nevada and 71 [_:
percent of the people in the National sample said that the statement "I arn

someone who thinks we are already spending too much on pollution control"described them 'not at all.'

Irl a similar question cited in Dunlap [1985], the National Opinion

Research Corporation asked a national sample in tL984_ whether they thought wewere spending "too little," "abou_ right," or much" on "improving and [_
protecting the environment." A majority of the sample (58 percent)said "too
little," while only 7 percent said "too much." Therefore, the results from the ]_
Nevada and National telephone surveys follow the general trend found in other
nationalpollson thetopic.

Perhaps the largestdifference in environmentalattitudesbetween the
two samples _vasbroughtout by the questionin which respondentswere asked
if they would describethemselves as outdoorspeople. Fifty-sevenpercent of
the Nationalrespondents,but over 92 percentof those in Nevada, said they
would. In fact, 61 percent of the people in Nevada said that "I am an [
outdoors person" described them very weil, in c_mparison to only 24 percent
nationally. [

Attitudesconcerningthe use of nuclear power as a form of electricity [
proved telling(Figure 6-6). Nevada respondents,more so than National
respondents,tended to respond at the extremes of the optionsregardingthe [
statement"I am someone in favor of nuclearpower as a form of electricity."
Thirty-four percentof Nevadans as opposed to 31 percent of the National [
group said this statementdescribed them very weil. Twenty-nine percent:of
the Nevada sampl,)statedthatit did not describethem at all. This compared
with 20 percentnationally.This relativetendencytoward the extremes might
be explainedby a significantnumber of Nevadans having a positiveview of
nuclear industriesas a resultof the economic impact they have seen from the
weapons testingsite. Likewise, there couldbe justas many peopleconcerned
with the environment who see the risks from nuclearpower as dangerously
high.

Despitethis relativegrouping toward the extremes, slightly more (37%) l
of the Nevada res_xlents take a middle ground in the debate than take an
extreme position° rtowever, it shouldbe noted thatit is a significantlylower ,
pe.rcentagethanthatof theNationalrespondents(47%).

In "Public Opinion: Behind the Transformation," Dunlap [19_S] postulates
that environmentalconcern has rebounded somewhat from its positionduring
the late19"70spartlyas a resultof the Reagan administration'sgeneral anti-
regulatorystance. He feels that this may have led many to believe they
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i
cannot tru st the Federal government to protect the environment. This
hypothesis appears to be borne out by results from both telephone surveys, As
shown in Figure 6-7 respondents rated their trust in government to make the

_ll repository safe on a 10-point scale, with 1 meaning no trust and 10 meaning
complete trust. In both the National and Nevada surveys, trust in the Federal
government to make the repository safe received the lowest mean ranking (4.8
in Nevada and 4.9 nationally).

By contrast, mean trust rankings for local government scored highest in
both surveys (5.9 in Nevada and 5.6 nationally), with rankings for State
government falling between the two in both surveys. However, even the local
trust rankings did not reflect an overwhelming faith in government on any
level when dealing with a HLNW repository.

In one area, the two telephone surveys showed less extreme opinions
than com_parable other national survey data. In a national survey from 1982,
Dunlap [1985J found, that 84 percent of the respondents agreed that "the

' i balance of nature Is very delicate and easily upset by human activities."
However, in this telephone survey, approximately 45 percent of respondents in
each group expressed similar sentiment by disagreeing with the statement
"People have the right to change the environment to meet their needs."

4 Likewise, 76 perc_:ntof the respomlentsin the Dunlap survey agreed

that "the Earth is like a spaceship with only limited room and resources."
Again, respondents in the National and Nevada telephone surveys did not find
the issuesof limitsto growth and scarce resourcesserious concerns. Only
about _ percent of each sample disagreedwith the statement "There are no

4 limits to growth for advanced countries like the United States."

I]I 6.S Perceived Likelihood of Repository at Yucca Mountain

.4 In the Nevada Survey, respondents were asked to rate the likelihood of

= _ the repository being located at each of the three sites c_rrently under
consideration by the Federal government. By far (Figure 6-8), most Nevadans

i seemed to feelthat the repositoryis almost a certaintyfor them and their
State. Over 89 percentof the respondentsfeltthatit was eithervery likely,

g or somewhat likely, that the repository would be located aT Yucca Mountain.This compared to 25 percent of the respondents who believecl it was at least
somewhat likely that the repository would be located in Hanford, Wa,_hington,

_ and 41 percent predicting similar likelilxxxl for siting in Deaf Smith County,
Texas. Respondents' strength of belief concerning location at Yucca Mountain

_ was also reflected in the percentage of "Don't Knows" for each question. An
average of approximately 12percent of the respondents answered "Don't Know"

-_ for each of the other two likelihood questions. Only 4 percent respolxied
"Don't Know" when asked to rate the likelihood of the repository being placed

4 at Yucca Mountain.

J 6.6 Voting Preferences

" _ Individualsin both the Nevada and Nationalsurveys were asked the same

o _ questionregardingtheirvotingpreferences:

I 71
_







"If a vote were held today on building a permanent repository, would
you vote for locating a repository at: _--

Hanford in Wa',shington State, [_:_:_

Yucca Mountain in Nevada, _-

Deaf Smith County in Texas, _-

None of the Above, or _

Don't Know."

Figure 6-9 reveals the percentage of individuals who favored each of the _2_
proposed sites or opposed them all. The most significant finding is the rather

large proportionof individualswho voted for none of the three sites. Of _Cthose who did support one of the three, Yucca Mountain was the most
preferred sitein both the Nationaland Nevada surveys. Yet slightlyless than

_--_
one-fourthof the respondentsin each of the surveys were willingto vote for

Yucca Mountainas a sitefor a HLNW repository. [Z_
Turning now to the factors which influencepeople'sintendedvote, there

were some interestingdifferencesand similaritiesregardingthe Nationaland
Nevada surveys. As hypothesizedabove, in both sample groups those who
perceivedthe potentialrisks from a HLNW repositoryto be seriousare much _'_
more likelytooppose "Yucca Mountain as a site"than thosewho feel the risk
to be relatively low (Q. 11g). L_

Figure 6-10 graphicallydepictsthis relationshipfor both the National L;_
and Nevada survey for three levels of risk based on a 10-pointscale for
seriousness(1 beingnot at all seriousand 10 being very serious). At the t:
Nationallevel 38 percent of those who perceivedthe risk to be low (I-3)
voted "Yes" to Yucca Mountain while only 22 percent favored this site' if they _.._
perceived the risk "to be serious (8-10). Within the Nevada group, the contrast
was even more extreme. Fifty-threepercent favored the facilityif they _=
perceivedthe risk to be low while only 5 percent votedfor Yucca Mountain if
theyperceivedthe risk tobe serious.

The percentageof individualsin each categorywas also revealing. At
the Nationallevel,approximately25 percent of the sample felt the risk was
low while 39 percent perceived it to be serious. In Nevada approximately 35
percent of the sample perceived the risk to be. low and 37 percent perceived it
tobe serious.

Several other variables related to perceived risk from releasing large
amounts of radiati n into the environment (Q.13 a-d) were also statistically
significantfor the Nevada and Nationalsurvey. For example,relativelyfew
individualssaid they would vote for a repositoryif they fellthatit was very

likely that wastes would leak Luto undergrtmml water during the first 20 years [_]
a repositorywottl.dbe open. A similar patternemerged for perceived risks

associatedwith radiationbeing released from an accidenthappening at a
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'-'_ repository and wastes being transported to a repository, These "perceived
risk" variables are highly correlated with the "perceived seriousness of the

repository" and hence are insignificant in the ordinary least-squares (OLS)
regression analysis.

_Ii One ,,,.friable which was sigrdficant in the regression models for charac-

terizing voting behavior in both surveys was the respondent's view of how
important it is to give a local committee the power to shut down the facility
if that committee decided the facility was unsafe (Q. 16c). For the National
survey, as shown in Figure 6-II, only 25 percent of those who felt that it was
very important for local authorities to have this power voted in favor of siting
the repository at Yucca Mountain. Almost half of those who did not feel this
power was important supported the repository siting at Yucca Mountain. An

i even more extreme relationship holds for the Nevada data. A relatively small
percentage (14 percent)voted for Yucca Mountain siting of the repository if
they felt it was very important for local authorities to have control over its
opel'ation, while 58 percent of those who felt this control was not at all
important voted to locate the repository at Yucca Mountain.

There were several other factors that influenced voter attitudes in the
Nevada survey which had no statistically significant impact at the national
level. As shown in Figure 6-12, only II percent of those Nevadans who had
little trust in the Federal government to make the repository as safe as

i possible(I-3 on a I0 point scale)a supportedsitingthe repositoryat Yucca
Mountain,while almost half (48_)of thosewho had hightrust(8-10) supported

I sitingthe repositoryat Yucca Mountain. Less extreme differencesexistedin
theNational survey responses. Presumably thiswas because there was less

i conce_ by people in other parts of the country since the HLNW site would
not be near them.

We constructeda variablewhich measured the perceivedbenefitsof a
i HLNW repositoryin relationto the risks (Q. ISd, 15f) and utilizedthisfactor

to measure how it influenceda person's decisionto site the repositoryat
_ _ Yucca Mountain. The vast majority of Nevada respondents(92_)felt that

there would be no economic benefitsfrom the repository.Only 21 percentof
i these individualssaid they would vote for Yucca Mountain. Of the 2 percent

who viewed the repositoryas an economic benefit,79 percent indicatedthat
they would vote for Yucca Mountain sitingof the repository. In contrast,
approximatelyone-sixth of the nationalrespondentsfeltthat there would be

j significantbenefits from the repository,but only 31 percent of these in,-
dividualsvotedfor Yucca Mountain.

= Knowledge about high-levelnuclearwaste by individualsin Nevada influenced
people's attitudestoward the repository. Approximately one-th/rdof the
residentshad no factualknowledge of HLNW issues (Q. 6--8),and only 12.S

= a

aA lO-point scale was used with 1 being no trust at all and 10 being
complete trust. Those who rated trust from 1-3 were placed in the "low"
cat_ory; 4-7 in the "medium trust" category, and 8-10 in the "high trust"
category.
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percent of these people voted for a repository, Approximately 5 percent of
the sample knew a great deal about nuclear waste issues and in this group
over 60 percent voted for the repository. The relationship between knowledge _-_
and voting behavior was in the same direction for the national sample, but not F.=-

statistically significant. _:,'_
other variablewhich was statisticallysignificantfor the Nevada [_:-_The

surveywas "concernwith radioactivewastes from nuclearpower plants"for
the UnitedStatesas a whole (Q. 2). The attitudetoward votingfor Yucca __
Mountainwas in the expecteddirection.Respondentswith a low-perceived

risk were much more likely to vote in favor of a repository at Yucca Mountain _"i_
than those who had a high-perceivedrisk of pollutionfrom nuclearpower

plants. As with theothervariablesdiscussedabove,the relationshipwas the __same fortheNationalsurveybutmuch lesssignificantstatistically.

One variable that was statistically significant in the National survey but _:_'_,
insignificantfor the Nevada sample was the statement"Each regionof the _:_
countryshouldhave a repository)'(Q. Ib"b). This variablewas intendedto
measure equityconcerns,but the responsessuggestedthatit had a different _.
interpretationat the nationallevel. Over one-thirdof those who strongly
agreedor agreedwith the statementfavoreda repositoryat Yucca Mountain _i
while only one=fourthof those who disagreedor stronglydisagreedcast a

positivevotefor the repositoryin Nevada. This suggeststhatthisstatement _L_-_was too subtleto measure concernswith fairnessor equity. Rather,it

measured attitudetoward a repositoryin general. For the Nevada sample [_-therewas literallyno differencein votingpatternsbetweenthosewho agreed

or disagreedwith the statement;approximately25 percentof each group voted [_i--_fortherepository.

The statisticalregressionequationsfor votefor Yucca Mountain(Value= __
I) or notvote for Yucca Mountain(Value= 0) are depictedin Table 6-2 for
both surveys. The coefficientsof each variablecml be interpretedas the _= |
changein the probabilitythatan individualwith this.particularcharacteristic
would votein favorof sitingthe repositoryin Yucca _aountain.To illustrate, _"_ |
considerthefinalequationderivedfrom the Nevadadata. The interceptterm
reflectsthe probabilityof a positivevote for Yucca Mountainwithoutcon= _--|
sideringany of the significantvariablesin the equationexplicitly.Now
supposean individualhas a relativelylow estimateof theperceivedseriousness __ |
of theriskof a repository(e.g.,a valueof 2 on the I to 10 scale). Using .
the risk coefficient from Model 3 and the Nevada survey data shows that the _' |
probability of voting for the repository is now decreased by .05 (i.e., 2 x .026).
Had the estimate of the perceived risk been extremely high (e.g., I0), then the _i_-e-m
probability of a positive vote would have been decreased by .26 (i.e., I0 x It
.025). A similarchangein probabilitiescan be determinedfor each variable. _-
(Refer to Table 5-.7 for definitions of the variables used). The hypothesized [
relationshipsdescribedin the previoussectionseems to be confirmedwith the _w
data from the Nevada survey. The most significantvariablesare "perceived L

risk from the repository,""power to shutdown the facility,""trustFederal _
officialsto operatesafely,""knowledge,""concernwithradioactivewaste from
nuclearpower plants,"and "netperceivedbenefitsof the repositoryin relation _'=
to risks." The resulting R2 = .33 is quite high for cross-sectional data and [
suggeststhatthereis a systematicrelationshipbetween votingattitudesand [_

perceivedrisk,trust,and knowledge.
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The picture is somewhat different for the National sarnp!e where the l_
issue of locating a HLNW site is not nearly as salient as in Nevada. The
three significantvariablesare "perceivedrisk from the repository,""trust l_
Federal officialsto operatesafely,"and "locaterepositoryin each region of
the country."None of these variablesexplain a significantportion of the I_
variance as evidencedby the low R 2 = .05. Upon reflection,we have con-
cluded that most peoplein the countryhave not given much thoughtas to how [
they would vote regardinga HLNW repositoryif such a referendum were
considered. Nevada residents,on the other hand, are very concernedwith this i
issue,as evidencedby thehighlysignificantregressionequation.

6.7 Summa i
t

Overall, the analysis of the respondents' views of the repository yields
some strikingfindings. At the forefront,our resultsshow that a sizable |
majorityof Nevada residentsare stronglyopposed to the HLNW repository
being locatedat Yucca Mountain. While the Nevada residentsare somewhat |
more likely than their counterpartsin the National survey to think the

repository will benefit nearby communities, they generally feel that the |
repositorywill be a bad economic bargain. Yet, Nevada residentsshow a

strongsense of totalismabouttheirStatebeing selectedas the repositorysite. l
About 90 percentthoughtit was (at least)likelythatthe repositorywould be
at Yucca Mountain. I

The opposition to the HLNW repository is consistent with a strong l
endorsement for spemiing public dollars to protect the environment. Respon-

dents in the Nevada survey showed more concern and supportfor the environ- [
ment titan their counterpartsin the National survey. The environmental

attitudes are generally coasistent with national trends in other surveys. I
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j SECTION 7

RISK-INDUCED BEHAVIOR: EMPIRICAL RESULTS

i 7.1 Introduction

An importantconcern for the Stateof Nevada is the potentialeffect of a
_l HLNW repositoryon people'sdecisionsabout where to vacation,work, or live.

Appendix A.2.6 from the First Year SocioeconomicProgress Report providesa
i detaileddiscussionof the conceptualissues. As notedearlier,this researchon

risk-inducedbehaviorsis at an earlierstagethan the risk-perceptionresearch.
I Before modeling behavior,it was necessary to developa better understanding

of theperceptionsthatunderliethebehavioraldecisions.i
At the same time, ho_ever, the telephonesurvey offered an opportunity

to explore the potentialfo such magnitudes,at leastin a preliminaryway.
Having both the Nationaland Statewide surveys providesfurther insightsfrom

II comparisonsof the two groups'responses. Thus, the findingsand resultsfor
risk-inducedbehaviors are more confined to the insightsfor the future

li research activitiesthatare being planned for Years 2 and 3. This section

=_ highlightsthe findingson risk-inducedbehaviors.

7.2 _sk-!nd,,uoed Behaviors: General Findingt_
I

The telephone survey includes two questions to help _ssess the potential
magnitude of risk-inducedbehaviors. As shown in Figure 7-I, even the
preliminary results were striking. Eighty percent of the National survey

i respondentsindicatedthat a HLNW repositorylocated50 miles away would
make sn area a less desirableplace to raisea family. Seventy percent in

I Nevada agreed. The percentageis almost as high for startinga new business
(72 percentnationally,63 percentin Nevada). The only behaviorthat appears

4 less sensitiveto the repositorysitingis the willingnessto attend a conven-
tion. Only 48 percentof the Nevadans statedthe repositorywould make the

iU nearby area less desirable. This suggeststhat the longerpeople think they
would be in an area, the more likelythey think the area would be less

g desirable. Comparison of Figure 7-I with Figure 7-2, revealsthat increasing
the distanceaway from the repository,from Soto 100 miles, had only a minor

: I influenceon the responses.

i A similarquestionwas asked about retirement. Our results,shown in the
top partof Figure 7-3, indicatethat66 percentof the respondentsnationally
said that a repositorybeing locatedSO to I00 miles from where they had

J plannedto retirewould make them cha_e theirplans. The low percentageof
i "don'tknow" responses suggeststhatpeople were relativelycertainabout their

preferences. Whether these intentionswould lead to actual behavior is an
g issuethatmust be addressedin furtherresearch.

Those who answered "yes" to the retirementquestionwere asked if they
i would stillchange plans ifthe costof the changewere $500, $I,000,or $5,000.

= ii As shown in the lower partof Figure7-3_ 75 to 80 percentanswered yes, with
the ten-fold range costs having little effect oa the responses. In Nevada, the
majority of respondents also indicated that they would change their retirement
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plans, although the percentage was about 10 percent less than in the :National
sample. Of those who did say "yes," a similarly high percentage said they

j would stil! change even if the cost to them were $5,000.

Women in the National sample were 13 percent more likely than men to
_]l answer "yes" to the retirement question, but were I0 percent less likely to be

willing to change their plans if it cost money, Age had little effect on the
responses to these retirement questions except that, in the National sample, 55
percent of those over age 55 said they would change their plans even if it

-_ would cost them $5,000. In Nevada, however, the percentage was much lower

(12 percent),

7.3 Risk=Induced Behavior: .....Simple Models

We have developed a simple model to examine the risk-inducedbehavior
i responses. The model hypothesizesthat whether an individualconsiders an

area to be less desirablewill depend on his perceptionsof the seriousnessof
i the potential risks from a HLNW repository, the characteristics of those risks,

and the perceived likelihood of an accident occurring at the repository. The
i model also suggests that the responseswill be influencedby an individual's

socioeconomiccharacteristics-=e.g.,income or geographicalIocation-=aswell as
Jim his experiences and attitudestoward the environment in general, and the

repositoryin particular.When the model is appliedto the retirementquestion,
ql thecostof changingretirementdecisionsis alsoconsidered.

li Table 7-1 presents the telephonesurvey resultsfor attendinga conven=
tion,taking a vacation,and raisinga family. Separate models are presented

ql for both the Nationaland Nevada samples. Looking first at the convention
equations,the resultsshow that the perceived risk variablesare the most

II importantdeterminants of whether an individualthinks a repositorywould
make a less desirableplace to attenda convention. The size of the coeffi-
cients on the characteristicsof the risk--thatit would involve and pose
seriousrisks for future generationsand the likelihoodof accidents--suggests
these are the most importantdeterminantsof an individual'sevaluation. The
perceived seriousnessof the risk also is a significantdeterminantin the

i conventiondesirabilityevaluation.

_[[ The only significantattitudinalvariablein the conventionequationis the
degree of trust in local officials. The resultsimply thatpeople who have
higherlevelsof tr1_stinlocalgovernmentswere less likelyto thinkthe HLNW
repositorywould make an area lessdesirable. The coefficientfor age suggests
thatolderpeople were more likelyto find the area lessdesirablefor conven-
tionsthanyounger people would. This model explainsabout 20 percentof the

IjI variationin the conventionequation,which is respectablefor models using
cross-sectionaldata. In fact,the adjustedR2 is quite similaracross all the

lm models in Table 7=I.

Jl The resultsfor the conventionequationfor the Nevada survey are con-
sistentwith the Nationalresults,except that the likelihoodof accidentsand

i age were not significant. Perhaps most interestingin these resultsis the
coefficientfor whether an individuallivesin Nye County. The resultsshow

that Nye County residentswere lesslikelyto thinkthe repositorywould make
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an area less desirable for conventions. Also shown in Table 7-i, the evalua- _'_-J
tions of Lincoln County residents were not different than people who lived
elsewhere in Nevada. These residents, however, were less likely to think the _Y_,--
repository would make an area a less desirable piace to raise a family. In
contrast, the Nye County residents' responses on raising a family were not _
different from residents elsewhere.

The results from the raising family models have several other interesting
features. In the National survey, people who owned their home and people _
who had higher levels of trust in State government were less likely to think a
HLNW repository would make an area less desirable. The same is true for the
Nevada survey respondents. If respondents thought nearby residents would
dread livingnear the HLNW repository,they were more likelyto think the ._
area would be lessdesirablefor raisinga family.

Table 7-2 presents the results for the new business and retirement
evaluations. The new businessresultswere similar to those noted for the
other models. The retirementequation,however, adds additionalinsight. In
particular,people who viewed the HLNW repositoryrisk as catastrophicwere
more likelyto think an area would be a less desirablep_ace to retire. This
was true for both the Nationaland Nevada survey. A respondent'sincome _
level also influencedhis responsesin the retirementmodel for the National
survey. Higher income people,all else being equal,were more likelyto think _
the repository would make nearby areas less desirable. Income was not a
significant determinant for Nevada residents, however. Finally, the retirement _
models also explained the highest percentage of the variation (31% National
and 37% Nevada) among the risk-induced behavior responses. =_

The pay higher housing cost models involve different dependent variables.
For the respondents who said the repository would make a nearby area a less "
desirableplace to retire,we also asked them whether they would pay higher i
housing costs to be furtheraway from the repository. In this model, the "
dependent variablewas coded as a I when the respondentwould pay the i_
higher housing costs and 0 when the respondentwould not. As noted earlier, -
three housingcost amounts were randomly assigned--S500,$I,000,and $5,000. _.
Respondents were told they would incur these costs each year. As in the -
other models, perceived risks were a significant determinant of whether I=
individualswould agree to pay the higher costs. For the National survey, -
increasesin the dollar amounts had no significanteffect. In contrast,the
Nevada survey results showed that the higher dollars reduced the likelihood
that someone would agree to pay. Income was a significantand positive -
determinant in the responses of people in the National survey but not in the -=
Nevada survey. The positivedirectionis consistentwith expectationsbased on
economic theory. Finally,these models explaina much lower percentageof @
the variationin the dependentvariable,implyingthatmuch more sophisticated
modeling needs to be done to predict these responses better.

7.4 ___.plicafl,on s

Overall, these initialfindingsstronglyendorse the need for additional
research to betterunderstandthe potentialfor risk-inducedbehavior. At the
out3et, our survey findings showed that the HLNW repository does make an
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area less desirable. Even when presented with much higher costs of retirement
elsewhere, people still expressed a willin_A,ess to change retirement plans. _,-
Because of the potential significance to Nevada, these impacts bear much

closer examination. Especially important will be the need to consider the _.i_
populations who are most likely to consider Nevada for relocation, either to

start a new business or retire. As noted earlier, some of this work is _-,_underway, but it will become a major focus in Years 2 and 3 of the research.
The telephone survey findings endorse the potential usefulness to Nevada
planners of such efforts. _:
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SECTION 8

ECONOMIC MEASURF_S OF WELL-BEING: SURVEY F_D_GS

8.1 l_ntroductiot

This section presents the findings on the perceived well-being questions
that were included in the tele_..ttone survey. As with the risk-induced behavior
findings, these results are based ordy on a few questions. They focus mairdy
on economic considerations aP,d are not an exhaustive attempt to explore the
impactson otherdimensionsof well-being.

One way economists measure changes in well-being is by how much
individualswould pay to locatethe HLNW repositoryin a distantstate. This
typeof question w_.,3asked of half the respondentsin both the Nationaland
Nevada surveys. Each survey also includeda questionthatexamined a second
version involvmg financialinfluence, lt asked kow much compensation
individualswould need to be as well-off as they were withoutthe HLNW
repository, This sectionalso reportsthe preliminaryfindingson the relative
importanceof differentforms of compensation,along with some findingsabout
mitigation.

,8.2 Wmin_LeSS, to A_pt a _bat.e

One of the central questions in the conceptu_ framework relates to
whether individuals would accept coml:m.nsation in re',:'.n for having a HLNW
repository relatively close to their residence (i.e., within 50 or 100 miles). We
hypothesized that those pectic who perceived the risk of a rcqpository to be
sufficiently Mgh amt/or were concet'ned with the management _ control of
the facility by the government would be unwilling to accept even relatively
high monetary rebates or Federal income tax credit as ¢oml_ssation for the
repository,

To examine thishypothesis,we _sked a pair of willingness-to-accept
(WTA) questionswMch varied the dollarrebates given to individualsfor 20
ears shouldthe repositorybe locatedwithin S0 or I00 miles of their home
Natiotmlsurvey)or at Yucca Mountain (Nevada survey). Under these condi-
tion,s the individualhsd to decide whetherhe wc_uldvote "yes" or "no" for the
repositoryin the specifiedlocationif he w,.re given a creditor r_bateon his
F6derd income taxes of either$I,000,_,000, or rf6,000for each of the next
20 years,a If theperscm voted "yes,"then the same questionwas asked again
except thatthe creditor rebatewas halved from the originalamount; if the
person vo_,ed "no," then the same question was asked with the credit or rebate :
doubled over the oriffinal amount.

aHalf of the,sample in both the Nationaland Nevada surveys were asked
the WTA questions;the other Imlf were asked willingness-to-pay(WTP) ques-
tions, Of the WTA r ,

gl(top',s,000S3,0OO,al:_r°ximatelYor_,O00.°ne-third were given each of theinitial dollarfiguresof

=
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The responses to this question were ra_her revealing for both the
National and Nevada sample as shown in Figure 8-1. In both surveys between
26 and 31 percent of those sampled were willing ).o accept compensation in
return for the facilityin their"backyard" whether the indicatedannualdollar
rebateto the person over the next 20 years is $I,000,$3,000,or $5,000. A
chi-.squareanalysisfor each of the samples indicatesthatthere is no statis- _--'),I_"-_

tical difference in behavior across these threemonetary rebate levels for
eithertheNationalor Nevada sample. _.-.

Nmr,-,_

In the case of the Nationalsample there is a marginally statistically _.-_
significantdifference (at the .08 level)in the percentageof individualswho -_
would accept a rebate as a function of the distance that they resided from the _,
repository. Approximatel=y 25 perc,,_t qJid *hey would ,accept a rebate if the _"
repositorywere within 50 ml)es of theirhom_; thispercentageincreasedto 32 ir_.
percent when the facilitywas proposed to be within I00 miles of their --"_

residence, A similar analysis could have been undertaken for the Nevada _
sample by specifyingdistancefrom the Yucca Mountain regositoryfor each of
the residentsin the sample, but this would have required specifyingthe _.=
locationof _.achperson in relationto the proposed site. This level of -:

• investigationwas beyond the scope of thisproject. Tr_

The factorsthatare most closelyassociatedwith an individual'swilling- __
hess to accepta rebatehave some similaritiesand some significantdifferences -
between the National and Nevada sample. In both surveys the perceived
seriousnessof the risks from a HLNW repositorywas the most significant irs
variableaffectingthe WTA decision. Figure 8=2 _'evealst.ttedifferencesin
behavior between the "low," "m_,<lium," and "high" risk groups, v A majority of _-,--
those in the "low" risk would ,sccept compensation for the repository while a
much smaller percentage (10% for the Nevada sample; 14% for the National i,__
sample) of the "high" risk group would agree to the repositoryin return for

i"
some compensation. - ....

, The perceived economic benefits of the repository in relation to risks is _
also a significant variable in both surveys. As pointed out above, there were
relatively few imlividuals in Nevada and somewhat more in the National survey
who perceived that the repository had net positive benefits. However, these
individu_i3were much more likelyto accept rebatesthan those who feltthat

" the risks exceeded the benefits. Eightout of the nine Nevadans who had _,ery
positivefeelings about the net benefitsof the repositorysaid they would
accepta rebatei_ the repositorywere locatedat Yucca Mountain. Over half
of those in Nevada who felt that on balance the repository benefits exceeded _.

. the risks stated they would accept a rebate if it were located in their state.
The remain_ 92 percent of the Nevada sample felt the risks clearlyout-
weighed the benefitsand only 28 percent of this group responded that they
would have been willingto accept compensationin exchange for the repository. _-

.-.,.

bwr used thesame classificationof variablesfor our analysisof WTA as
in our votingbehavioranalysisin ,Section6. Thus, for the risk variable"low"
is 1-3, "medium" is 4=7: and "'high" is 8-10.
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,kt the national level there were s_m_lar differences, but a much larl_,'r

proportion of the sample (19 percent) felt the benefits greatly exceeded the
risks. Over half of this group were willing to accept compensation if the

J repository were located near their home. In contrast, for the 25 percent of
the National sample who felt that the net benefits were decidedly negative,

_I only 13 percent were willing to accept a rebate.

The one other variable that had a statistically significant impact on an
individual's attitude toward accepting compensation in both surveys was the

i measure of equity using the question: "Each region of the country should have
a repository" (Q. ISb). A larger proportion of those National respondents who

)ll Strongly Agreed or Agreed with this statement were willing to accept a rebate
than those who Disagreed or Strongly Disagreed with this statement as shown
in Figure 8=3. One interpretation of this finding is that people who feel that
the burden of the radioactive waste problem should be shared more equally

m through regional repositories are also sympathetic to some form of benefit=
sharing through rebates to residents with an increased exposure to the risk.

Regarding the relationship between attitude toward government and WT A,
q two variables are statistically significant in the final regression equation for

the Nevada survey. Specifically, most individuals who felt it is important for
4 local authorities to have the power to shut clown the facility and those who

had little trust in Federal officials to make the repository as safe as possible
_U would not accept a rebate in the Nevada survey. Over half of those who fe)t

it was unimportant for local authorities, to have shut down power or had great
_]N trust in Federal officials would accept compensation for having a repository

near their home. A similar but less extreme pattern existed in the National
survey, but neitherof thesetwo variableswas statisticallysignificantin the
finalregressionequation.

Those who were in favorof nuclearpower as a sourceof energy (Q. 4b)

were more likelyto accepta rebatethan those opposedto nuclearpower. In
both the Nationaland Nevada surveys approximately36 percent of those #ho

i liked nuclearpower were willingaccept a rebate while only 15 percen( of
those opposed to nuclearpower would accept compensation. This variablewas

il insignificantin the regressionanalysis for the Nevada sample, presumably
because it is highly correlatedwith some other risk=relatedquestion, ltwas,

however, significant at the national level.

We again investigatedthe relationshipbetween socioeconomic variables
and willingnessto accept a rebate but found no statisticalrelationshipwhen

_ looking at the variables individually. The income variable becomes significant
in the regressionmodel for both the Nationaland Nevada sa,nples. The hi_[her
the income level,the lesslikelyan individualwas to accept a rebate. This

• _ findingconfirms one's economic intuition:a repositoryis more attractiveto
less wealthy individualsif they feel they can get a monetary reward for

g acceptixw: the repository. From a policy perspective there are conflicts that
naturally emerge between equity and efficiency. This finding suggests con-

| i sideration of siting a repository in a lower income region because individuals
are more willing to acce@t it for a monetary exchange. Other factors, of

4 course,would influencethedecision.There isno easy answer for sitingthe
repository,yet all the considerationsmust be addressedas part of the siting
decision.
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J
Table _-I presents the t'e_resslon equatlons for several nloclels est_mat_'d

_]_ with the National and Nevada survey data. Those individuals who were willing
to accept a rebate have a value of WTA--I; those who were not are given a

_I value of WTA=O. Thus, the intercept term can be interpreted as the probabi-

]11 lily that an individual will accept compensation when none of the significantvariables are incorporated in the analysis. As in the voting preference equa-
tions, the coefficients for each independent variable reflect the impact that a

_!1 change in the level has on willingness to accept a rebate in return for the
repository. For example, in Models 2 and 3, a Nevada resident who perceived

_11 the risk from the repository at Yucca Mountain to be very low (e.g., a value
of 2) would have a decreased probability of .08 (i.e., 2 x (-.04)) of accepting a

_II rebate. A person whose perceived risk was very high (e.g., a value of 8)
would have a decreased probability of .32 (i.e., 8 × (-.04)) of accepting a

!II rebate.

We have included the variable "Dollar" in both regression equations to
indicate that the amount of the rebate has an insignificant impact on the WT A
decision. In both the _ational and Nevada surveys, t=ratios are insignificant
because the standard errors are considerably greater than the coefficients for
this variable. Even when differences in income and other attitudinal vari-
ables are controlled, the higher dollar amounts had no effect on the likeli-
hood of someone acceptinga rebate. This was true for Lincoln and Nye
Courty residentsas weil.

8.3 Willingness to Pay Increased Taxes

Another investigationexamined willingnessto pay increasedFederal taxes
_ over the next 20 years as a means of sitinga proposed facilityfurtheraway

from the respondent'shome. In the case of the Nevada survey,the question
indicated that the Federal government had decided to put a HLNW repository
at Yucca Mountain. For the National survey the repository was to be located

_4 either50 or I00 miles from the respondent'shome. As in the WT A question,
three dollar amounts ($100, $500, or $2,000) were randomly assigned to

4 individualswho were asked the WTP questions.If a person indicatedhe would
not be willingto pay the stated amount, then a second questionwas asked

iiJl which halved the tax increase. If he was willing to pay the initial tax dollar
figure, then the question was repeated with double that tax figure.

II
Approximately 65 percent of the National and Nevada samples responded

m they were not willing to pay any increased taxes to move the proposed facility
elsewhere. This finding, coupled with the WTA result, suggests that there

m would be strong resistanceto havinga repositorylocatednear homes (in the
sense thatmost people would stilloppose a facilitythrougha negativevote)

" 4 even if substantial rebates were offered to them. Hence, once a decision was
made to locate it in their region, most people would not be willing to pay

4 increasedtaxesto changethisdecision.

4
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lt is important to emphasize that this finding does not suggest that in-
dividuals are in favor of a repository. Rather, it implies that their concerns
are not sufficiently strong for them to sacrifice future income over the next
20 years to relocate the repository to another state. There was one sig-
nificant difference between individuals' attitudes toward WTA and WTP,
particularly in the National sample. In contrast to the insensitivity by
individuals to the magnitude of the rebate (WTA), the amount of the tax
increase had a statistically significant impact on whether a person would be
willing to pay to relocate the repository for the National survey. As shown in
Figure 8-4, over 44 percent would pay increased taxes of $I00 to move the
repository, while only 28 percent would agree to do so if the tax increase
were $2,000. In Nevada, the variable has a chi-square value which is statis-
tically sil0_ificant at the .05 level.

The variables which had an impact on WTP were similar to the factors
influencing WTA except they were not as significant statistically. For
example, as shown in Figure 8-5, i:_ both the Nevada and National surveys
between 47 and 48 percent of those who perceived the risk of a nearby ,
repository to be serious were willing to pay increased taxes to move it to a
distant state. Approximately 20 percent would be willing to pay this amount if
they perceivedthe risk to be low. These percentagedifferencesare smaller !
than for the WTA case,as can be seen from Figure8-2.

The most importantvariableswhich influencedthe decisionon WTP at
the Nationallevelin order of importancewere: perceivedrisks of the reposi-
tory,perceivedbenefitsin relationto risks, the dollaramount one would have
to pay in increasedtaxes,and the abilityof a localcommittee to shut down
the repository. For the Nevada survey there were three variables which
affectedpeople'sWTP: educationlevel,perceivedrisk, and abilityof a local
committee to shutdown the facility.

The regressions shown in Table 8-2 indicate that the relationships
between these variablesand WTP are in the expecteddirection. The interpre-
tationof the coefficientsare the same as for the other two regressionequa-
tions. Thus, if one perceivedthe risk to be high or were unwillingto retire
to a desirablearea due to the locationof a repository,then one would be
more likelyto be willingto pay increased taxes to locatethe repository
elsewhere. The oppositeis also true in cases in which there were a low
perceived risk or the repositoryhad no effect on one's retirement location.
These findingssuggestthat individualsare willingto pay the Federal govern-
ment nonnegligiblesums of money each year to avoid having a repository
nearby if they feel it is unsafe and/or they do not feel theircommunity has
sufficientcontrolover the facility.Hence, there is symmetry in the attitude
toward WTA and WTP based on thesetwo surveys.

8.4 Mitigation and Forms of Compensation: Survey Results

A series of questions dealing with various mitigation measures and com-
pensation altern_t_!ves was included in both the Nevada and National telephone
surveys to _gauge respondents'attitudesabout the repositoryin relationto
mitigation.The introductionto the setof mitigationquestionswas worded
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i_ hypo_hetlcally 'to a,vo_d leading respondents _nto believlng the decision )o _o
the reposltory had already been made. The question was framed: "Suppose _he

Federal government decided to put a high=level nuclear waste repository..." and
then _sked respondents to rate the importance of various mitigation measures

that could be taken.

The alternative receiving the highest percentage of "very important" in
l both surveys was the one which stated that the Federal government would set

]lm the safety stmldards and have an inspector on site at all times. Ninety-one
percent of the Nevada respondents and 89 percent of the National respondents
rated this "very important." These high percentages might not seem to fit with

J another finding from the surveys; that respondents gave the Federal gov-

ermnent the lowest trust rankings in making the repository safe. This dis-crepancy might be explained by the fact that people viewed Federal safety
standards and inspection as a mimmum requirement for locating a repository

_]_ nearby.

That Federal standards were perceived as a minimum condition was borne
out by importance rankincs for alternatives which involved local officials. Ap-
proximately 70 percent of the respondents in both surveys felt it was "very
important" for a local committee to offer safety advice for the repository, as
well as to have the power to shut down the repository if they decided il was
unsafe.

In the area of economic or pectmiary compensation, less than SO percent
of both samples rated rebates on Federal income taxes, jobs created by a
hi_htech Federal project, and large Federal grants for community improvement

14 as "very important." Importance rankin_s were similar in both the Nevada and
National surveys. The percentage of each sample ranking these compensation
alternatives as "very important" ranged from about 35 to 45 percent.

. _ Respondents in the Nevada survey were presented with one additional
compensation alternative: protection of property values. They rated this

j alternat3ve higher than the other compensation measures. Sixty-one percent of
the Nevadans felt it was "very important" that the Federal government protect

4 property values within I00 miles of the repository. Given the prominence the
issue of a repository has assumed in the State of Nevada, it is quite under-

4 stand able that Nevadans felt it was important to ensure their property values.
. And as noted earlier, a large majority of Nevadans thought it is likely that the

repository will be located at Yucca Mountain.

=] While there was stron_ owosition to locating the HLNW repository in
Nevada, and offers of hypotheticalrebatesdid not change this,there was

:4 general support for the equity of compensation, once a decision is made to
locate the repository. A large majority of respondents in both surveys (about

: _I 80 percent) t41reedwith the general idea of compensationfor the State in
wl,dchthe repositorywould be sited.

, i,] 8.5 [m..pUcationsi II

il Both the National and Nevada telephone surveys strongly 3upport the
hypotheses that we formulated on the basis of our conceptu_ framework.
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Based on our analysis, three implications can be drawn from the _elephone
survey findings on economic well-being:

• There is substantial opposition to a HLNW repository and compen-
sation in the form of rebates is unlikely to change people's attitude,'.
Most individuals would vote against a repository near their residence
even if they would receive as much as $5,000 per year for the next 20
years.

• Perceived risk of the repository is the single most important variable
in predicting how a person is likely to vote regarding a repository and
his/her attitude toward WTA and WTP.

• Individuals, particularly in the Nevada survey, are much more willing
to support a repository if they trust the Federal government and feel
that a local committee would .have the power to shut down the facility
it" it were declared unsafe.

These three observations suggest that to prevent substantial opposition to
locating a repository in Nevada or elsewhere, there needs to be a sigmficant
change in people's attitudes toward the risk as well as development of
increased trust in the government. By giving the local community more power
with respect to controlling the operation of the facility, comfort levels may
then be increased. Only after these three elements, risk, trust, and control,
are explicitly dealt with should some form of rebate or compensation be
considered as an appropriate policy tool for facilitating the siting of a HLNW
repository.
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SECTION 9

DISTANCE AND LOCATION IN RELATION TO REPOSITORY

9.1 Introduction

This sectionanalyzes the impact of respondents'locationson their
perceivedrisk, risk-itxlucedbehaviorand theireconomic senseof well-beingas
affected by the high=levelnuclear waste repository. More specificallywe
investigatedwhether there were any differencesin attitudesby region for
those respondentsparticipatingin the National survey and whether distance
from the Yucca Mountainproposed site affectedthe responsesof those in the
Nevada survey.

9.2 ReffionalDifferences

Given the small number of responsesin most of the individualstates,we
analyzed differencesin attitudesby examining eight differentregions of the
country. Even with this aggregation,the sample sizes were stillnot very
large, ranging from 32 responses in the New England region to 209 in the
Great Lakes area of thecountry.

Our generalconclusionis ratherstraightforward.There do not appear to
be any significantdifferencesbetween regionswith respectto attitudestoward
the repository.Table 9.1 presentsthe relevantfiguresrelatedto the serious-
ness of the perceivedrisk from a high-levelnuclear waste repositoryeitherSO
or I00 miles from therespondent'shome. There were only minor differences
between the regionswith the percentageof those perceivingthe risk to be
serious ranging from a low of 33% (East South C_ntral) to a high of 44% (West D
South Central). A chi-sqtmreanalysisindicatedthatthesedifferencesbetween
regions were not statisticallysignificant.The variablesmeasuring attitude
toward the repositoryalso did not differ significantlybetween regions as
depicted in Table 9.2.

: 9.3 Risk Percep_on and Distance W,ithi n N_evad_a

A much more interestingset of findings emerged when we investigated
whether Nevada residentsdiffered in their attitudesas a functionof their _
distance from the proposed repositoryat Yucca Mountain. Residents were
assigned to specifictowns by zip codes and then relevantair and road
mileages were specified(Figure9-I). In the analysiswhich follows,we used -
air mileage as the measure of distanceand examined differencesbetween four
key counties(Nye,Lincoln,Clark and Washoe).

_

: Turning first to the perceived seriousness of the risk, Table 9.3 depicts
the differences as a function of air distance from the repository. Note that
the greatestpercentageof people with high perceived risk appeared at a
distanceof 76-100 miles. This group of respondentspredominantlyreside in
and around Las Vegas. The high levelof concern in Las Vegas was further _-

o indicatedby examining the perceived seriousness of risk within the four
principalcounties.Clark Cotmty,in which Las Vegas is located,had the
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"I-ABLE '_-3. Pe r-e' ','e.J Ser:o assess of Risk Repns' "o .,ore -o,a'e: _"

l]_ Yucca Mountain (by Air Distance :ro_ P._oposed Repos_,'orv,

(Nevad_ Su,trey _)

i
Percieved

Risk Less Than 75 Miles 76-100 Miles 101-200 Miles Over 200 Miles
: . . . . . . . . .

J
Low 38.7 29.8 39.1 38. I

$1
Medium 35.5 23.8 33.4 29,3

i
High 25.8 46,4 27.5 32.7

i

4
Number of 93 416 174 263

Respondents

i Low = I-3 on rating scale

Medium = 4-7 on rating scale

g High = 8-10 on ratingscale

i

i
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largest percentage of residents who perceived the risk to be high (44.7%) and _':
Washoe County, where Reno is located, was second (36.3%). In other words,
Table 9.4 suggests that the rural counties near the repository (Nye and _-_
Lincoln) had a much lower perceived risk than the more distant, urban regions
of Nevada,

The perceived risk of the nuclear weapons testing site provided an [_
interesting comparison with the proposed repository since residents of Nevada
have had to live with the potential of radioactive harm for a number of
years. Table 9.5 presents the percentage of respondents who perceived the
risk to be low, medium or high as a function of air distance from the proposed
repository (which is highly correlated with the air distance from the test
site). Comparing the figures with those of Table 9.3 suggests that residents of [[[:
Nevada viewed the nuclear weapons test facility as safer than the proposed
radioactive waste storage facility at Yucca Mountain. lt is interesting to note
that only 13% of the residents within 75 miles of the nuclear weapons testing
site(and hence approximatelythe same distancefrom the proposed repository)
perceivedthe risk to be high. More than twice these percentagesof residents
livingfurtherfrom thetestsitefeltthe risks tobe very serious.

9.4 Attitude..,.,Toward Repos,itory and, . Di.'stanc_ in Nevada

The votingpreferencesof residentsin differentpartsof Nevada mirrored
the above findings. Althoughmost individualsin Nevada were opposed to the
repository,Table 9.6 indicatesthat of the respondentswho would vote to
locatethe repositoryat Yucca Mountain,a largerpercentagewere residentsof

areas within75 miles of the proposed facility.The rural=urbandistinctionwas _
also reinforced by looking at the county data in Table 9.7. Forty-seven

percentof the residentsin Lincolncounty and more than one=thirdof those in
Nye county indicatedthat they would vote to locatethe repositoryat Yucca

Mountain. In contrast,less than 25% of those in Clark County (Las Vegas)
and 17% of those in Washoe County (Reno) statedthat they would vote in
favor of a Yucca Mountainrepository. More researchis needed through field
surveyactivitiesto betterunderstandthesedifferences.

Finally we turn to the impact oi' distance and region on residents' _ =
willingnessto accept (WTA) compensationin return for a repositoryand
willingness to pay (WTP) to locate it in a distant state if the Federal govern- _
ment had decided to piace it in Nevada. As shown in Table 9.8, almost half of
the residents living within 75 miles of the proposed repository responded that _i_
they would accept a reduction in their taxes over the next 20 years and vote
in favor of a repository at Yucca Mountain, In contrast, less than 30% of _J,_
those living further from Yucca Mountain responded they would accept this
type or" compensation. However, the importance of these differences was _-.._
diminishedby a chi-squareanalysisof WTA and "Air Distance"which indicated
thattherewas no statisticalsignificancebetween thesetwo variables. L_.

A comparison between the four key countiesreinforcedthe pointthatone
should not expect to find any unusual differences between residents in
differentregions of Nevada in their willingnessto acceptcompensation, lt is
tr-aethat the percent willingto accept compensationwas somewhat higher in
the rural counties closest to Yucca Mountain than in the urban areas as shown L_
in Table 9.9, However, the percentage differences between the regions was
not very large. __
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Perceived
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TABLE _-5, P_''_'.'.'ed Serio,.,sness o._ R_.s_s _ro;= ,'_uc',ear '.,'_apo_s ,'_s:.-_ |
SLoe _by Atr Dts_a._ce f[om P=oposed Repos£=orv)

(Nevada Su_v,.ey _.)

IIIIIl II_IIIII IIII_IIIIIIIIIii_iIiNIiIiii_ii_iliIiiiii i iiiIiIIIIiili_imi_ii I
Percieved

Risk Less Than 75 Miles 76-100 Miles 101-200 Miles Over 200 Miles I

Low 57.6 40,6 50,8 42.7 i

Medium 29 4 28 9 23 1 30 I !

High 13. t 30.6 26.0 27. l

Number of 92 412 177 269
Respondents

Low = I-3 on ratingscale

Medium = 4-7 on ratingscale

High : 8-10 on ratingscale
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TABLE 9-6 ....... ,o:e u Loca_e Repos v a_ Yucca Mountain _bv A_r D'.s_ance

(l_ev' _a Survey t)

i || |_|||||| |li|| |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||i||l _|| |||| ||ii | i |1 || | | | | |

Less Than 75 Miles 76-'00 Miles 101-200 Miles Over 200 Miles

No 60,2 75.3 66.3 79. i

Yes 39,7 24.7 33. 7 20, 9

Number of 78 :_o9 163 26s
Respondents
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TABLE 9-7.Vote to Locate Repository aL Yucca Mountain _bv County)

. _
(Nevada _urvey _)

....

Nye Lincoln Clark Washoe

No 65.7 52.9 75.9 82.7

Yes 34.3 47.1 24.1 17.3

E
Number of 102 87 436 196

Respondents _i

...
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I TABLE 9-;3. W_llLng_ness to' a_cepr. Compensacic- "o Locate Repository ac
Yucca Mountain (by Air Distance)

i

(Nevada Survey_ _,
I

,mm m m m mm ammlm mm mm m m ii | m am om m lm lmmm mmlm mm ammmmamm mlmm mm m m m | mmw I m mm m m w m i mm w m mwm m w w m m i w mm m w m m w w m w _ m

Less Than 75 Mlles 76-100 Hlles 101-200 Miles Over 200 Milas

Would Not 51.2 70.5 72,8 72.3
Accept

Would _8.8 2g,S 27,2 27.7
Accept

Number of 4 3 200 81 13 7
Respondents
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TABLE 9-9. './LllLngess t:o Accept Compensar. Lon r.o Locat:e ReposL_ory as Yucca
Mountain (by County) . _,.

(__ev_ada Survey _)

mm u• m,, .n mm un i mm .m am mm un m em un en,um un an am un m a _ u g m m I m m I I m n m i m i _ _

Nye Lincoln Clark Washoe
• • _, w . w • . u • • - e . . ,,., .., u e - •

Would No= 58.3 60._ 72.7 76.2 _E

Accept:

Would 41.7 39.6 27,9 25.8

Ac c ep r..

Number of 48 48 215 93

Respondent:s _.
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I The data with respect to willingness to pay to avoid locating the
repository at Yucca Mountain revealed @.at there was a relatively small dif-

I ference between residents' attitudes either as a function of air distance (Table
g.10) or by count7 (Table g.II). A smaller fraction of residents living less

I than 75 miles from Yucca Mountain said they would pay to move the repository
than those who reside further from Yucca Mountain. Similarly a smaller

I proportion of those residini_ in Nye and Lincoln Counties stated they would
PaY to move the repository elsewhere than in the two urban counties of Clark

I and Washoe. A chi-square analysis of WTP and "Air Distance" indicated thatther • was not a star isr!call y sign ific_rat relationship between these two
variables.I
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TABLE 9-10. ",,'£].l:Lngness co Pay co Avoid Locating ReposLtocy at: ¥_cca _') "_

Mo,antatn (by A£r Dtsc:ance) [_ _
t.

(Nevada SucveY _) _
[

Less Than 75 H_.ies 76-100 Miles 101-200 M£1es Over 200 Miles _ i_

e w . m e e -- e e - e e e e i _ e t e e • _ el e e I . D e • _ e e e e tD e e _ e e e o e (I) e e . e • o le . . e _ 1
!

Would Not 72.s 63._, 68. i 63.2 t _
Pay ]

Would Pay 2 7 .5 3 6.6 3 1 .9 3 6.8

k!
............,.............. e . I., . . u. Q.o..., .• . ......, .. m . o . ,. o . o ....._... •° ..... _ .

Number of _,0 213 91 136

Respondents _ _.-
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J TABLE 9-II. Willingess to Pa 7 to Avoid Loca_£ng Repos£_orv a_ Yucca

Mounti_n (by County) .

i (_vada S_Wy _)

Nye Lincoln Clark Washoe

Would No= 73.6 70.7 62.7 59.4
Pay

Would Pay 26.4 29.3 37.3 40.6

i
..................................,,.....

Nu_be = of 53 41 233 106

_spondents
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SECTION I0

FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

I0.I Introduction
q

This section highlights the findings from the telephone survey and draws
j some implicationsfor Nevada planners and for furtherresearch. From the

outset,we have cautionedthat the telephonesurvey is only one step in an
integrated research project. The telephone survey was designed to begin the
process of learning about perceived risks, mitigation, risk-induced behaviors,
and compensation. Because of thisdesign,we have exploredthese issuesbut
not in the depthsthateach recptires.The researchactivitiesinYears 2 and 3

i are beingplannedtotake theseadditionalsteps.

I

m Overall, the findingsfrom the telephonerisk surveys were clear-cut.
The resultsshowed thatpeople perceivedthe potentialrisks from a HLNW

i repositoryto be serious,the likelihoodof accidentshigh,and the characterof
the risks to be dreadfulfor those livingnearby. The risks to futuregenera-

i tions and from transportationaccidentswere the most important factors
affecting percel_tions,along with the perceived likelihoodof groundwater

contamination.The riskperceptionswere very similarfor respondentsin both
the National and Nevada surveys. These findings also were consistem with
earlier findings about the risks from nuclear wastes in particular, and nuclear

i power in general. Our empiricalmodels are very rotmst,explairdnga high
percentageof the variationin perceivedrisk. They are the firstto be based

•ii on a nationalsample of households.

The perceived seriousnessof risks also influencedpeople'sattitudes
toward the HLNW repository. A large majorityof Nevada residentsopposed

ii the repositorybeing located at Yucca Mountain. Even when offered a
hypotheticaltax rebate of $10,000 a year from the Federal government,the

J majority of respondentsopposed the repository. This was true in both the
National survey when the repositorywas proposed to be locatednear a

l respondentshome (50 or I00 miles) and the Nevada survey when it was
proposed to be locatedat Yucca Mountain. The oppositionwas especially

m pronouncedamong peoplewho consideredthe potentialrisks to be very serious
(8 or higher on the 10-pointscale). This could imply that many people,both

_ll in Nevada and nationally, are unwilling to trade the potential risks from a
repository for additional income. Perhaps larger rebates might have changed

I[] their opposition, but we strongly doubt it.

:JJ The willingnesstopay (WTP) and willingnessto accept(WTA) results
clearly implied that the Nevada residents perceived that the HLNW repository

ii would reduce theireconomic well-being. This perceptionseemed to hold true
both for residentsin Lincolnand Nye Cotmties as well as for residentsin
other parts of Nevada. More investigation is needed to positively confirm
these findings, but the preliminary findings are reasonably clear.

° :i
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Although opposing the repository, a large majority of Nevada residents E_"-_
thought that it ts very likely Nevada will be selected. This seems to imply a !
fatalism among Nevada residents that the repository decision will be made ]_r_
despite their opposition. I

An analysis of the National survey revealed no statistically significant _'-i I
regional differences with respect to risk perception and attitude toward the ___
repository. The Nevada survey suggested that those within 75 air miles of the l
repository perceived the risk from the repository to be lower than others in _-=
the state and had a more positive view of it being located in Nevada as ]
reflected in their voting attitudes and willingness to accept compensation. The _ 3
analysis by county in Nevada suggested that there may be a significant I
rural-urban difference. Residents of Las Vegas and Reno were significantly _]
more opposed to the repository than those in smaller communities. I

Our findingsalso indicatethat Nevada was the only one of the three El-
candidatesites that received more titan20 percent of a hypotheticalvote. i;_
Although a substantialmajority of respondentsin both surveys opposed the ]
HLNW repositorybeing locatedin Nevada, thisfindingimplied thatNevada is _I
more closelylinked,in people'sperceptions,to rilerepositorythan eitherthe ]
Hanford, Washington,or Deaf Smith C_xmty,Texas, sites. Determiningwhether
these linkages are well established will be a major focus of the risk-induced [_-_
behavior studies in Year 2. The telephone survey findings could indicate that
the site characterizationactivities,as well as the overall public attention [E-_
being given to the HLNW repositoryquestions,are beginningto link Nevada
with the repository.This isnow somewhat speculativetmr can also be inves- _- _
tigatedin the risk-imlucedbehavior studies and in future telephone survey
updatesof theperceptionsbaseline, k

The telephone survey findir_ revealed that a majority of respondents, ]_:
both nationally and in Nevada, perceived that the HLNW repository would make
an area a less desirableplace to live--eitherfor retiringor startinga new _
business. In the Nationalsurvey,a majoritybelievedthatthe repositorywould
also make an area a less desirablepiace to take a vacation. Shorter conven-
tion trips were the leastaffected. These intentionswere most clear for
retirementdecisions. For example,a majorityof respondentsin the National
survey said they would pay higherhousing costs--in.some cases, agreeingto
$3,000 each year--to retire in au area away from the repository.

At this stage, our survey results indicateonly intentions. Assessing [_
whether these intentionsactuallylead to behavioralchanges will be a major
focus of the risk researchin Years 2 and 3. _i_

10.3 ,Implications f,or Nevada Pl_._aaa_.n_nersand Policy-Maker _ _-- '

On the basisof these results,what seems to underliethe attitudeof the _
public in the two surveys is thatthe perceived risks associated with a
repositoryare above an acceptablelevel,possiblydetermined on the basis of __
some comparabilitycriterion(with other known risks) which we do not yet
understand, lt would appear that only when risks meet some acceptability
criteria are individuals willing to consider income-risk tradeoffs.
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II The question naturally arises, therefore, as to what determines (both from
a policy perspective as well as a socio-demographic perspective) the domain of

li acceptability and compensability, lt appears that control, monitoring and
related mitigation measures are central to this question. For example, in our

| sample, respondentswere much more concernedwith the abilityof the local
government to monitor and shut down the facilityif it were consideredunsafe

| than they were with compensation. They wanted to feelcomfortablein having
a repositoryin their'_ackyard';where backyard may be as far as I00 miles

| from their home. Especiallyfor those lacking trustin State and Federal
, "bonded"authoritiesviolationof this controltended to significantlyreduce

| their compensability domain.

We suspect that a closer and more detailed analysis will reveal other
| relatively inflexible determinants of acceptability and compensability. These

determinants are clearly critical for understanding the necessary mitigation and
g controlmeasures which will have to be designed in order to ensure accept-

abilityby the public. They will also be ver_/importantin the legitimation
| phase of the sitingevaluationprocess in structuringthe manner in which

repositoryrisks are representedand communicated to the publicand policy
| makers.

| 10.4I_nplicationsfor Future Rese,_ch

| The telephonesurvey provides benchmarks for developingfield survey
questions while suggesting areas which need to be investigatedthrough

| additional data collection. Some of the more important topics which should be
considered are:

I
I. A more detailed analysis of attitudes by residents of alternative types

| of compensation(e.g.,compensation in kind) and how this would
impacttheirbehavior.

II

2. Attitudestoward differentmitigationmeasures that would influence
| attitudestowards the repository.

I 3. Types of tradeoffsindividualsare willingto make between compensa-
tionand mitigationmeasures.

8
4. Increasingour understandingof trustand how we can measure it.

I
S. Determiningwhat botherspeople aboutthe repository.We could list

| a set of factorsand check off those that are most relevantto a
person'sconcern about the repositoryand/or what would be necessary

i for them to vote for a repository in their backyard.

"I 6. Increasing our understanding of the role that equity plays in shaping
attitudes toward a repository. What factors are important in II

t achievingsome feelingsof equity(e.g.,what should Nevada get for
being willing to host a repository?). An important consideration here

| is focusingon the process by which a repositorywill finallybe
selected.
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7, EIicitation of perceived likelihood of different repository risks
through visual devices such as a risk ladder. Can we get better
measures of the importance of different components of risk (e.g.,
dread, catastrophic potential, impact on future generations) through
some type of visual approach?

8. Attitudes toward noxiousness and its relationship to distance.
Comparison of attitudes to a repository and other types of noxious
facilities. Can one determine a demand for distance buiiding on
earlier studies in this area?

9. Relationship between individual attitudes and community involvement.
Are there differences in individual attitudes as a function of com-
munity involvement (e.g., social interaction, group membership), the
structure of the community (e.g., town meetings vs. hierarc, hical
relationship) and other factors determined to be important by socio-
cultural studies.

lD. Quest.ionseliciting riak-induces behavior and social amplification ,
aspects. These questionscould buildon the items in the telephone
su rvey re late d t o v acat ion pla nnin g, conven tion attendan ce an d ,,
retirement plans.

Some type of scenario presentation may be required to incorporate these
factors into the subsequent investigation so as to measure well-being with and
without a repository. One ccmld have a base case scenario which would then
be modified in specific ways according to some type of factorial design so one
could draw statistical conclusions.
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uasellne urvey [or 1-tlgn-i.,evel a_uultt_ll[ vvd_a,_ n_pu_oLu_ y n=o_,a

INTRODUCTION' Part l _:::

Hello, my name is We're conducting a study of energy and the environmen-
tal issues, I'm calling from the Survey Research Center at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
Because we must interview an equal number of adult male and female decisionmakers, may I P...
please speak with an adult male in your household?

1. Would that be you?
a. Yes 01 --" (Go to Intnod,uction, Part II)

b. No 02 -1 _.
I'

E
la, May I speak wlth hlm now?

a. Yes 01 --- (Repeat Introduction,Part I and Go to IrWoductYon,Pett II) _E

b, No 02 -..7

lh, Mm/I spesk with the female declsionmsker over 18 years of age? _-

a. Yes 01 --'- (Repeat InOoduction,Part I and Go to Introduction,Part II) _
b. No 02 Day Time

; ! ....1' 'When would be a good time to call? (Record Callback 77rne) .....

RETURNquestionnairefor reinterview.

INTRODUCTION: Part II

We're interestedin learning yourattitudesandopinionson issuesaboutenergyand the environment. _
Youmay choosenotto answera question, or simplysay "don't know" if that'sappropriate.Inali cases,
your answerswill be kept strictlyconfidential.(READIF NECESSARY:Becausewe have scientifically
chosenthe telephonenumbers,your cooperationis especiallyimportant.)

I ii ii l lll ii i I li ru ii I| i i li lll .......... : ........... i imm

SECTIO N I: ENVIRONMENTAL ATTITUDES i=

2. First, I'm going to mad a list of several sources of pollution. On a scale from 1 to 10, wtth 1 mean-
ing not at ali serious and 10 very serious, please tell me how serious a problem youthink each
source of pollution is for the UNITED STATESAS A WHOLE. The first source la: Rea(/list. Record
numt_erin Dlan/(s,ref_eatsca/e. _

a. Garbage from cityor county landfills .........

b. Air pollutionfromcarsand factories .......... _.
c. Radioactivewastesfrom nuclearpowerplants ..

d. Waterpollutionfrom toxicchemicals ..........

e. Acid rain from powerplants .................

f. Radiationfrom nuclearweapons testing .......
1

_=.



_J 3. Compared to other problems that your community faces, wouldyou say environmental problems
are: Reaa list, rer3eat"Compares to.,. "_f neeoea,

a, More important ....................... 01

l b, Just as important ..................... 02
¢. or, Less important .................... 03iii
d, Don't Know ......................... 94

i

j 4. When lt comes to the environment, people describe themselves in vertous way=. For each state-
merit I read, ptease tell me if the statement describes you very weil, somewhat, or not at all, Flint,

I (Readlist) does that describe you,.. Read answer choices.
Very Not at Don't
well Somewhat ali Know

4 a. I am an outdoorsperson ........................... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 . 94
b. I am someone who is in favor of nuclear power

4 as a source of electricity ........................... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 . 94
c. l am an environmentalist........................... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 , 94

=II d, lainsomeonewho thinkswe arealreadyspending
toomuch on pollutioncontrol.......................01 .....02 ......03 ,,. 94

SECTION I1: KNOWLEDGE, AWARENESS, AND SALIENCE OF NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUES
II lie ............... _ I I

The next fewquestionsareabouthigh-levelradioactivewastesfromnuclearpowerplants.

4 5. During the past 3 months, haveyou read or heard anything about high-level nuclear wastes?

j a. Yes 01 _ (Go toQuestion5a)
-- b. No 02 -" (Go to Quest/on8)

_4

4 5a. During the last 3 months, howoften have you read or heard anythlrig about high.level nuclearwastes? Was it... (Read/ist.)

iii a. Less than 5 times ................. 01

b, Between5 and 10times ............ 024
c. More than 10 times ................ 03

iii d. Don'tKnow ......................94

, =] 5b. Peopleget their information about high.level nuclear wastes in a variety of ways. In the last
3 months, have you.., (Readlist.) Don't

j_ Yes No Know
a. Boughta newspaperor a magazineor watcheda

televisionprogramspeclfl¢ally to learn something
about high-levelnuclear wastes?................................. 01 .. 02 .. 94

b. Attended a publicor neighborhoodmeeting about
h,gh-levelnuclear wastes? ...................................... 01 ,, 02 .. 94

]J c. Discussedhigh-levelnuclearwasteswithfriends

iii orrelatives?.................................................01 .. 02 .. 94
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6. Now I'm going to ask some questions about what you know and think about high.level nuclear
waste issues. Please feel free to say "don't know" if that's appropriate, Do you think most of the

high.level wastes are now stored. , , (Readlist,,)
a. At the power plants that produced them ............. 01

b, At regionalprocessingcenters .................... 02 _::_

c, or,Atone temporarystoragesite..................03 _:
d. Don't Know 94

7. Which method for disposing of high-level nuclear wastes la the option being considered most -f
seriously in the United States rodin/?

a. Puttingthe wastesin the ocean floor ................ 01 _;
]

b, Burying them deep underground .................. 02 _i_]
I

c, or Shooting them into space .................. ,.,. 03 _!

d. Don't Know ...................................94 _i_

8, One method the Federal government le considering for storing these nuclear wastes i= sn under. I_i_
ground repository, The repository would store high.level wastes from nuclear power plants over
1,000 feet below the earth's surface. The wastes would be stored underground In specially sealed i_
canntsters, Do you think the high.level nuclear waste repository will be designed to store wastes
for... (Ffeadlist.) _

a. I to10years..................................01 _

b. 10to 100 years ................................ 02 _:
¢. 100 to 1,000years .............................. 03

el.Longerthan1,000years .........................04 _

e,Don'tKnow ...................................94 _:-

SECTION !11. RISK-INDUCED BEHAVIOR
I lllli ii lllll ii I I _;;

j 9. Now I'd like you to think about a community that would be located about (Read circled mileage)
( 50,100 ) miles from mhigh-level nuclear waste repository. For each of the Items Iread, please
tell me if you think that being located about (Read circled mileage) ( 50,160 ) miles from a reposi-
tory would maki) that community a less desirable place for you to (Readlist.) _

Don'tYes No Know
, i i ,

a. Visit on a vacation .............. 01 .. 02 ... 94

b. Attend a convention ............. 01 .. 02 ... 94
c. Locatea new business ........... 01 .. 02 ... 94

d. Raisea family .................. 01 .. 02 ... 94

3



10. Suppose now you learned that a high.level nuclear waste repository was Ic_catedwithin (F_ead
:,,rc,'edmHeage,_( 50. 100 ) miles of where you had planned to retire. Based on what you know
today, would this make you change your retirement plans?

a. Yes 01 --- (Go to Question 1Oa)

b. No 02 _ (Go to Question 11)

c. Don'tKnow 94 "-" (Go to Question 11)

10a. Suppose you would have to pay (Read circ/e(tdo//ar amount) $ .._._.._ ( $500, $1,000, $5,000 )
each year tn higher housing costs if you changed your retirement plans. Wouldyou still
change them?

a. Yes 01
b. No 02
c. Don't Know 94

SECTION IV: RISK PERCEPTIONS
I I'1

11. Now, I'd like you to think about hes0thand safety Hsk= that you face each year. On a scale from 1
to 10, with 1 being not at ali serious and 10 being very serious, how serious are the risk=you
personally face each year from... (Recor¢/responseand prods for range or number.)

a. Accidentsin the home? ...............................................

b. On thatsame 1.to-10scale,how seriousare the risksyourace fromaccidentson
the job? ............................................................

c. On thatsame 1.to-10scale,how sedousare dsksyou face fromthe nuclear
weaponstestingsite? .................................................

d. On that same 1.to-10scale, how seriousare the risksyouface fromnuclear power
plants? ............................................................

e. On that same 1.to-10scale,how seriousare risksyou face frombeing exposedto
hazardouschemicals from al_andonecllandfills? ............................

f. On that same 1.to-10scale, how seriouswouldthe risksbe foryoufrom transporting
high-level nuclearwastes,if the repositorywere locatedat Yucca Mountain? ......

g, On that same 1.to-10scale,how seriouswouldthe potentialrisksbe for you froma
higt_-levetnuclearwaste repositoryif itwere locatedat Yucca Mountain? .........

!
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12. I am now going to read some statements about the risks from a high-level nuclear waste reposi-
tory in the United States. Please tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with each.

Strongly Strongly Don't
agree Agre e...... Disagree disagree .K,no___w

a. An acc_aentat a repositoryusually
._oulcl,nvotvecertaJn0eath...........01 ..... 02 ........03 .......04 ....94

b. An accidentata repositorycouldkill
many peopleatonetime.............01 ..... 02 ........03 .......04 ....94 __.;

c. Scientim aOequaIelyundenJZand'tl_e
nsXsfroma repository................01 ......02 ........03 .......04 ....94 E 11

d. Peoplelivingneara repositorywould
De a_e tocontrolthehSk ...........01 ......02 ........03 .......04 ....94

t:--l_e, People woulddread living near a ¥

repository........................01 ......02 ........03 .......04 ....94

13. The Federal government is planning to mak_ the repository iii safe as pomdble.But them is
alwrfl some chance that radiation could be released. I'm going to reid a list of vsrlous wws P_;3
theta lsrte amount of radiation could be reteued into the environment from s repository. I'd
Ilkmyou to think Jtx)ut how Ilimlyor unlikely eich might be. During the first (Readc#cted __
years) ( S+20 ) yesra a repositorywould be open, how likely do youthink lt Is thlt s large
amount of radiation could I_emiemmd ff¢_ (Read li_t _ scale.) E__

Very Somewhst Somewhat Very Don't i- :
Ilk=h/ IIIm.ly ..... unll_._.l_y__.._unllk=ly Know --

[. =

a. An acc_clenthappening at a repository.. 01 ...... 02 ......... 03 ....... 04 .... 94 -

-: b. The wastesleaJ_=ngintoundergrouncl _-i
: water............................01 ......02 ........03 .......04 .... 94

,r,_--_

c. The wastesDemg transponec;toa "
repos,tory .................. 01 ......02 ........03 .......04 .... 94 i:_

,,,,,

el.Terronstsal:_tageata repository......01 ......02 ........03 .......04 .... 94

w
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SECTION V: ATTITUDES TOWARD REPOSITORY AND COMPENSATION

I .= H.r III -- I III _ I IIII I I I I - II I

14. Various levels of government would have an interest in the safety of a high-level nuclear waste
repository.On a =malefrom 1 to 10, with 1 now meaning no trust at ali and 10 complete trust,

III please tell me how much youtrust each of the following to make the repository as safe as

III possible. (Readlist an¢1recorcfnumber in Dlank.Repeat scale,)
a, Federalgovernmentofficials

ml b. Stategovernmentofficials

III c. Localgovernmentofficials

=

I
15. Please tell me the extent to which you agmo or dlugree with the following statemer,ts abouta

I high-level _uclear waste repository.
: Strongly Strongly Don't
li ....ag!'mll _Agree ,Disagree,,, disagree Know,

a, The Federalgovernmentshould
1_ compensatethe stateinwhich a

repositoryis located ............... 01 ..... 02 ....... 03 ....... 04 ..... 94
l

10.Each regionof the countryshould
| navea repository..................01 ..... 02 ......03 ....... 04 .....94

c. A re_sJtoryisthebestway toper-
Ill manentlystorehigh-levelnuclear

wastes..........................01 ..... 02 ......03 .......04 .....94
I

d.A repositorywouldstimulate

: il economic growthin near0y
communities ..................... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ....... 04 ..... 94

l e. A repositor_would looseseriousnsks
for futuregenerationsin Nevacla ...... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ....... 04 ..... 94

I
: f, The economicbenefitsto nearby

I communitiesfroma repositorywould
greatlyoutweigh the risks ........... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ....... 04 ..... 94

- | g, The most senousnskfrom a reposi-
torywould10efromtransportingthe

i wastesto it ....................... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ....... 04 ..... 94

iii In, Nevadais the safest placein the
' Un=tedStates for the repository ....... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ....... 04 ..... 94

g i,1 Nevadais the bestpiace for the
ret:_s=torybecausethe nuclear

i weaponstestsiteisalreac_yhere...... 01 ..... 02 ......03 .......04 .....94

al
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16. People have suggested many steps to make a high-level nuclear waste repository more accept.
able to resndents in nearby communities. Suppose the Federal government decided to pu* a high-
level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain in Nevada. I'm going to read a list of various

that could be taken; please tell me how important it would be to your community to have _'] "steps
such a step taken, (Rea</list an</repeat scale.)

!

Very Somewhat Not at ali _1 "
important important important I

a, The Federal government would set strict safetystandands I_.. i
and have an inspector at the repository at ali times ...... 01 ........ 02 ....... 03 [E

[b. A local committee would offer safety advice for the

repository ...................................... 01 ........ 02 ........ 03

c. A local committee would have the powerto shut down the I_
repository if they ¢leciclecl it was unsafe ............... 01 ........ 02 ........ 03 lr"

d. Residents living within 100 miles of the repository would [E
receive reDate; or creaits on their Federal income taxes

for 20 years ..................................... 01 ........ 02 ........ 03 L _[
e, The Federal government would start a large high-tech _

project that would create many new jobs in communities |

within 100 miles of the repository .................... 01 ........ 02 ........ 03 I_. I
f. The Federal government would proviclelarge grants for i

improving schools, parks, and hospitals in communities !_ -i

within 100 miles of the repository .................... 01 ........ 02 ........ 03 I_'
g. The Federal government would protect property values

in communities within 100 mites of the relt_._sitory........ 01 ........ 02 ........ 03 I_

E

E

E

t
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-'_1 17. Suppose after thorough study, the Federal government decided to put a high-level nuclear wasterepository at Yucca Mountain in Nevada. This repository would be built according to Federal safe-

ty standards. Suppose instead that by increasing your Federal income taxes by $ (F_ea_clrc/ec/clo//ar amount) ( $100, S500, $2,000 ) each year for the next 20 years, the repository could

be located in a distant state. Would you be WILLING TO pay these INCREASED taxes?
a. Yes 01 "-" (Go to Question 17a)

!]1 b. No 02 "-- (Go to Question 17"o)

_il c. Don't Know 94 "" (Go to Question 17b)

_ll 178. Suppose your taxes would be Increased by $ (Read circled dollar amount)
( S200, S1,000, S4,000 ) each year for the next 20 years to locate the repository tn a distant

_11 state, would you be WILLING TO PW these INCREASED taxes?
a. Yes 01 -'- (Go to Question 18)

b. No 02 -- (Go to Quest_n 18)

_l c. Don't Know 94 "-" (Go to Question 18)

17"o. Suppose your taxes would be INCREASED by S (Read circled dollar amount)
: ( $50, S250, $1,000 ) each year for the next 20 yum to locate the repository in a distant

state, would you be WILLING TO pay these INCREASED taxes?

.4 a. Yes 01

_11 b. No 02
c. Don't Know 94

#

#

18. Suppose instead your community were offered 8 large grant for Improved public services like
schools, parks, or hospitals to have the repository located at Yucca Mountain. Would you vote to
locate the repository under these terms?

a, Yes 0t
I

b, No 02

4 c. Don't Know 94

19. The Federal government is now considering three locations for a permanent high-level nuclear
waste repository: Hanford in Washington State, Yucca Mountain In Nevada, and Deaf Smith

_11 County in Texas. Please tell me how likely you think the repository would be located at
(Read//st and record)

.4 Very Somewhat Somewhat Very Don't
likely likely unlikely unlikely Know

.4
a. Hanford in Washington State ........... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94_

_1 b. Yucca Mountain in Nevada ............ 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94

_i c. Deaf Smith County in Texas ............ 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94

41
=
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17. Suppose after thorough study, the Federal government decided to put a high-level nuclear waste
repository at YUCCdMountain in Nevada. The local communities would be able to set safety stan- _:!
dards for the repository. Suppose instead that by increasing your Federal income taxes by
$ (Reaa circled dollar amount) ( $100, $500, $2,000 ) each year for th_ next 20 years, the I_
repository could be located in a distant state, Would you be WILLING TO pay these iNCREASED
taxes? I_

a. Yes 01 --- (Go to Question 17a) I_,

b. No 02 -" (Go to Question 17"o)
c. Don't Know 94 --- (Go to Question 17b)

17a, Suppose your taxes would be Increased by $ (Read circled dollar amount) B
( $200, $1,000, $4,000 ) each year for the next 20 years to locate the repository in a distant lE
state, would you be WILLING TO pay these INCREASED taxes?

a. Yes 01 --" (Go to Question 18) _.

b. No 02 --" (Go to Question 18) I_

c. Don't Know 94 -" (Go to Question 18) i

17"o. Suppose your taxes would be INCREASED by $ ....... (Read circled dollar amount)
( $50, $250, $1,000 ) each year for the next 20 year to locate the repository in ii distant _-

state, would you be WILLING TO pay these INCREASED taxes?
a. Yes 01

b. No 02 lE

c. Don't Know 94 __

18, Suppose instead your community were offered a large grant for improved public services like
schools, parks, or hospitals to have the repository located at Yucca Mountain. Would you vote to _-
locate the repository under these terms?

a. Yes 01

b. No 02

c. Don't Know 94

E
19. The Federal government is now considering three locations for a permanent high.level nuclear

waste repository: Hanford in Washington State, Yucca Mountain in Nevada, and Deaf Smith
County in Texas. Please tell me how likely you think the repository would be located at
(Reacl list ancl record)

Very Somewhat Somewhat Very Don't
likely likely unlikely unlikely Know

a. Hanford in Washington State .......... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94 _-

b. Yucca Mountain in Nevada ............ 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94 I_
c. Deaf Smith County in Texas ............ 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94

F.:
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m
17. Supoose after thorough study, the Federal government decided to put a high-level nuclear waste

_11 repository at Yucca Mountain in Nevada. This repository would be built accord=ng to Federal safe=
ty standards. Suppose also you could receive a (_eact clrc/ec1 _o//ar amount) ( $1,000, $3,000,

_]l $5.000 ) rebate or credit on your Federal income taxes each year for 20 years. Would you vote to
locate the repository at Yucca Mountain?

J
a. Yes 01 -" (Go to Question 17a)

_1 b. No 02 --" (Go to Question 17"o)

Jl c. Don't Know 94 -" (Go to Question 17"o)

j 17s. Suppose the ¢re,dit or rebate were $ (Read circled dollar amount)
( $500, $1,500, $2,500 ) each year for 20 yearn, would you vote to locate the repository at

m Yucca Mountain?
a. Yes 01 ---- (Go to Question 18)

!
b. No 02 -- (Go to Question 18)

_11 c. Don't Know 94 -'-" (Go to Question 18)

4 l"/'b. Suppose your taxes wouJd be REDUCED by II (Read circled dollar amount,)
( $2,000, $6,000, $10,000 ) each year for 20 years, would you vote to locate the repository
at Yucca Mountain?

4 a. Yes 01
b. No 02

_4
c. Don't Know 94

di

ill 18. Suppose instead your community were offered a large grant for Improved public services like
school=, parks, or hospitals to have the repository located at Yucca Mountain. Would you vote to

locate the repository under these terms?
a. Yes 01

I
b. No 02

-- • c. Don't Know 94

_1 19. The Federal government is now considering three locations for a permanent high-level nuclear
waste repository: Hanford In Washlngton State, Yucca Mountain in Nevada, and Deaf Smith
County in Texas, Please tell me how likely you think the repository would be located at
(Read//st an(l record)

lJ Very Somewhat Somewhat Very Don't
likely likely unlikely unlikely Know

: a. Hanford in Washington State ........... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94

_11 b. Yucca Mountain in Nevada ............ 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94
_

c. Deaf Smith County in Texas ............ 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94
=

=
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17. Suppose after thoroughstudy, the Federal government decided to put a high-level nuclear waste
repository at Yucca Mountain in Nevada. The local communities would be able to set strict safety _
standards for the repository.Suppose also you could receive a (Re3_c,'rc/ectclo//ar
amount) ( $1,000, $3,000, $5,000 ) rebate or credit on your Federal income taxes each year for _-:
20 years. Would youvoteto locate the repository at Yucca Mountain?

a. Yes 01 --- (Go to Question 17a) _,i

b. No 02 --" (Goto Question 17b) _.

c. Don't Know 94 -" (Go to Question 17"o) _

17a. Suppose the credit or rebate were $ (Read circled dollaramount) _,
( $500, $1,500, $2,500 ) each year for 20 yearn, would you vote to locate the repository at
Yucca Mountain?

a. Yes 01 --, (Go to Question 18)

b. No 02 -" (Go to QuestJon18)

c. Don't Know 94 --" (Go to Question 18) _.

17b. Suppose yourtaxes would be REDUCED by $_____ (Read circteddollar amount)
( $2,000, $6,000, S10,000 ) each year for 20 years, would you vote to locate the repository
at Yucca Mountain?

a. Yes 01
b. No 02

c. Don't Know 94 _

18. Suppose instead your community were offered a large grant for Improved public services Ilk= p.
schools, parks, or hospitalsto have the repository located at Yucca Mountain. Would you vote to
locate the repository under these terms? _:

a. Yes 01

t_. No 02 E

c. Don't Know 94 _,

E

19. The Federal government is now considering three locations for a permanent high-level nuclear _.
waste repository: Hanfordin Washington State_Yucca Mountain in Nevada, and Deaf Smith
County in Texas.Pleasetell me how likely you think the repository would be located at
(Rea¢llist and record)

Very Somewhat Somewhat Very Don't
likely likely unlikely unlikely Know

a. Hanfordin WashingtonState ........... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94

b. Yucca Mountainin Nevada ............ 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94

c. Deaf Smith County inTexas ............ 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ..... 04 .... 94
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20. If a vote were held today on building a permanent repository, would you vote for locating a
_11 repository at

a a, Hanford _nWashington State 01
b, Yucca Mountain in Nevada ............................ 02

I
c. Deaf Smith County in Texas ........................... 03

m d. or, None of the above ................................ 04

I e. Don't know ........................................ 94

I

II

lE SECTION VI. RESPONDENT AND HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS.... II I IIII IIq

qi Now, a few final general background questions.

III 21. For each of the following statements I read, please tell me how ¢)ften you Don't

I Always Usually Sometimes Never Know
a. Wear your seatbelt when you drive

I your car ............................ 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ...... 04 ,.. 94

13. Question information from experts or
iii other authorities ...................... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ...... 04 ,,. 94

I c. Buy extended warranties or service
contracts ........................... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ...... 04... 94

I

il
22. Pleose tell me the extent to which you agree or dlugree with the following statements:

I Strongly Strongly Don't

| agree Agree Disagree disagree Know
a. People have the right to change the envi-

II ronment to meet their needs ............ 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ...... 04 ,,, 94
D. There are no limits to growth for acl-

ii vanced countries like the United States .... 01 ..... 02 ...... 03 ...... 04 ,., 94

il
c

I 23. What was the highest grade of school or college that you completed?

I No school ........................... 01
= Grade school (1-8) ................... 02

ii Some high school (9-11) ............... 03

; ii High school graduate (12) ............. 04
Some college (13-15) ................. 05

-iii
College graduate .................... 06

ii Postgraduate (17+) ................... 07

Don't Know (Don't read.) ............... 94-II
- Refused ............................ 97

9

_ =



24. What is your occupation? (C/roleaoprooriate category) _:-

a, Professionalor techmcal (accountant, engineer, lawyer, tectnn_c_an, _-::
,,,vnter,designer) . 01

13.Farmer ...................................................... 02 _

c, Managerial (official, proprietor, administrator, buyer, superintendent) .................. 03 _
d. Clerical (teller,clerk, adjuster, receptionist, secretary,bookkeeper) ................... 04

e, Sales worker (stockbroker,sales clerk, insurance, advertising) ...................... 05

f. Craftsman (foreman, electrician,dentaltechnician, mechanic,plumber) ............... 06 P_

g. Operative(butcher,machineoperator,seamstress,assembler) ...................... 07
h. Transportoperative(buedriver,truckdriver,cabbie) ................................ 08

i. Serviceworker(maid,butler,dental assistant,waiter,nurse'said, hairdresser,policeman,

fireman) ................................................................. 09 [E
j. Laborer(garbagecollector,constructionworker,longshoreman)...................... 10

Ek. Other ... ................................................................ 11

I. Retired ................................................................. 12" _,

m. Student ................................................................. 13" E-
n. Unemployed ............................................................. 14"

o. Homemaker 15"

p. Don't Know (Don't read) .................................................... 94"

*Go to Question26.

E

25. How would you deecdbe the organization you work for? (Reedlist.)
a. Companyor business................. 01

b.Governmentagency..................02 _'

c. Not-for-profitorganization .............. 03 _

el.Self-employed .......................04
e. or, Other ........................... 05

f. Don'tKnow .........................94

26. In which age category may I place you? _-

a. 18-24 .............................. 01

b, 2.5-39.............................. 02
c. 40-54 .............................. 03

d. .............................. o4 E
e. 65 and over ......................... 05 lE

f.Don't Know .........................94

10
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27. Which of the following terms best describes your usual stand on political issues?

_ a. Very I_beral 01

I b. Somewhat liberal ..................... 02

_1_ c, Middle of the road .................... 03
d. Somewhat conservative ................ 04

fJ e, Very conservative .................... 05

m f, Don't Know ......................... 94

J

28. To which racial group do you belong?

a. White .............................. 01

b. Black .............................. 02

]1 c. Asian or Oriental ..................... 03

d. Native American Indian ................ 04

lR e. Other .............................. 05

i

ii 29. Are you of Hispanic origin?
a. Yes ................................ 01

I b. No ................................ 02

I

30. (Please indicate sex of the respondent)

I a. Male .............................. 01

i b, Female ............................. 02

I
c

31. About how many years have you lived in your present community?a
years

a

i
32. What is your ZIP code?

l

iii
33. Do you own your own home?

: _a a. f'es ................................ 01

;B b. No ................................ 02

t
z

i 34. How many people live in your household?

f
11

_ iJ



35. Are there any children under 12 in the household?

a, Yes 01 --- elf yes, How many? ) _'_

b, No 02 _:..-:

36. Finally. I'd like to read some general categories regarding levels of family Income. They include
total family INCOME from ALL SOURCES BEFORE TAXES during 1986. Please tell me to stop _,_-'
when I get to yours.

$5,000or under .................... 01 850,001. $65,000 .................... 06 _ _

$5,001- $15,000 ..................... 02 $65,001-$8,5,000 .................... 07 _.-
$15,001 - $25,000 ................... 03 $85,001 and over .................... 09

$25,001 - $35,000 ................... 04 Don't Know (Don't read) ............... 94 I_ _
$35,001-$50,000 ................... 05 Refused ........................... 97

TERMINATION I_i

Thank youverymuchfor yourcoo#eration.Your _i
answerswillbe mosthelpful in thisstudy.

......................... IEI

E•

12 _';

t
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_,'GE _ JOB 4027 03/23/8713:44 SEQ: 0
NUC.EARwASTE

SeQuencenumber 0
Interviewer 0 _
Elapsedtime
Date

• , . , . . , _

I-
i. Hello, my name is . We're conductinga study _of energy and environmentalissues from the Gordon S. Black

Corporation,a national market researchfirm. (BECAUSEWE MUST
INTERVIEWAN EQUAL NUMBER OF ADULT MALE AND FEMALE DECISIONMAKERS,

MAY I PLEASE SPEAK WITH AN ADULT MALE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD? IF NOT
AVAILABLECONDUCT INTERVIEWWITH ADULT FEMALE. IF THAT IS IMPOSSIBLE l_

AT THIS TIME, SCHEDULE A CALL BACK AND TERMINATE.) _

{QUOTA } _{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=02 }

2. INTERVIEWER: ENTER MALE OR FEMALE _

[ I] MALE _ _

[ 2 ] FEMALE _ _ I

3. We're interestedin learningyour attitudesand opinionson issues ___ri_
about energy and the environment. You may choose not to answer a

question,or simply say don't know if that'sappropriate. In all __
cases, your answerswill be kept strictlyconfidential. (READ IF

NECESSARY. Because we have scientificallychosenthe telephone _
numbers,your cooperation is especiallyi_rtant.)

{ ROTATE } _ _

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-02 } __

_. ENTER NUMBER INDICATEDBY ARROW. __

[ 1 ] 50 MILES __
[ Z ] 100 MILES

(IF QO004 LT +0000 SKIP TO QO004 ) __

{ ROTATE } __

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-02 }

5. ENTER NUMBER INOICATEDBY ARROW. _;_

[ ii I
[ 2] 2



| PAGE 2 JOB 4027 03/23/87 13:44 SEQ: 0
NUCLE_ _ASTZ

I (IF QO005 LT .0000 SKIP TO QO005 )

| 6. First, I'm going to read a list of several sources of pollution. On a
scale from I to 10, with i meaning not at all serious and 10 very

I serious, please tell me how serious a problem you think each source of
pollution is for THE UNITED STATES AS A WHOLE.

I
{NUMERIC closed-ended :n with 01 responses expected. Length: 02 }

I
7. How serious would you rate garbage from city or county landfills?

I
[Io]

{ [9]
[ B]

I [ 7]
[ 6]

I [ si
[ 4]

I, [ 3] ,
[ 2]

I [ l]

I {NUMERICclosed-ended :n with Ol responses expected. Length- 02 )

{ 8. (ON THAT SAME 1-10 SCALE, how serious would you rate) air pollution
from cars and factories?

I
[1o]

I [9]
[ BI

I [ 7]
[ 6]

l [ si
[ 4]
[ 3]
[ 2]
[ i]

I
I

|

=

I

I
,

{

I

I

I



;:GE .,'_ J0B 4C2" 03,'23/8713:44 SE0'. _

_NJMERICc!ose,_-enae_ar wi'.h01 responsesexpected.Length=02 } FE:z

g. (ON THAT SAME i-I0 SCALE, how seriouswould you rate) radioactive _.;_L_
wastes from nuclearDower plan_:s_ I

[ lo] _:|_

[ 9] Ii[ B]
[ 7] _-
[ 6]
[ :_] E _
[ 4]
[ 3] E'_
[ 2]
[ Z] E....

{NUMERICclosed-endedam with 01 responsesexpected.Length- 02 } _-_

i0, (ON TMAT SAME i-I0 SCALE, how seriouswould you rate) water oollution t_=

from toxic chemicals? -E......

[io]
[ 9] E_
[ 8]
[ 7] E-=
[ 6]
[ _] __
[ 4]
[ 3] E_
[ 2]

{NUMERICclosed-en(_edclnwith 01 responsesexpected. Length-02 } _ :

II. (ON THAT SAME I-i0 SCALE, how seriouswould you rate) acid rain from
power plants?

[io]

[ BI
[ 7] _"
[ 6]
[ 5 ] _:C
[ 4]

[ I]

_-

._:Ir
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PaGE ._ JOB 402", 03/23/87 13.a4 SEQ" C

I
{NUMERIC closed-ended qn with 01 responses expected. Length= 01 }

12. Compared to mimer I_roblmms that your community faces, would you say

III environnYentalproblems are: MORE IMPORTANT, JUST AS IMPORTANT, or LESS
IMPORTANT than other problems that your community Faces?

II [ I ] More important

I [ 2 ] Just as important[ 3 ] Less important

11 [ B ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

I
13. When it comes to the environment, people describe themselves in

ili various ways. For each statement I read, please tell me if the
statement describes you VERY WELL, SOMEWHAT WELL, or NOT AT ALL WELL?

I
{NUMERIC closed-ended qn with 01 resI_onsesexpected. Length= 01 }

I
14. I am an outdoors person. (DOES THIS DESCRIBE YOU?

I
[ I ] Very Well

I [ 2 ] Somewhat Well
[ 3 ] Not at all Well

II [ B ] Don't Know
[ g ] Refused

I
{NUMERIC closed-ended qn with 01 responses expected. Length= 01 }

I
15. I am someone wmo is in favor of nuclear power as a source of

II electricity. (DOES THIS DESCRIBE YOU?)

I [ I ] Very Well
[ 2 ] Somewhat Well

= I [ 3 ] Not at all Well
[ B ] Don't Know_

I [ 9 ] Refused

I

I

I

z

I

z

I_

- I

' '11, ..... ' l'l'_Ir *I_)' " "'" ..... ,_r ' *_r,wr....... r#-_I'F :- •



;AGE 5 JOB 4027 03/23/87 13.4_ SEQ: 0
NUCLEARWASTE q

{NUMERICclosed-endedQn witm Ol responsesexpected. Length:Ol } _ +.

16. I am an environmentalist. (DOESTHIS DESCRIBE YOU?) __

[ I ] Very Well

[ 2 ] So, what Well _-e
[ 3 ] Not at al_ Well
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected. Length-Ol } _ :

17. I am someonewho thinks we are alreadyspending too _ch on _ _

pollutioncontrol. (DOES THIS DESCRIBEYOU?) _--

[ I ] Very Well _ _
[ 2 ] S_what Well

[ 3 ] Not at all Well _--_
[ 8 ] Don't Know

[ g ] Refused _ C

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected. Length_Ol } ti-_

18. The next few questionsare about high-levelradioactivewastes from _i_
nuclearpower plants. During the pest 3 months, have you read or
heard anything about high-levelnuclearwastes? m

w -

[ i ] Yes m
[ Z ] No QOOZ5 "-
[ 8 ] Don't Know Q0025 m __
E 9 ] Refused Q0025 " -

m
{NUMERICclosed-enaedqn with 01 responsesexpected. Length-01 }

19. During the last 3 months, how often have you read or heard anything
about high-levelnuclear wastes? (READ LIST) m

[ I ] Less than 5 times m
[ 2 ] Between5 & 10 times
[ 3 ] More than lO times i_
[ 8 ] Don't Know " _
[ g ] Refused mC

|.I

|1

E3

- L



:aGE 6 JOB 4C27 03123/8713:44 SEQ: 0

-_ NUC.:AR,_STE

{NUMERIC'closed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected.Length=01 }

20. People get their informationabout high-levelnuclearwastes in a

varietyof ways. In the last 3 nw_nths,have you bought a newspaperor
a magazineor watcheda televisionI_rogramSPECIFICALLYto learn

q somethingabout high-levelnuclearwastes?

[ I ] Yes[ Z ] No

i [ 8 ] Don'tKnow[ 9 ] Refused

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

21. Have you attendeda public or neighborhoodmeetingabout high-level

nuclearwastes?

[ 1 ] Yes
[ 2 ] No
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

i
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

i
22. Discussedhigh-levelnuclear wastes with friendsor relatives?

m [ i ] Yes

ill [ z] No
[ 8 ] Don't Know

i [ 9 ] Refused

i {NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=01 }

23. Now, I'm going to ask some cluestionsabout what you know and think
about high levelnuclearwaste issues. Pleasefeel Free to say "don't

know" if that'sappropriate. Where do you think most of the
nigh-levelwastesare now stored? At the power plants that produced

them; at -egionalprocessingcenters,or at one temporarystorage
site? (READLIST)

i
: [ I ] Power Plants

[ 2 ] Regional ProcessingCenters
: _ [ 3 ] One temp. storagesite

i [ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

c

II

j

a
z



PaGE " JOB 4C)2"_ 03/23/87 13"44 SEQ" C
NUC,.E&R_,,:STE

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected.Length:Ol }

_-.
24. Which method for disposingof high-levelnuclearwastes is the option

being consiaeredmost seriouslyin the UnitedStates today? Putting _-
the wastes in the ocean floor;Burying them deep underground;or

Shooting them into space? _
(READ LIST)

[ I ] Put wastes in ocean floor __

[ 2 ] Bury deep underground _
[ 3 ] Shoot them into space

[ B ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

{NUMERICclosed-endedclmwith Ol responsesexpected.Length-Ol } _-

25. One method the Federal governmentis consideringfor storingthese _ _
nuclearwastes is an undergroundrepository. The repositorywould _ =
store high-levelwastes from nuclear Dower plantsover 1,000 feet
below the earth's surface. The wastes would be storedunderground in _
speciallysealed canisters. How long do you think the high-level
nuclear waste repositorywill be designed to storewastes. _
(READ LIST)

[ 1 ] Less than I0years _"'_

[ 2 ] 10 tO 100 years _
[ 3 ] 101 to 1,000years
[ 4 ] Longer than 1,000 years k
[ B ] Don't Know

[ g ] Refused ! _:

26. Now I'd like you to think about a communitythat would be located ! =-_
about (SEE BELOW) from a high-levelnuclearwaste reoository. For
each of the items I read, please tell me if you think that being _
locatedabout (SEE BELOW) from a repositorywould make that community
a less desirableplace for you... _ :=

t --.--.

°%"

_-_

_._

--2

',, ,i rll ., ,,, ,, . .......... ,, ,, , ,
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t =:,GE 8 ,JOB402" 03/23/87 13:44 SEO" 0

S NU" -_P ,WAS-:

J
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected,Length:Ol }

m
26B. Would it be a lessdesirableplace to visit on a vacation?

[ i ] Yes
[ 2 ] No

q [ 8 ] Don't Know

j [ 9 ] Refused

REF(Q4)

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=01 }

27. (Wouldit be a less desirableplace) to attend a convention?

g [ i ] Yes[ 2 ] No
q [ B ] Don't Know

[ 9 ] Refused

¢
REF(Q4)

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

g
28. (Would it be a less desirableplace)to locate a new business?

[ 1 ] Yes
l [ 2] No

[ 8 ] Don't Know

l [ 9 ] Refuse(l

g REF(Q4)

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected.Length=01 }

29. (Woul_ it be a less (lesirableplace) to raise a family?

j [ i ] Yes
[ 2 ] No
[ 8 ] Don't Know

-- [ 9 ] RefuseO
4

REF(O4)
9

i
-

t

a

, , ,ii,i
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{NUMERIC closea-endedclnwith Ol responsesexpected.Length=Ol } _

30. Suppose now you learnedthat a high-levelnuclearwaste repositorywas _ |i

locatedwithin (SEE BELOW) of where you had plannedto retire. Based

on what you know today, would this make you change your retirement
plans?

[ I ] Yes [_

[ 2 ] No Q0033 _
[ 8 ] Don't Know Q0033

[ g ] Refused Q0033 _

REF(Q4)

i
{ ROTATE } _ ,
{NUMERIC closed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-02 } !

31. ENTER NUMBER INDICATEDBY ARROW. _, I

[ 1 ] ssoo
[ 2 ] $I,000 _rl
[ 3 ] $5,000 I

(IF QO031 LT +0000 SKIP TO 00031 ) _ i

{NUMERIC closed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected. Length-01 } i

32. Suppose you would have to pay (SEEBELOW) each year in higher housing _ i"
costs if you changedyour retirementplans. Would you still change _
them? I

[ i ] Yes

[ B ] Don't Know

[ g ] Refused _

REF(Q31) _.T_

_. _



J
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i

6
33. Now, l'd like you to think about health ant} safety risks that you face

I each year. On a scale from i to 10, with I being NOT AT ALL SERIOUS
and I0 being VERY SERIOUS, how serious are the risks you personally

i face each year. -

i {NUMERIC closed-ended cInwith Ol responses expected. Length= 02 }

33B. How serious would you rate the risks from accidents in the home

[i0]
[ 9]
[ 8]
[ 7]
[ 6]
[ 5]
[ 4]
[ 3]
[ z]
[ I]

{NUMERIC closed-ended an with 01 responses expected. Length: 02 }

34. (ON THAT SAME I TO 10 SCALE), how serious would you rate the risks you
face from accidents on the job?

= [ i0]
[ g]
[ 8]
[ 7]
[6]
[ 5]

, [4]

[ 3] i
[2]
[ I]

{NUMERIC closed-ended qn with 01 responses expected. Length- 02 }
-

35. (ON THAT SAME I TO I0 SCALE), how serious would you rate the risks you r
face from nuclear power plants?

[I0]
[9]
[ 8]
[ 7]

i [ 6]
[ S]
[ 4]

: [3]

[ i]
_I

t
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{NUMERIC closed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=02 } _

36. (ON THAT SAME i TO 10 SCALE), how serious_uld you rate the risks you _-
face from being exposedto hazardouschemicalsFrom abandoned
landfiIIi;? FE

[10]
[ g]

[7]

[ Sl
[ 43
[ 33

[ i] E

{NUMERICclosed-endedclnwith 01 responsesexpected.Length-02 } _.

37. (ON THAT SAME i TO 10 SCALE), how seriouswould you rate the potential
risks to you from a high-levelnuclearwaste repositoryif it were _
locatedabout 100 miles from your hon_?

• )_
[103
[9] @-
[ B]

. [7] _.
C 6]

C 4]
= C 3]

C z3
C 12

38. I am now going to read some staten_nts about the risks from a
high-levelnuclearwaste repository in the UnitedStates. Please tell
me the extent to which you AGREE or DISAGREEwith each.

U_

|

!

!

c.

if
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!

I {NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected. Length=01 }

I
39. An accidentat a repositorywould involvecertaindeath.

I Do you (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE_DISAGREE,or STRONGLY DISAGREE?)

[ I ] Strong7yAgree
I [ 2 ] Agree

I [ 3 ] Disagree
[ 4 ] StronglyDisagree
[ 8 ] Don't Know

I [ 9 ] Refused

| {NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=01 }

I
40. An accident at a repositorycould kill many people at one time.

I Do you (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLY DISAGREE?)

[ i ] StronglyAgree
| [ 2 ] Agree

I [ 3] Disagree
[ 4 ] StronglyDisagree

I [ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

I
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=01 }

I
41. Scientistsadequatelyunderstandthe risks from a repository.

I Do you (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLY DISAGREE?)
=

[ I ] StronglyAgree
| [ 2 ] Agree

'I [ 3 ] Disagree
[ 4 ] StronglyDisagree

| [ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

I
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=01 )

I
: 42. People living near a repositorywould be able to controlthe risk.

I Do you (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLY DISAGREE?)

[ I ] StronglyAgree
| [ 2 ] Agree
I [ 3 ] Disagree

C 4 ] StronglyDisagree
| [ 8 ] Don't Know

[ 9 ] Refused -

!

I
z

= I
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{NUMERICclosed-ended qn with Ol responses expected. Length= CI }

43. People would dread li_ing near a repository.
Do you (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLYDISAGREE?) _:

[ i ] Strongly Agree _.L;
[ 2 ] Agree
[ 3 ] Disagree _
[ 4 ] Strongly Disagree
[ 8 ] Don't Know _i
[ 9 ] Refused

{ ROTATE }
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected.Length=02 } _

44. ENTER NUMBER INDICATEDBY ARROW. _.

[ I ] 5 YEARS
[ 2 ] 20 YEARS

(IF Q0044 LT .0000 SKIP TO Q0044 ) _i
45. The Federalgovernmentis planning to make the repositoryas safe as

possible. But there is always some chancethat radiationcould be _
released. I'm going to read a list of variousways that a large
amount of radiationcould be released intothe environmentfrom a
repository. I'd likeyou to think about how LIKELY,or UNLIKELY,each
might be. During the first (SEE BELOW) a repositorywould be oDen,
how LIKELY do you think it would be that a large amount of radiation
could be releasedfrom (PRESS ENTER). _

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected.Length_Cl }

46. Am accidenthappeningat a repository. Would you say it would be
VERY LIKELY,SOMEWHATLIKELY, SOMEWHATUNLIKELY,or VERY UNLIKELY.
(THAT THIS WOULD RESULT IN THE RELEASEOF A LARGE AMOUNT OF
RADIATION)

[ i ] Very Likely
[ 2 ] Somewhat Likely
[ 3 ] Somewhat Unlikely
[ 4 ] Very Unlikely
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ g ] Refused

REF(Q44)

F



U
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l
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=01 }

m
47. The wastes leaking into unde_round water. Would you say it would be

j VERY LIKELY, SOMEWHATLIKELY,SOMEWHATUNLIKELY,or VERY UNLIKELY.
(THAT THIS WOULD RESULT IN THE RELEASEOF A LARGE AMOUNT OF

I RADIATION)

I [ i ] Very Likely
[ 2 ] SomewhatLikely

m [ 3 ] SomewhatUnlikely
[ 4 ] Very Unlikely

I [ B ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

I
REF(Q44)

I
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=01 }

B
4B. The wastes being transportedto a repository. Would you say it would

I be VERY LIKELY, SOMEWHATLIKELY,SOMEWHATUNLIKELY,or VERY UNLIKELY.
(THAT THIS WOULD RESULT IN THE RELEASEOF A LARGE AMOUNT OF RADIATION)

[ I ] Very Likely
i [ 2 ] SomewhatLikely

[ 3 ] SomewhatUnlikely
[ 4 ] Very 'Jnlikely

I [ 8 ] Don't Know
[ g ] Refused

I REF(Q44)

i {NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=01 }

:_ I 49. Terroristsabotage at a repository. Would you say it would be
VERY LIKELY,SOMEWHAT LIKELY,SOMEWHATUNLIKELY,or VERY UNLIKELY.

g (THAT THIS WOULD RESULT IN THE RELEASEOF A LARGE AMOUNT OF RADIATION)

I [ I ] Very Likely
[ 2 ] SomewhatLikely

I [ 3 ] SomewhatUnlikely
: [ 4 ] Very Unlikely
I [ 8 ] Don't Know

: [ g ] Refused
i

REF(Q44)

-4

-m

f

,, T_'T'I_,_T',r-,-_ _ i , ,,PlI'_ ....u_'_ _' _' ',I_I_'' '_' 'iI_............ _,e,11'iu,,,,H.... ,,,,, liT"''_III'_ppI''_' , ,_',pl_',l,,, _11Plrl'I,...... iv_ii_Ii,,_,' _,,h, _r' 'I ""lr'_P" IIIII'"' " il""' lll"il_""_']li''_ _i,'rll" _ _,,_,,,." q,p_11_ilrl,illl_li_lli}l_l_'FF'__
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50. Various levelsof governmentwould have am interestin the safety of a _
high-levelnuclearwaste repository. On a scale from i to 10, with i
now meaning no trust at all and 10 completetrust, please tell me how
much you trust each of the followingstatementsto make the repository
as safe as possible. _i

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length:02 }

5OB. How much would you trust FederalGovernmentOfficials? #-

[1o] 7
[ 9]
[ B ] _,
[ 7]
[ 6]
[ 5]
[ 4] E
[ 3]
[ z] E

[ I]

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length- 02 } i,

51. (ON THAT SAME I TO 10 SCALE), how much would you trust State
GovernmentOfficials? i

[1o] _-
[9]
[8]
[ 7]
[ 6] E
[ si
[ 4]
[ 3]
[2]
C li

!

i

I

I

,,
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J
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected.Length=02 }

i
52. (0_ THAT SAJ_EI TO 10 SCALE),how much would you trust Local

!ll GovernmentOfficials?

ii [10]
[ 9]

11 [ 8]
[ 7]

I C 6]
C SI
[ 4]

ii C 3]

ii [ 2]
[ i]

ii
53. Please tell me the extent to which you STRONGLY AGREE,AGREE,

g DISAGREE,or STRONGLY DISAGREEwith the followingstatementsabout a
high-levelnuclearwaste repository.

J
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

i
54. The Federalgovernmentshouldcompensatethe state in which a

41 repository is located. Do you: (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or
STRONGLY DISAGREE?)

I
[ 1 ] StronglyAgree

g [ 2 ] Agree
[ 3 ] Disagree

i [ 4 ] StronglyDisagree
[ 8 ] Don't Know

I [ g ] Refused

il {NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

J 55. Each region of the countryshould have a repository.
Do you: (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLYDISAGREE?)

[ i ] StronglyAgree
ii [ 2 ] Agree

[ 3 ] Disagree
l [ 4 ] Strongly Disagree

[ 8 ] Don't Know
_il [ g ] Refused

i

ii

l
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{NUMERICclosed-enaedQn with Ol responsesexpected.Length=Ol }

56. A repository is the best way to permanentlystore high-levelnuclear |
wastes. Do you: (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLY {"i

DISAGREE?)

{ii[ i ] Strongly Agree
[ 2 ] Agree
[ 3 ] Disagree
[ 4 ] Strongly Disagree E
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ g ] Refused

{NUMERICclosed-endedcInwith 01 responsesexpected.Lemgth-Ol } Z

57. A repositorywould stimulateeconomic growth in mearby communities. E
Do you: (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLYDISAGREE?)

.. "

[ i ] StronglyAgree
[ 2 ] Agree _'
[ 3 ] Disagree
[ 4 ] Strongly Disagree _IT
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused __

{NUMERIC closed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected.Length-Ol } ___

5B. A repositorywould pose seriousrisks for future generations. _.
Do you: (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLY DISAGREE?)

[ I ] StronglyAgree
[ 2 ] Agree _
[ 3 ] Disagree
[ 4 ] StronglyDisagree ).
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ g ] Refused

, ,,

' " lr hl, ,,lr ,IHq,. i_ ' _ i#_,_ H _ _,_iiil ,,rl II,_,H_,11H,.,l,m,.,,,'.,,.,w.m, ,p
'I,IHI,, lr "'ll_'rl)l_)(I,i)i ' lr'I' ',I_,,rH)jI_r_, _'r'_ II_'_, (, (I_[liimil,,,illa ,, ,,,.,
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m
{NUMERICclosed-endedQn with Ol responsesexpected.Length:Ol }

i
59. The economicbenefits to nearby communitiesfrom a reDositorywould

I greatlyoutweigh the risks. Do you (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,
or STRONGLYDISAGREE?)

S [ I ] StromglyAgree
I [ 2 ] Agree

[ 3 ] Disagree
I [ 4 ] StronglyDisagree

[ 8 ] Don't Know
II [ 9 ] Refuse_

I {NUMERICclosed-enaedQn with Ol responsesexpected.Length-Ol }

I 60. The nw_stseriousrisk from a repositoryw_uIu be from transportingthe
wastes to it. Do you (STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLY

I DISAGREE?)

.I [ i ] Strongly Agree
[ 2 ] Agree

I [ 3 ] Disagree
[ 4 ] Strongly Disagree

I [ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

I
61. Peoplehave suggestedmany steps to make a high-levelnuclearwaste

-I repository,w_reacceptableto residentsin nearby communities.
Supposethe Federalgovernmentdecidedto put a high-levelnuclearwaste

i repositoryin a geologicallysafe place (SEEBELOW) from your
community. I'm going to read a list of varioussteps that could be

I taken;please tell _ how importantit woul_ be to your communityto
have such a step taken.

I
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=01 }

I
62. The Federalgovernmentwould set strict safetystandardsand have an

I inspectorat the repositoryat all times. Would that be VERY
IMPORTANT,SOMEWHAT IMPORTANTor NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT.

ii
• [ I ] Very Important
I [ 2 ] So,what Important

_I [ 3 ] Not At All Important: [ 8 ] Don't Know

i [ 9 ] Refused
REF(Q4)

- 8
--a

:I

.g

:I
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{NUMERICc7osed-ende(}qn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=Ol }

63. A local committ,ee would offer safety advice for the repository.
Would that be VERY IMPORTANT,SOMEWHAT IMPORTANTor NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT.

[ i ] Very Important _

[ 2 ] Somewhat Important
[ 3 ] Not At All [n_portant
[ 8 ] Don't Know _--_Z_
[ 9 ] Refused

REF(Q4) _i_

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 } _

64° A local committeewould have the power to shut down the repository if E _

they decided it was unsafe. Would that be VERY IMPORTANT,SOMEWHAT _/_IMPORTANTor NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT.

[ I ] Very Important _7-_

[ 2 ] Son,what Important ___-
[ 3 ] Not At All Important
[ 8 ] Don'tKnow _-
[ g ] Refused

REF(Q4)

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 } F_

65. Residents living within 100 miles of the repositorywoul_ receive

rebatesor credits on their Federalincome taxes for 20 years. _-i_
Would that be VERY IMPORTANT,SOMEWHAT T,MPORTANT or NOT AT ALL

IMPORTAN'F. _ :

[ I ] Very Important _ '-_
[ 2 ] SomewhatImportant
[ 3 ] Hot At All Important _
[ 8 ] Don't Know

[ g ] Refuse(J _i_

REF(Q4) _

._.....,_._,_,,_ L

*, II lr ',irl ''_ _I _I_¢{_' ,,,, ," ,r rO* Irl'Ir[_T' " _e _ _H ''_'"'_"_ *_f_l [F_lq,,r'p'l" i',I,''I¢,_',_I_'I"'_'_'II"'''H ' .r,j,llml_,,,,,_lllg......fi
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I

| {NUMERIC ciosed-ended Qn with Ol responses expected. Length= Ol }

| 66. The Federal government would staxt a large high-tech project that
would create many new jobs in communities within i00 miles of the

I repository. Would that be VERY IMPORTANT, SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT or NOT
AT ALL IMPORTANT.

l
[ I ] Very Important

i [ 2 ] Somewhat Important
[ 3 ] Not At All Important

| [ B ] Don't Know

I [ 9 ] Refused

REF (Q4)!

| {NUMERIC closed-ended qn with 01 responses expected. Length= 01 }

| 67. The Federal goverr_nt would provide large grants for improvingschools, parks, and hospitals in communities within 100 miles of the
repository. Would that be VERY IMPORTANT, SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT or NOT

I AT ALL IMPORTANT.

!
[ i ] Very-lmportant

i [ 2 ] So, what Important
[ 3 ] Not At All Important
[ 8 ] Don't Know

! [ 9 ] Refused

I REF (Q4)

! { ROTATE }

I {NUMERIC closed-ended qn with Ol responses expected. Length= 02 }

68 ENTER NUMBER INDICATED BY ARROW
| •

_I [ i] A[ z] e
I

I

I
1

I
z m

I

i

I

:I

i

Z
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(IF 00068 LT ,41001SKIP TO 00068 ) _--
(IF 00005 NE _0001 SKIP TO 00077 ) ___i:

{ ROTATE } _-
{NUMERIC closed-ende_qn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-02 } -"

69. ENTER NUMBER INDICATEDBY ARROW. t.-_
@_r,---J

[ i ] $100 "-_
[ 2 ] $5oo
[ 3 ] $2,oo0

,,mr...._

(IF Qoo6g LT +0000 SKIP TO Qoo6g )
r

{NUMERIC closed-endedclnwith 01 responses expected.Length-01 } "-_

70. Suppose after thoroughstudy, the Federal governmentdecided to put a
high-level nuclearwaste repository in a geologicallysafe place (SEE _....
BELOW) from your home. (READ STATEMENT SHEET FOR REFERENCEBELOW). "_
Suppose insteadthat by increasingyour Federal incomet_xes by (SEE ---
BELOW), each year, for the next 20 years, the repositorycould be ......
located in a distantstate. Would you be WILLINGTO RAY THESE ----
INCREASEDTAXES? --_

L.zz._W

[ 1 ] YES -"
[ 2 ] NO Q0074 -_-
[ B ] Don't Know Q0074
[ g ] Refused Q0085 _--

REF(Q4) REF(Q68) REF(QBg) _

(IF Q0069 ME _0001 SKIP TO Q0072 )

{NUMERIC closed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected.Length-01 ; _,:'tmr_
_

71. Suppose your taxes would be increased by $200 each year for the next _.
20 years to locatethe repository in a distant state,would you be "_
WILLING TO PAY THESE INCREASEDTAXES? _._

[ 1 ] YES
[ 2] NO
[ B ] Don't Know
[ g ] Refused "_

_

x

'"' ' ,, " _i, ,_,oi, ,,,. , lr ,, ,,, ,_r,,, , , 'P'', ,i.... i, •
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r_ ME +0002 SKIP TO Q0073 )(IFQ0069

FI t ,/ {NUMERIC closed-endedcInwith Ol responsesexpected Length=Ol }
' _ /

F_, /'72, Supposeyour taxes would be increasedby $I,000 each year for the next
' 20 years to locate the repositoryin a distantstate, would you be

-.I WILLINGTO PAY THESE INCREASEDTAXES?

ii [ i ] YES

_I [ z ] NO[ 8 ] Don't Know

iI [ 9 ] Refused

._11 (IF Qo06g NE +0003 SKIP TO 00085 )

{NUMERICclosed-ended_n with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

!M 73. Supposeyour taxes would be increasedby $4,000 each year for the next
20 years to locate the repositoryin a distantstate,would you be

.j WILLINGTO RAY THESE INCREASEDTAXES?

._ [ 1 ] YES QOOB5
[ 2 ] NO 00085
[ 8 ] Don't Know 00085

_ilm [ 9 ] Refused Q0085

I
(IF 00069 NE +0001 SKIP TO Q0075 )

{NUMERICclosed-endedcInwith Ol responsesexpected.Length-01 }

J
74. Supposeyour taxes would be increasec_by $50 each year for the next

-: j 20 years to locate the repositoryin a distant state,would you be
WILLINGTO PAY THESE INCREASEDTAXES?

S [ I] YES
.| [ 2] NO

[ 8 ] Don't Know

.. _ [ 9 ] Re'Ft_sed

b,.
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(IF Q0069 NE _0002 SKIP TO Q0076 )

{NUMERIC closed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 } i_::!

75. Supposeyour taxes would be increasedby $Z50 each year for the next
20 years to locate the repositoryin a distant state,would you be
WILLING TO PAY THESE INCREASEDTAXES?

[ I ] YES _:

[ 2 ] NO _
[ 8 ] Don't Know

C 9 ] Refused _.:!

(IF Qoo6g NE ,_:)003SKIP TO QOOB5 ) E:_

{NUMERIC closed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-Ol } r_-.

76. Supposeyour taxes would be increasedby $1,000 each year for the next _.i:
20 years to locatethe repositoryin a distant state,would you be

WILLING TO PAY THESE INCREASEDTAXES? _ i

[ I ] YES Q0085 [E_
[ 2 ] NO QOOB5

[ 8 ] Don't Know Q0085 _ _:
[ 9 ] Refused Q0085

(IF OO005 NE *_:)002SKIP TO 00085 ) _:

{ ROTATE }

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn wlth 01 responsesexpected.Length=02 } _:C

77. ENTER NUMBER INDICATEDBY ARROW. _

[ I ] $I,ooo
[ z ] $3,0oo
[ 3 ] $5,0OO _

N
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J
(IF Q0077 LT +0000 SKIP TO Q0077 )

I
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

i
78. Supposeafter thoroughstudy, the Federalgovernmentdecidedto put a

i high-levelnuclearwaste repositoryin a geologicallysafe place (SEE
BELOW) from your home. (READSTATEMENTSHEET FOR REFERENCEBELOW).

Suppose also you could receivea (SEE BELOW)rebate or credit on your
Federal income taxes each year for the next 20 years. Would you vote

to locate the repository (SE[BELOW) from your home?

l C I] YES
[ 2 ] NO Q0082

[ 8 ] Don't Know Q0082
[ g ] Refuse_ Q0085

I
REF(Q4)REF(Q68) REF(Q77) i

i
(IF Q0077 NE +0001 SKIP TO QOO80 )

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }
i

79. Supposethe credit or rebatewere $500 each year for 20 years, would
i you vote to locate the repository(SEE BELOW) from your home?

[ I ] YES
ii [ 21 NO

: i [ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

i
REF(Q4)

i
(IF Q0077 NE +0002 SKIP TO Q0081 )

g
{NUMERICclosea-ende_qn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=01 }

I
: BO. Supposethe credit or rebatewere $1,500 each year for 20 years, would
_ you vote to locate the repository(SEE BELOW) from your home?

i [ I ] YES
[ 2 ] NO

4 [ B ] Don't Know
: [ Q ] Refused

: REF(Q4)

j

j
r-

m

_/;il

..... ' ' '' • IIIiII1'_'1_I' _#'l"
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(IF Q0077 NE +0003 SKIP TO Q0085 )
II

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-Ol } _i
I

81. Suppose the creditor rebate were $2,500 each year for 213years, would _
you vote to locatethe repository (SEE BELOW) from your home?

[ i ] YES Q0085 -- I
[ 2 ] NO Q0085 __L._
[ 8 ] Don't Know Q0085
[ 9 ] Refused QOOBB _i_-_

REF(Q4) t_;i

(IF Q0077 ME 0001 SKIP TO Q0083 ) _-

{NUMERICclosed ended qn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 } _7C

82. Supposeyour t_xes _uld be reduced by $2,000 each year for ;_0years,

would you vote to locate the repository(SEE BELOW) from your home? _IL-

[ 1 ] YES
[ z] NO
[ 8 ] Don't Know _...---_
[ g ] Refused ---,

_,,J,

REF(Q4) "_
IT_z

(IF Q0077 ME +0002 SKIP TO Q0084 ) -

{NUMERICclosed-endedan with Ol responsesexpected.Length=01 }

B3. Supposeyour taxes would be reduced by $6,000 each year for 20 years,
would you vote to locatethe repository (SEE BELOW) from your home? _.

lr

[ i ] YES
[ z] NO
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ g ] Refused

REF(Q4)

i

w i

i

{

lJ
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l
(IF Q0077 NE +0003 SKIP TD Q0085 )

lm
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

iN
84. Supposeyour taxes would be redu_cedby $_0,000 each year for 20 years,

I would you vote to locate the repository (SEE BELOW) from your home?

B [ l] YES
[ 2] NO
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ g ] Refused

|
REF(Q4)

i
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

|
85. Suppose insteadyour communitywere offered a large grant for improved

_ public services llke schools,parks, or hospitalsto have the
repository located (SEEBELOW) from your honw_. Would you vote to

i locate the repositoryunder these terms?

[ i ] Yes
[ 2 ] No
[ 8 ] Don'tJ(now
[ 9 ] Refused

|
REF(Q4)

|
{ ROTATE }

i {NUMERICclosed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected.Length-02 }

86. If a vote were held today on buildinga permanentrepository,would
you vote for locatinga repositoryat

| (ROTATEWITH ARROW -- ALWAYSREAD "NONE OF THE ABOVE" LAST)

| [ i ] Hanford in Wash. State
[ 2 ] Yucca Mountain in Nevada

i]11 [ 3 ] Deaf Smith County in Texas
[ 4 ] None of the above

NN

i

z

11 "
=

J
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87. For each of the statements I read, pleasetell me how often
you do the foll)wing: _i

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length=Ol } _

87B. Wear your seatbeltwhen you drive your car. Would that be ALWAYS, w

USUALLY, SOMETIMESor NEVER.
C

[ I ] Always
[ 2 ] Usually [
[ 3 ] Sometimes
[ 4 ] Never
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ g ] Refused [

{NUMERICclosed-ended_n with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

88. Question informationfrom experts or other authorities. Would that be [
ALWAYS, USUALLY,SOMETIMESor NEVER.

[ i ] Always
[ 2 ] Usually £
[ 3 ] Sometimes
[ 4 ] Never £
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn wlth 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 } il

89. Buy extendedwarranties or servicecontracts. Would that be
ALWAYS,USUALLY, SOMETIMESor NEVER.

i

[ i ] Always
[ 2 ] Usually
[ 3 ] Sometimes
[ 4 ] Never !
[ 8 ] D_n't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

i
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lm

B 90. Please tell me the extent to which you STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE,
DISAGREE,or STRONGLYDISAGREE with the followingstatemel_ts.

11
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

II
gOB. People have the right to change the environ_nt to n_et their needs.

i Do you STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLYDISAGREE?

[ I ] StronglyAgree
S [ 2 ] Agree

[ 3 ] Disagree
[ 4 ] StronglyDisagree
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

g
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

I
91. There are no limitsto gro_rchfor advancedcountrieslike the United

States. Do you STRONGLYAGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,or STRONGLY
DISAGREE?

ii
[ i ] Strongly Agree

-iJl [ 2 ] Agree
[ 3 ] Disagree

_)m [ 4 ] strongly Disagree
[ 8 ] Don't Know

J [ g ] Refused

J {NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-01 }

J 92. What was the highestgrade of schoolor collegethat you completed?
(DO NOT READ LIST - USE TO PROMPT ONLY IF NECESSARY)

m
[ i ] No school
[ 2 ] Grade school (I-8)

: [ 3 ] S_ high school (9-II)
[ 4 ] High School graduate(12)
[ 5 ] Some college(13-15)

iii [ 6 ] College graduate
C [ 7 ] Postgraduate(17+)

[ 8 ] Don't Kn_
z [ g ] Refused

i
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NUCLEARWASTE d
{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-02 } __

93. What is your occupation? (INTERVIEWER:REFER TO REFERENCESHEET;
ENTER RESPONSE BELOW)

[ i ] Professionalor technical
[ 2 ] Farmer _._
[ 3 ] Managerial
[ 4 ] Clerical _"_
[ 5 ] Sales worker
[ 6 ] Craftsman [_
[ 7 ] Operative
[ 8 ] Transportoperative _
[ 9 ] Serviceworker
[ 10 ] Laborer _-
[ ii ] Other
[ 12 ] Retired E_:_
[ 13 ] Student
[ 14 ] Unemployed
[ 15 ] Homemaker

(IF QOOg3 BE +0012 : .0015 SKIP TO 00096 )
(IF Q0093 LT +0000 SKIP TO (XX)g6 ) i_

{NUMERICclosed-ended(:Inwith 01 responsesexpected,Length-01 } _

95. How _uld you describe the organizationyou _rk for?
: Is it a: (READ LIST)

I_-_

[ i ] Company or business
[ 2 ] Goverrmmntagency J.
[ 3 ] Not-for-profitorg.
[ 4 ] Self employed ,._;
[ 5 ] Other
[ 8 ] Don'tKnow _,::._
[ 9 ] Refused

=
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I
{NUMERICclosed-ended {In with Ol responses expected. Length- Ol }

l
96. In which age category may [ place you? Are you...

1 [ i ] Between18 and 24

II [ 2 ] Between25 and 34
[ 3 ] Between35 and 44

1 [ 4 ] Between45 and 54
[ 5 ] Between55 and 64

| [ 6 ] Or, 65 and older?
[ B ] Don't Know

l [ 9 ] Refused

| {NUMERICclosed-endedcInwith Ol responsesexpected.Length-01 }

| 97. Which of the followingterms best describesyour usual stand on
political issues?

| [ I ] Very liberal
=I [ 2 ] Somewhat liberal

[ 3 ] Middle of the road

1 [ 4 ] Somewhatconservative
[ 5 ] Very conservative

1 [ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with Ol responsesexpectedeLength-01 }
1

98. To which racial group do you belong? Black, White, Oriental/Asian,or ..
m some other?

1 [ I ] Black
[ 2 ] White

_ 1 [ 3 ] Oriental/Asian
[ 4 ] Other

I [ 8 ] Don't Know
[ 9 ] Refused

-i

I

m

|

i

=ii&

a
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{NUMERICclose_-endedqn with Ol responsesexpected.Length-OI }

9g. Are you of Hispanicorigin?

[ i ] Yes
[ 5 ] No
[ 8 ) Don't _now I_
C g ] Refused

{N: 0 X: I00 } __J
{NUMERICopen-endeden with 01 responsesexpected.Length-03 ) 1

I01. About how many years have you lived in your presentcommunity? _i

INTERVIEWER: ENTER NUMBER OF YEARS.

{NUMERICopen-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-05 }

102. What is your zip code? INTERVIEWER:ENTER ZIP CODE _Fz_T

C

{NUMERICclosed-endedqn with 01 _sponses expected.Length-01 } E
103. Do you own your own h_)

• E
[ i ] YES
[ 2] NO C _
[ 8 ] Don't Know
[ g ] Refused

c

- {NUMERICopen-endedqn with 01 responsesexpected.Length-02 }

I04. How many people llve in your household?

INTERVIEWER:ENTER NUMBER _
&

L

E

gm

g_



I
(IFQ0104 EQ i SKIP TO Q0106 )

m
{NUMERICopen-endedqn wi_ 01 responsesexpected,Length-02 }

I
10S. How many childrenunder 12 years of age are in your household?

S INTERVIEWER:ENTER NUMBER

I it

I { MUST }
{NUMERICclosed-endedclnwith 01 resDonsesexpected,t,ength-02 }

i
106. Finally, I'd like to read so_ general categoriesregardinglevelsof

familyincoee. They incluOetotal family INCOMEfromALL SOURCES

I BEFORE TAXES during 1986. Please tell me to stop when I get to yours.
[ ] ] $5,000 or under

ill [ Z ] $5.001-$1S,000
[ 3 ] $15,001- SZS,O00

i [ 4 ] $25,001- $35,000
[ S ] $35,001-SSO,O00

i [ 6 ] $S0,001-$6S,000
[ 7 ] $6B,001- $8S,000

I [ 8 ] $85,001 and over

I 109. Thank you very much for your cooperation.

I

j C(Complete) T(lncomplete) R(Refusal)
COMPLETECODES INCOMPLETECODES

ill i REGION I- NORTHZ._Sr I BUSY
2 REGION 2 - SOUT_RN 2 NOANSWER

I 3 REGION3 - G_ZAT:_<ZS 3 CALLBACK
4 REGION 4 - c_.M_ 4 BUSINESS
5 REGION 5 -WESTERN 5 LANC_JAGEBARRIER
6 6 PHONEDISCONNECT

_il 7 7 TERMINATED
8 B OVER QUOTA

II 9 g

l zo lo

ii Status:
Tyl_e'.

I

gl
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